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Abstract

In recent years there is more and more evidence for a significant increase of work-related stress burden and disease in the Western civilization. If high level of work demands cumulate and recovery fails, serious mental health problems such as chronic stress or depression can occur. Monitoring of cognitive load would allow supporting the prevention of mental disorders and maintaining mental health. The first part of this thesis is directed towards paving the way for a continuous monitoring of cognitive load in daily life scenarios.

Cognitive tests allow measuring the cognitive performance of a person. Basic performance measures are capacity of remembering, reaction time and attention. Conducting cognitive assessment tests throughout daily life offers opportunities to early detect changes in cognitive performance. In most studies, cognitive performance is measured with computerized tests which are not well suited to measure cognitive performance in daily life. In the second part of this thesis, a wearable reaction time test is developed in order to allow obtaining continuous measurements of cognitive performance in daily life.

This thesis comprises six scientific publications that address five aims: (1) to investigate the applicability of heart rate variability (HRV) features to discriminate different levels of mental workload in a mobile setting, (2) to target individual differences in HRV responses by incorporating individual calibration measures, (3) to develop a wearable reaction time (RT) test which can be operated throughout everyday life in order to obtain a continuous measurement of speed of processing by means of RT, (4) to evaluate the feasibility of the wearable RT device with empirical studies, (5) to examine how common daily activities affect the reaction times of young and elderly subjects.

In the first part of this thesis, the applicability of HRV features was investigated in a controlled experiment designed to induce three levels of mental load. According to the subjective ratings of the participants, it was shown that all participants perceived the induced load levels as intended from the experiment design. The investigated HRV features obtained from a mobile ECG logger showed significant differences between the three load levels.

The knowledge gained from the controlled laboratory experiment was then transferred to an office-work setting. Since each individual’s
physiological response to high mental load can vary depending on certain factors, a calibration procedure was introduced. It was examined whether the data collected in the calibration session were appropriate to discriminate low, medium and high mental load levels occurred during a daily life office-work scenario. The overall results showed that in 6 out of 7 participants the self-reported load levels perceived during office tasks could be modeled by incorporating individual calibration measures.

In the second part of this thesis, a wearable RT test was designed and implemented in order to allow a continuous operation throughout everyday life. The watch-like RT device combines the generation of a haptic stimulus and the recognition of subject’s hand movement as response gesture. The feasibility of the wearable RT test was evaluated with two empirical studies. The first study showed that the wearable RT tests are suitable to measure factors that influence length and variability of reaction times. In the second study, a long-term monitoring in an unrestricted real working environment of a graphic designer was conducted. Reaction time data under different workload factors such as stress, sleep deprivation, night shift and moderate alcohol were continuously collected throughout 15 working days. The results showed that the wearable watch-like RT test can be operated without interrupting the working routine of a graphic designer. The investigated RT features showed significant correlations with the workload factors and with the self-reported ratings on mood and perceived workload.

Finally, the thesis investigated how common daily activities affect the reaction times of 14 young subjects (mean age 26 years) and 12 elderly subjects (mean age 70 years). The results showed that RT and RT variability were significantly affected by the type of activity. The increase in mean RT and RT variability from idle to cognitive load condition was significantly higher for the older participants compared to the younger ones. A context-aware wearable reaction time test which considers the type of activity achieved an accuracy of 87.5% when discriminating between idle and load conditions. It was concluded that a wearable RT test combined with an activity recognition system is feasible to detect changes in RT performance and variability during common daily life activities.
Zusammenfassung


Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit wurden zunächst Charakteristiken der Herzraten-Variabilität bei drei mentalen Belastungsstufen in einem kontrollierten Experiment untersucht. Gemäß der subjektiven Beurteilung der Probanden konnte gezeigt werden, dass alle Probanden die induzierten mentalen Belastungsstufen wie vom Experiment beabsichtigt empfunden haben. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass sich
die von einem mobilen EKG-Rekorder aufgezeichneten Charakteristiken der Herzraten-Variabilität signifikant zwischen den drei Belastungsstufen unterscheiden.

Die aus dem kontrollierten Experiment gewonnenen Erkenntnisse wurden anschließend auf Büroarbeit übertragen. Da bekannt ist, dass individuelle Unterschiede die physiologische Reaktion auf kognitive Belastung beeinflussen, wurde eine Kalibrations-Prozedur entwickelt. Es wurde untersucht, inwieweit die erhobenen Kalibrationsdaten geeignet sind, um zwischen geringer, mittlerer und hoher kognitiver Belastung während der Büroarbeit zu diskriminieren. Die Ergebnisse haben gezeigt, dass bei 6 von 7 Probanden die Selbsteinschätzung hinsichtlich kognitiver Belastung während der Büroarbeit durch Einbeziehung der individuellen Kalibrationsdaten modelliert werden konnte.


Im letzten Teil dieser Arbeit wurde untersucht, wie tägliche Aktivitäten die Reaktionszeit von 14 jungen Probanden (mittleres Alter 26 Jahre) und 12 älteren Probanden (mittleres Alter 70 Jahre) beeinflussen. Die Ergebnisse haben gezeigt, dass Reaktionszeit und Reaktionszeit-Variabilität signifikant von der Art der Aktivität beeinflusst wurden. Der Anstieg der Reaktionszeit und der Reaktionszeit-Variabilität zwischen normaler und kognitiver Belastung war bei den älteren Probanden signifikant stärker. Unter Berücksichtigung der Ak-
tivität konnte eine Genauigkeit von 87.5% bei der Diskriminierung zwischen normaler und kognitiver Belastung erreicht werden. Schlussfolgernd wurde aufgezeigt, dass ein tragbares Reaktionszeit-Testgerät die Aktivitäten einer Person berücksichtigen sollte, um Veränderungen in der Reaktionszeit und der Reaktionszeit-Variabilität hinsichtlich kognitiver Belastung messbar zu machen.
1.1. Motivation

The European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions has been calling attention on work-related stress as a workplace health issue since 1993\cite{14}. According to the Fourth European Working Conditions Survey in 2005, stress is one of the most common work-related health problems affecting 22\% of European workers. Work-related stress is the response people may have when presented with work demands and pressures that are not matched to their knowledge and abilities and which challenge their ability to cope\cite{54}. The changing nature of work due to globalization has made increased cognitive demands on workers resulted in high workload and time pressure. If high level of mental workload cumulates and recovery fails, health problems such as chronic stress, depression, or burnout can occur.

Continuous monitoring of mental workload offers new opportunities to support preventing mental disorders and maintaining mental health. Monitoring of mental workload in everyday life is still in an exploratory stage. Most scientific knowledge about the effects of mental load is based on laboratory research or inferred from retrospective reports, although monitoring of mental load in everyday life is clearly the principal aim. It is known that the subject’s response to real-life mental load can be different from the ones observed in the laboratory. Even the most sophisticated experimental design and measurement may not accurately reflect subject’s response to mental load. The main limitations of laboratory research are the time scales able to capture and the inadequate mapping of different workload characteristics found in real life. These considerations make it apparent that without monitoring mental load in real life scenarios, one simply cannot be sure of the relevance of laboratory assessment.

Cognitive tests allow to measure the cognitive performance of a person. Basic performance measures are capacity of remembering, reaction time and attention. In most studies, cognitive performance is measured with computerized tests which require the full attention of the test person for several minutes. This restriction prohibits the measurement of cognitive performance during daily routine tasks. In addition, such dedicated tests are not well suited to measure the cognitive performance in daily life since most people are not willing to interrupt their primary task for several minutes. There exists only few approaches to measure the cognitive performance continuously in normal daily routine. Assessing the cognitive capabilities of individuals continuously throughout ev-
everyday life activities provides several opportunities: (1) early detection of cognitive decline such as dementia or Alzheimer’s disease in elderly, (2) identifying decrease in cognitive performance in order to determine the ability to conduct mental demanding tasks such as driving, piloting or search and rescue, (3) management of mental illness (e.g. whether a patient is responding to a medication), (4) identifying of children with intellectual disabilities such as Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD).

In this thesis new opportunities of mobile and wearable computing are investigated aiming at identifying changes in cognitive load and cognitive performance in daily life scenarios.

1.2. Assessment of Cognitive Load

In the literature, there are several studies about the measurement of cognitive load, mental load, mental workload or mental effort. Often, the different terms are used as aliases. Psychologists provided theoretic constructs on how the different terms can be conceptualized. For instance, Paas et al. [34, 35] defines cognitive load as a multidimensional construct that represents the load that a particular task imposes on the individual. In other words, it represents the interaction between task demands and subject’s capabilities. Theoretically, cognitive load can be conceptualized in the dimensions of mental load, mental effort, and performance and can be measured by assessing these factors. There are four promising approaches in the literature to estimate individual’s cognitive load: methods that use subjective ratings, task performance-based indices, behavioral and physiological measures. In the following these four approaches are introduced.

1.2.1. Subjective Assessment

In subjective rating techniques the subject is directly asked to assess his experienced mental effort. Depending on the application scenario, there exist various rating scales for assessing the subjective load. For example, the Cooper-Harper Scale [10] was mainly designed to assess pilot’s cognitive ability to steer an aircraft. In this rating scale, the pilots have to assess their experienced demands when performing certain flight tasks. The Subjective Workload Assessment Technique (SWAT) [39] uses the three dimensions of time load, mental effort load, and psychological stress load to assess workload. Compared to SWAT, the
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NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [17] uses the six dimensions of mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, own performance, effort and frustration. The total workload is computed as a weighted average of all scales. In the literature, NASA-TLX has been used in a large variety of contexts. An evaluation of different subjective workload assessment techniques can be found in [43].

A main drawback of subjective assessment methods is the difficulty to perform questionnaire surveys in real life scenarios. For practical reasons, often the subjects are asked to rate their experienced level of cognitive load in a retrospective way. This can lead to the problem of forgetting important aspects concerning the experience depending on the time between the self-report and the cognitive load itself. Besides, the most recent events at the time of the recall can affect the overall rating at the time the questionnaire is asked [60].

1.2.2. Performance Based Assessment

The second approach to assess cognitive load is the measurement of task performance. Thereby, two performance measures are considered: primary task performance as a measure of the actual task performance and secondary task performance for assessing the performance of a task that is operated simultaneously to the primary task [35]. In this context, the performance of the secondary task is influenced by the cognitive load caused by the primary task. The primary task performance can be measured directly while performing a continuous performance task that measures certain aspects such as attention, vigilance, speed or working memory. On the other hand, secondary task performance can be used to evaluate the cognitive load in more real life scenarios such as driving or flying. As a secondary task, usually subjects are asked to recognize and respond to a visual or auditory stimulus while performing the primary task. The performance variables such as the number of errors, accuracy or reaction time obtained from the secondary task is then used as the level of cognitive workload experienced by the subject. For instance, Patten et al. [38] used visual stimulus as a secondary task to estimate the levels of cognitive workload of experienced and inexperienced drivers. The visual stimulus was integrated into the peripheral area of the driver’s line of sight and the reaction times were recorded as performance variable. Thereby, the impact of cell-phones on driving performance was investigated in a driving simulator by measuring several categories including response time to a pop-up stop sign [6]. Riener
et al. [41] compared the driving performance in terms of cognitive load between real driving and simulated driving. Reaction time to visual, auditory and vibro-tactile stimuli was used as performance measure. Visual notifications were placed on the dashboard, auditory information was provided via headphones and vibro-tactile stimulus was given through the driver's seat.

Most of these studies have in common that the secondary task is integrated into the surrounding area of a well-defined and restricted task such as driving. The same tools cannot be used to assess the cognitive load of the subject during other daily life activities which are generally performed in different settings. These examples illustrate that there is a need for cognitive load estimation independent of the current task and surrounding.

1.2.3. Behavioral Measurements

The third approach aims for detecting variations in behavior as a criterion of high workload. Compared to task performance approaches which mostly use a secondary task to assess the performance, in this approach it is investigated how the primary task itself is accomplished by the subject. Similar to task-performance approaches, this method has been studied mostly in the domain of driving. Thereby, certain aspects of the driving behavior such as lane keeping, lane changing, or driver steering performance were measured and evaluated [6, 44–46, 62]. In these studies, mostly the effects of distraction such as using cell-phones during driving were examined. The driving performance was measured by monitoring the steering and speed control during navigating a roadway in a driving simulator. It was found out that there were high correlations between distracting activities such as using a cell-phone and the deviations in speed control or lateral vehicle control. As a consequence, nowadays several car companies are currently involved in research on driver behavior monitoring systems. For instance, recently Mercedes Benz introduced the so-called “Attention Assist” [1, 2] to detect deviations in driving behavior which can be the result of drowsiness or fatigue. The system employs several sensors to record the driver behavior in terms of steering movements, steering speed or pedal use. Based on the recording, the system creates an individual driver profile and in case that a deviation is detected, the system warns the user. A review about similar systems can be found in [12]. Similar to performance based assessments, this type of measurement is specific for the
task being studied, e.g. the monitoring of driving behavior was rendered possible by using particular driving simulators during the studies.

1.2.4. Physiological Measures

There exists numerous studies which investigate physiological measures as markers of cognitive load. For instance the effect of varying task difficulties on pupillary responses, eye movements or blink intervals have been studied in various scenarios. For example, Klingner et al. [25] investigated remote video eye trackers for measurements of task-evoked pupillary responses. Subtle changes in pupil size were observed while subjects performing different mental tasks. In addition, effects of cognitive demand on eye movements were systematically investigated in driving scenarios. Victor et al. [57] collected eye movement measures while subjects were performing different in-vehicle tasks with incremental levels of difficulty. Tests were conducted both in a driver simulator and in field trials using an instrumented vehicle which contained a camera based eye tracking system. The results showed that increases in task difficulty produced both a gaze concentration to the road center area and an increase in display viewing time. Similar results were achieved by Engström et al. [13] who showed that the cognitive load resulted in increased gaze concentration towards the road center. Palinko et al. [36] presented a study in which subjects were involved in spoken dialogues while driving a simulated vehicle. The cognitive load of the driver was estimated by measuring the pupil size from a remote eye tracker mounted on the dashboard in front of the driver. In a simulated flight study, Papadelis et al. [37] reported a decrease in eye blink duration during the time of increased mental effort.

The relevance of galvanic skin response (GSR) as an indicator of user’s cognitive load was investigated in a traffic control scenario where the investigated tasks had different levels of difficulty [49]. Results showed that mean GSR across users increased as cognitive load increased. The application of GSR in combination with other sensor modalities was mostly used to detect emotions and stress [7, 18, 48, 58].

Measures of surface electromyography (EMG) and electroencephalogram (EEG) were employed to investigate correlations with task difficulty and performance metrics. For example, in a flight simulation study of Papadelis et al. [37] the muscular activity of the subjects were recorded in addition to other physiological parameters. The results showed that there was a significant correlation of EMG measures
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with the difficulty levels of the task. Berka et al. [8] recorded participants’ EEG while they were performing different cognitive tests. The results indicated that EEG measures correlated with both subjective and objective performance metrics.

Heart rate variability (HRV) is one of the most common studied physiological measures for the assessment of mental load. There exists numerous studies which investigated HRV responses induced by mental workload tasks [3, 27, 33, 53, 61]. HRV is a measure of the variability in heart rate, i.e., variations of time intervals between consecutive heart beats [31]. HRV is known to provide information about the activity of the autonomic nervous system (ANS). The ANS is divided into two branches: sympathetic and parasympathetic. The sympathetic nervous system mediates activities associated with stressful situations. As a result, physiological changes such as increased heart rate and blood pressure or increased respiration rate occur. On the other hand, the parasympathetic system counterbalances the sympathetic nervous system by returning the body in a calming state. The analysis of HRV allows to assess sympathetic and parasympathetic activities of the ANS.

HRV measures can be obtained by extracting features in time and frequency domain. Time domain measures are mostly preferred due to simplicity of calculation. Commonly used time domain features include mean value of the RR intervals, standard deviation of the the RR intervals, or the number of interval differences of successive RR intervals greater than a threshold. The extraction of HRV features in the frequency domain provides information on the power distribution as a function of frequency. Power spectral density (PSD) analysis is applied on RR data in order to calculate three main spectral components: very low frequency (VLF), low frequency (LF), and high frequency (HF) components. The LF/HF ratio is known to be an indicator for sympathovagal balance. High values indicate the dominance of sympathetic activity, whereas low values indicate a switch toward a dominance of parasympathetic activity. More detailed explanations for the calculation of the parameters both in time and frequency domain can be found in [31].

Most of the recent studies on HRV try to discriminate a state of mental load from a resting condition in a laboratory setting. In [50] a mental arithmetic task was used to induce mental workload and the recovery patterns of physiological responses as indicators of stress were investigated. Kim et al. [23, 24] studied HRV features of subjects under chronic stress. Subjects were divided into a high-stress group and
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a low-stress group based on their self-reporting stress scores. Subjects in the high stress group showed a decreased HRV compared to subjects in the low stress group. Henelius et al. [19] investigated the ability of short-term HRV metrics to discriminate between low and high level of mental workload. Field studies were conducted especially in the driving application domain. For example, Riener et al. [42] employed HRV metrics for assessing the driver’s affective state. The subjects were monitored while driving between home and work place during a period of two weeks. Higher arousal levels were observed at roads of higher traffic volume. Reimer et al. [40] monitored heart rate together with skin conductance during real highway driving. A secondary cognitive memory task was presented to the user simultaneously to generate different levels of cognitive load. The results indicated that increased cognitive demand was highly associated with the pattern of change in heart rate. The level of mental stress during a simulated office work was investigated in [52]. Subjects performed different levels of mental tasks in which they had to indicate the correct answers to mental arithmetic operations. It was shown that heart rate features allow to differentiate between active and rest condition.

Continuous monitoring of work-related stress or mental workload in daily life is still in an exploratory stage. One example is the ambitious research project “Mobile Heart Health”, which aims to detect early signs of stress by identifying physiological and contextual changes [32]. The authors investigated HRV as a stress indicator. Since HRV responses vary between individuals, the authors highlighted the importance of an individually calibrated and adaptive system. It was proposed that each subject’s baseline and stress threshold should be established in a laboratory setting using a protocol to alternately evoke stress responses which can then be used to discriminate between stress and non-stress in everyday life. However, an experimental evaluation about the feasibility of discriminating mental workload levels in everyday life scenarios by incorporating individual calibration measures is missing.

1.3. Cognitive Assessment with Reaction Time Tests

A reaction time (RT) test measures how rapidly a person can initiate a response to a triggering signal [30]. In other words, RT is the elapsed time between a designated stimulus and the individual’s reaction to it, usually measured in milliseconds [22]. The subject being tested is
instructed to react to a stimulus (e.g. light turns on). Depending on
the experimental setting, the response to a stimulus is defined as a
certain action which has to be performed by the subject, e.g. pressing
or releasing a button [22]. In addition, the subject has been made aware
that the reaction speed is the major focus of the experiment and thus
the response to a stimulus should be performed as fast as possible. In
contrast, response time test refer to testing conditions in which timing
and speed are not explicitly mentioned in experimenter’s instructions
to the subject [22, 30]. Nevertheless, in the literature the two terms
response time and reaction time are often used with the same meaning.

The first experimental investigation of reaction times aiming at un-
derstanding the structure of mental activity was presented in the paper
“On the Speed of Mental Processes” by F.C. Donders (1868) (trans-
lated in English first in [11]) [4, 22, 51]. In his experiment, he recorded
RT data from the same subject during two different tasks. The second
task was identical to the first one with the exception that an additional
mental operation had to be solved. Donders subtracted the reaction
times recorded during the simple task from those collected during the
more complex one in order to measure the time needed for the addi-
tional mental operation. Following Donders, RT has been extensively
investigated by experimental psychologists since the middle of the 19th
century.

1.3.1. Computerized Reaction Time Tests

There exist mainly three kinds of RT tests: simple, recognition and
choice RT tests [5, 26]. Simple RT tests consist of a single stimulus and
a single intentional response. For instance, the subject has to press or
release a key as fast as possible whenever a particular light or symbol
appears on the screen. Differently, in recognition RT tests, there are
multiple non-target stimuli but only one dedicated target stimulus. This
task is commonly called “go/no-go” reaction time task. In computer-
based go/no-go tests the target stimulus and the non-target stimuli are
temporary shown in a random sequence on the screen. Lastly, choice RT
tests include multiple stimuli and multiple responses. The subject has to
respond to each stimulus with a corresponding response, e.g. by pressing
a certain key whenever a corresponding letter appears on the screen.
A detailed series of recommendations on how to conduct laboratory
experiments using RT tests and how to analyze the collected data can
be found in [5, 22, 30, 59].
1.3.2. Factors Influencing Reaction Times

Since RT has been extensively investigated for many years, there exists a broad variety of clinical studies where researchers have identified different factors that influence RT. A literature review on factors that affect reaction times can be found in [22, 26]. For example, Jensen [22] reports that RT to a visual stimulus is longer than to an auditory stimulus and RT to a haptic stimulus lies in between. Intensity of the stimulus has also a considerable effect on RT. In general, lower stimulus intensities causes longer reaction times. However, as the stimulus intensity becomes very large, the RT approaches asymptotic values, i.e. does not change any more [22, 30].

One of the most important factors that influence length and variability of reaction times are increasing age and age-related diseases like cognitive impairment. It has been known that with increasing age, reaction times become more variable and longer. Hultsch et al. [20] examined age differences in RT variability with four different RT tests. RT variability was increased in older participants in comparison to younger adults. Similarly, Gorus et al. [16] explored RT performance and variability across different complexity levels in young and elderly groups. Older participants showed a general slowing in the overall RT while reaction time variability increased with age and task complexity. In another study of Gorus et al. [15] the authors investigated the reaction times and performance variability as potential markers for the early detection of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). The RT data from cognitively healthy elderly, patients diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and patients with Alzheimer’s disease were analyzed. Subjects with cognitive impairment demonstrated more intra-individual performance variability and slower reaction times than cognitively healthy elderly. In a similar direction, Braverman et al. [9] showed that the test of variables of attention (TOVA) is an accurate predictor of early attention complaints and memory impairments in a clinical setting. The standard measures of attention disorders and memory function showed high correlations with a decreased TOVA performance.

Another application area of RT tests is the diagnosis of Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD). Patients diagnosed with ADHD have in general difficulties in focusing on specific tasks. In a study of Vaurio et al. [56] children with and without ADHD were investigated using go/no-go tasks with differing levels of cognitive demand. The findings showed that one of the most consistent findings to characterize
the children with ADHD was increased variability in RT.

The effect of psychosocial stress on RT was investigated in a controlled experimental setting by Scholz et al. [47]. Subjects were randomly assigned to the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST) versus a rest condition. After the stress test, each subject performed a go/no-go task. Subjects in the stress condition revealed slower reaction times compared to subjects in the rest condition.

Van den Berg examined the effect of a night’s sleep loss on RT performance [55]. Subjects missed significantly more stimulus signals and had slower reaction times when sleep deprived compared to well rested subjects. The effects of mental fatigue on RT performance caused by prolonged time on monotonous simple RT task was investigated in [28]. Significant slowing of mean RT over time was observed.

Other factors which are known to influence reaction times are beside others gender, arousal level, personality type or intelligence level [22, 26].

1.3.3. Wearable Reaction Time Tests

Empirical studies which aim to explain the relationships between RT and independent variables have been mostly conducted in carefully controlled laboratory settings. Most of the studies have in common that the employed RT tests are operated with a traditional desktop-based test, which requires the full attention of the subject for several minutes. Since the user has to interrupt his daily activities to perform the computerized tests, most of these techniques are not feasible to be used during everyday life activities. There exist only a few applications which investigate the feasibility of measuring reaction times continuously during everyday activities. Lieberman et al. developed a wrist-worn watch like device which assess reaction time, vigilance and memory. The device consists of visual stimuli (3 LEDs), auditory stimuli (a miniature speaker) and two push buttons [29]. The reaction time is assessed by presenting a series of auditory stimuli at random times and measuring the response time until a button is pressed. In the second generation of the device the authors integrated an additional vibratory stimuli which can be used in noisy environments where auditory stimulus might be masked. Ivorra et al. [21] implemented a haptic stimulus into a watch-like device in order to interrogate the subject. Subject’s response was detected by means of recognizing a subtle hand movements using an accelerometer. The authors conducted a feasibility study with ten sub-
jects. The subjects used the device on their normal activities. The total number of RT interrogations for a 8 h period was 33. During the study the subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire about the usability of the device. However, the obtained reaction times were not further analyzed and relationships between reaction time and influencing factors such as age, gender, cognitive demanding tasks or performed activities were not conducted.

1.4. Aims of the work

The aim of this thesis is to investigate mobile and wearable technologies for continuous monitoring of cognitive load and cognitive performance in daily life scenarios. In the first part of the thesis, physiological sensing is investigated to assess different levels of mental load occurring in everyday life scenarios. In the second part, a wearable reaction time test device is presented which enables the measurement of reaction times during daily life activities. The thesis then investigates the feasibility of the device for detecting variations in reaction times occurred due to influencing factors such as cognitive load, age and daily activities. Specifically, the thesis addresses the following topics:

1.4.1. Monitoring of mental load levels using HRV features

Today’s mobile healthcare applications offer a variety of opportunities to capture physiological signals, process the data in real-time and provide just-in-time feedback. To achieve a day-by-day quantification of mental load for a long-term health monitoring, first different load levels which occur during everyday have to be discriminated. This thesis investigates the applicability of HRV features obtained from a mobile ECG system. In contrast to state of the art which generally discriminate between baseline (rest) and high cognitive load, the aim of this thesis is to show that HRV features obtained from a mobile ECG logger allows to discriminate different levels of mental workload induced by a continuous performance task.

1.4.2. Assessment of mental load levels in everyday life using individual calibration measures

Existing studies on mental workload mostly focus on laboratory settings where the sympathetic and parasympathetic responses to stress
or high cognitive load are collected from several subjects within a standard-ized, controlled experiment. The collected data are then used to build generalized models to predict stress or mental workload scores. However, such models are usually not feasible in real life settings since controlled experiments often do not reflect the real life setting. Additionally, high variations in HRV responses may exist between subjects because of factors such as age, health status or physical activity level. As a consequence, two open questions are: (1) How to approach different levels of mental load occurring during real life settings? (2) How to incorporate individual differences when building models for cognitive load estimation? In order to target individual differences, this thesis considers a calibration procedure where each subject’s individual HRV responses to different levels of mental workload are measured in a laboratory setting. This thesis then investigates whether the data obtained in the calibration session are appropriate to discriminate low, medium and high mental workload levels occurred during a daily life office-work scenario.

1.4.3. Development of a wearable user interface for measuring reaction time

Conducting cognitive assessment tests throughout normal daily life offers new opportunities to early detect changes in cognitive efficiency. Such tests would allow identification of early symptoms of cognitive impairment, monitor the progress of disease processes related to cognitive efficiency and reduce the risk of cognitive overload. The goal of this thesis is to transfer a well-defined cognitive test into daily life in order to obtain a continuous measurement of cognitive performance. For the cognitive test, RT tests are considered in this thesis, since RT tests offer high sensitivity for detecting variation in cognitive functioning and they can be repeated virtually an unlimited amount of times. A shortcoming of traditional computerized RT tests is that they require the full attention of a test person, which prohibits the measurement of cognitive efficiency during daily routine tasks. In order to overcome this limitation, this thesis aims to design a wearable reaction time test which can be operated throughout everyday life. The following requirements associated with the design of the wearable device are addressed: (1) wearability of the device (2) choosing a stimulus type that is convenient for daily life (3) choosing a predefined response gesture (4) ensuring a continuous operation for long-term recordings.
1.4.4. Feasibility evaluation of the wearable reaction time test

This thesis aims to evaluate the feasibility of the wearable RT device with two empirical studies. The first study investigates to what extent changes in duration and variability of user’s reaction time can be measured with the wearable RT interface in comparison to traditional desktop-based reaction time tests. The aim of this study is to determine whether the wearable RT test is sensitive to measure changes in reaction times occurred due to altered cognition. The second experiment aims to conduct a long-term case study in a real working environment. The case study targets the following goals: (1) to continuously collect reaction times in a real-world working setting without interrupting the daily routine of the subject (2) to investigate the observed variations in length and variability of reaction times regarding typical work-related workload factors (3) to investigate the correlations between RT features and subjective ratings on mood and perceived workload.

1.4.5. Effect of daily activities on reaction times

Most studies which employ RT tests are examined in carefully controlled laboratories. During these studies the independent variable is changed while other factors are kept constant. However, in daily life the activities performed by the subjects can also affect the reaction times. This thesis investigates how common daily activities affect the reaction times of young and elderly subjects. The main research aims of the thesis are: (1) to examine the effect of everyday life activities on reaction times, (2) to determine if it is feasible to measure variations in reaction times occurred due to high cognitive load while the subjects are engaged in common daily life tasks, (3) to investigate the differences between young and elderly age group regarding their reaction times.

1.5. Thesis outline

This thesis includes six scientific publications (Chapter 3 to 8) addressing the aims summarized in the previous section. Figure 1.1 depicts the thesis’s aims and the corresponding chapters addressing them. The arrows in the figure show the relationship between the chapters. Table 1.1 shows the assignment of each publication to its respective chapter. Chapter 2 presents the summary of contributions while providing an insight into the relevant outcomes. The limitations and new research directions for future work are highlighted. Chapter 3 presents a
laboratory study which investigates the use of heart rate variability to discriminate three levels of mental load. Chapter 4 extends the previous study by incorporating individual calibration measures. Each subject’s heart rate response obtained during the laboratory experiment is used as calibration measure. This information is then used to differentiate different mental load levels occurring in an office work scenario. Chapter 5 presents a new sensing modality, the so-called wearable reaction time test which allows monitoring one’s cognitive efficiency during daily activities. Furthermore, the first results are presented in which the reaction times obtained by the wearable system are compared to those collected with a well accepted desktop-based tests. Chapter 6 extends the previous work and reports results of a detailed statistical analysis. In addition to the comparison between desktop-based and wearable reaction time tests, this chapter presents a comparison between two implementations of the wearable reaction time test. Chapter 7 presents a case study conducted in a real working environment and investigates the link between different workload factors and reaction times. Finally, combining the findings achieved in Chapter 6 and 7, Chapter 8 presents detailed results from a study on examining the effects of daily activities on reaction times. Besides, this chapter highlights the differences between young and elderly age groups by comparing how their reaction times change when they are subjected to high cognitive load while performing different daily life activities.
Monitoring of mental workload levels using HRV features

Assessment of mental load levels in everyday life using individual calibration measures
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Feasibility evaluation of the wearable reaction time test

Effect of daily activities on reaction times

**Figure 1.1.** Visualization of the thesis outline showing each chapter according to the aims presented in Section 1.4.
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Thesis Summary
2.1. Summary of Contributions

The key research contributions of this thesis which advance the state-of-the-art in monitoring cognitive load and cognitive performance are presented below. The summary is structured according to the thesis aims introduced in Section 1.4 and depicted in Figure 1.1. Detailed descriptions on methods and results can be found in the corresponding publication chapters referenced in this summary chapter (see Table 1.1).

2.1.1. Monitoring of mental load levels using HRV features

This work investigated how heart rate variability features originated from a mobile ECG system could be used to discriminate three levels of mental load. In order to investigate this relationship, first an experiment was designed to induce three levels of mental load on subjects. Afterwards, the changes in heart rate variability for each load level were analyzed. Regarding the first objective (see Section 1.4.1, page 12) the following contributions were achieved.

Experiment design

In order to simulate different mental load levels, an experiment in a laboratory setting was designed. Seven healthy male subjects (age between 25 and 34 years) were involved in the experiment. Three sessions with low, medium and high workload were defined. Each of the mental load sessions had the same structure composed of a baseline (10 min), workload (20 min) and recovery (15 min) period. Subjects performed each session on separate days. In order to counterbalance learning effects, each workload session was randomly assigned to the subjects. Three difficulty levels of a continuous performance task, the so-called Dual N-Back task [1, 7] (see Section 3.2.1, page 62), were employed to induce low, medium and high workload. During all three sessions, the baseline and the recovery periods were the same: the subjects watched a relaxing documentary film in order to calm down. The workload phases differed in the amount of mental workload induced by the N-Back task. Directly after the workload period, the subject was asked to assess his perceived workload by filling out the the NASA-TLX [5]. The recording of the ECG data was accomplished with a Zephyr BioHarness chest belt (see Figure 4.1, page 73). In addition to the ECG data, the chest belt pro-
Table 2.1. Comparison of HRV Features during low, medium and high workload periods. $F$ and $p$ values from ANOVA test are given (from Section 3.3, page 65).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRV Features</th>
<th>Low Workload</th>
<th>Medium Workload</th>
<th>High Workload</th>
<th>$F$; $p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean RR (ms)</td>
<td>875.3 ± 32.2</td>
<td>803.2 ± 36.5</td>
<td>769.1 ± 43.0</td>
<td>2.09; 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDNN (ms)</td>
<td>72.2 ± 8.4</td>
<td>58.7 ± 7.8</td>
<td>51.5 ± 6.4</td>
<td>1.89; 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD (ms)*</td>
<td>51.6 ± 5.2</td>
<td>38.7 ± 4.4</td>
<td>31.2 ± 4.6</td>
<td>4.65; 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pNN50 (%)*</td>
<td>30.7 ± 4.8</td>
<td>19.3 ± 3.6</td>
<td>12.4 ± 3.2</td>
<td>5.48; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV Index</td>
<td>19.5 ± 2.4</td>
<td>14.9 ± 1.8</td>
<td>13.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>2.86; 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TINN (ms)</td>
<td>462.8 ± 45.7</td>
<td>385.7 ± 53.1</td>
<td>385.1 ± 53.7</td>
<td>0.77; 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/HF*</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.6 ± 1.0</td>
<td>4.59; 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± standard error

*p < 0.05

vided RR intervals by measuring the duration between two consecutive R waves of the ECG.

HRV analysis

The following HRV features (see Section 3.2.2, page 63) in the time domain were investigated: mean value of the RR intervals (Mean RR), standard deviation of the RR intervals (SDNN), root mean square of successive difference of the RR intervals (RMSSD), the percentage of the number of successive RR intervals varying more than 50 ms from the previous interval (pNN50), the total number of RR intervals divided by the height of the histogram of all RR intervals measured on a scale with bins of 1/128 s (HRV triangular index), and triangular interpolation of RR interval histogram (TINN).

The analysis of HRV in the frequency domain investigated two frequency bands: low frequency (LF: 0.04-0.15 Hz) and high frequency (HF: 0.15-0.4 Hz). Next, the ratio of LF/HF was calculated by using the normalized values of LF and HF.

All features were calculated on the overall workload periods (20 min) for each session. The features obtained for the three workload periods were then analyzed by using the ANOVA test.
Results

- The analysis of the perceived workload scores obtained from the NASA-TLX showed that each subject perceived the induced load levels as intended from the experiment design ($p < 0.01$) (see Section 3.3, Figure 3.1, page 64).

- The investigated HRV features could be classified into two distinct groups with respect to their response: with increasing workload, the features RMSSD, pNN50 and HF showed a statistically significant decrease while LF and LF/HF ratio showed a statistically significant increase with increased workload ($p < 0.05$) (see Table 2.1). The remaining features showed a consistent but non-significant increase or decrease, what might be explained by the limited number of subjects.

- These findings provide evidence that an increase in workload is associated with a decrease in parasympathetic nervous activity and with a concomitant increase in sympathetic activity. The results are in line with other studies which showed that in comparison to a resting state, high workload or stress is associated with a decrease in parasympathetic nervous activity and with an increase in sympathetic activity [9–11, 15, 18].

2.1.2. Assessment of mental load levels in everyday life using individual calibration measures

Each individual’s physiological response to high mental load can be different depending on several factors such as health status, activity level, age or medications. This work addresses the challenge of individual differences by incorporating individual calibration measures. The main research question of this work is how different mental load levels occurring during a daily life scenario can be discriminated by incorporating individual calibration measures. Regarding the second objective (see Section 1.4.2, page 12) the following contributions were done.

Calibration sessions

The data collected in the laboratory experiment described in the previous section (see Section 2.1.1, page 28) were used as individual calibration measurements. Seven healthy male participants (age between 25 and 34 years) participated in the overall experiment. Each individual’s
2.1. Summary of Contributions

Figure 2.1. Experiment procedure for calibration and office-work sessions. A total of three calibration sessions were conducted which differed in the level of induced workload: low, medium, and high. The office-work condition consisted of 1 h of normal office working activities. The subjective rating of perceived workload was assessed with the NASA-TLX, whereas an objective measurement was assessed by collecting salivary cortisol at particular points in time (from Section 4.2.2, page 74).

HRV responses to three different levels of mental load were measured in a controlled laboratory setting. The first three sessions were designed to induce low, medium and high levels of mental workload in order to establish an individual calibration. This was enabled by applying three variants of Dual N-Back task (see Section 4.2.2, page 75).

Daily life office-work session

The laboratory experiment was extended with a real life working scenario. After obtaining each subject’s baseline and workload heart rate features in the calibration sessions, an additional session was conducted in which the same seven subjects were monitored during one hour of normal office-work (see Section 4.2.2, page 76). The daily office tasks
were freely chosen by the subjects and contained working activities such as programming, reading or writing research papers. Both calibration and office-work session included baseline and recovery stages (see Figure 2.1 for the experimental procedure). In addition to the heart rate data, subjective ratings of the perceived workload was collected with the NASA-TLX [5].

Data analysis

First, time and frequency features from the RR interval data were extracted (see Section 4.3.1 page 77). The following eight commonly used time domain features were calculated: mean value of the heart rate (Mean HR), standard deviation of the heart rate (STD HR), mean value of the RR intervals (Mean RR), standard deviation of the RR intervals (SDNN), root mean square of successive difference of the RR intervals (RMSSD), the percentage of the number of successive RR intervals varying more than 50 ms from the previous interval (pNN50), the total number of RR intervals divided by the height of the histogram of all RR intervals measured on a scale with bins of 1/128 s (HRV triangular index), and triangular interpolation of RR interval histogram (TINN).

As the frequency domain feature, the normalized value of the LF/HF ratio was calculated. For each subject, so called “relative features” were computed by dividing the HRV features obtained during the workload stages by the corresponding mean value of the baseline feature.

Calibration procedure

The goal of incorporating the individual calibration measures was to investigate whether the data collected during the calibration sessions were appropriate to discriminate low, medium and high mental load levels experienced during one hour of office-work. First, in order to assign the subjective workload score of the office-work into one of three classes (low, medium, and high), individual boundaries according to the subjective workload scores collected during the calibration conditions were defined (see Section 4.4.1 page 80 and Figure 4.7 page 82).

Afterwards, two approaches were developed that use the individual calibration data. For a given 2-min RR segment the objectives were (1) to predict the corresponding subjective workload score by using relevant HRV features and, (2) to identify the mental workload class.
2.1. Summary of Contributions

Figure 2.2. Predicted workload scores of the office-work session based on a linear regression model. The regression problem was transformed into a classification problem using the majority rule, i.e. the predicted class was computed as the class to which the majority of predicted values falls into (from Section 4.4.6, page 86).

(low, medium, or high) to which a new observation belongs. For the first objective, a multiple regression analysis was employed to model the relationship between HRV features and the subjective ratings of NASA-TLX. For each subject, the HRV features were used as the predictor variables while the NASA-TLX scores served as response variables. The NASA-TLX scores of the office-work session were then predicted based on this model (see Section 4.4.6, page 85 and Figure 2.2). For the second objective, the linear discriminant analysis (LDA), k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN), and support vector machine (SVM) were used as classification methods.

For the multiple regression and all three classification methods, the entire calibration data were used as training set and the office-work data were used as test set.

Results

- According to the subjective NASA-TLX ratings collected in the calibration sessions, it was shown that all participants perceived the induced load levels as intended from the experiment design. As expected, the N-Back performance of the subjects collected
Table 2.2. Multiple linear regression office-work session: actual workload class obtained from NASA-TLX rating vs. estimated class. Note that the regression problem was transformed into a classification problem using the majority rule: the predicted class was computed as the class to which the majority of predicted values falls into (from Section 4.4.6 page 88).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Actual class</th>
<th>Predicted class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

False identified classes are indicated in bold.

Table 2.3. Classification results for each subject (from Section 4.4.7 page 89).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>True Class</th>
<th>Predicted Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

False identified classes are indicated in bold.

L (low), M (medium), H (high)
in the calibration sessions decreased with increasing workload (see Section 4.4.3 page 83). Compared to the calibration conditions, subjective NASA-TLX ratings of the office-work session were ranked either between low and medium or between medium and high (see Section 4.4.1 page 80 and see Figure 4.5, page 80).

- The resulting predictions of the workload class (low, medium, high) were correct for six out of the seven subjects when applying multiple linear regression (see Section 4.4.6 page 85 and see Table 2.2). In only one subject (subject 3), there was a confusion between low and medium workload.

- The comparison of the three classification models showed that the best results were obtained with linear discriminant analysis (LDA) which resulted in a correct classification for six out of the seven subjects. The only confusion between low and medium workload occurred for the same subject as in multiple regression analysis. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) and the support vector machine (SVM) resulted in a correct classification of the mental workload level during office-work for five out of the seven subjects (see Section 4.4.7 page 86 and see Table 2.3).

- The overall results showed that the perceived mental workload level of an individual occurred during an office-work scenario could be discriminated by modeling the relationship between individual HRV features and the subjective ratings gathered in a calibration session. This provides evidence that incorporating calibration measures for everyday life scenarios as proposed by Morris et al. [13] is feasible.

### 2.1.3. Development of a wearable user interface for measuring reaction time

Reaction time is one of the most sensitive parameters for detecting variation in cognitive functional ability. There are several desktop-based reaction time tests in which users have to respond to visual stimuli by using keyboard, mouse or special buttons. The main shortcoming of existing computerized RT tests is that they require the full attention of the subject, i.e. the subject has to interrupt his daily routine for several minutes in order to perform the task on the computer. This restriction prohibits the measurement of reaction times during daily activities. This work investigated the design of a wearable reaction time test which
Figure 2.3. The left picture shows the wearable implementation of a simple reaction time test. The haptic stimuli are generated as vibrations on the lower side of the wrist. The IMU is placed on the opposite side to recognize the user’s hand gesture responses. The right picture depicts a bracelet-like housing of the stimuli module. For the setups of the wearable reaction time test, see Section 5.3.1 page 100 and Section 6.3.1 page 119 and Section 7.3.1 page 143.

can be operated continuously throughout everyday life. Regarding the third objective (see Section 1.4.3 page 13) the following contributions were done.

System Design

The following requirements were considered for the design of a wearable reaction time test; (1) delivering stimulus during everyday life tasks, (2) choosing a predefined response gesture, (3) ensuring a continuous operation for long-term monitoring.

Since visual and auditory channel is usually occupied during daily life activities, the traditional visual stimulus used in desktop-based tests was replaced with haptic stimulus. The keyboard response was replaced with a forearm rotation allowing the user to perform the test in a natural way without pressing any extra push button. The haptic stimulus was applied on the wrist since it is known that the perception is increased particularly in the near of anatomical anchor points such as the wrist.

The final design of the wearable RT test (see Section 5.3.1 page 99 and Section 6.3.1 page 118) consisted of two main modules: the stimuli
module to generate haptic stimuli and the inertial measurement unit (IMU) module for detecting forearm rotations (see Figure 2.3). In order to generate vibro-tactile stimuli, a coreless mini DC vibration motor with a diameter of 6 mm and a resonant frequency of 200 Hz was used. The motor was placed in a separate plastic enclosure with dimensions of 90 x 55 x 30 mm to maximize the sense of the vibration (see Figure 2.3). The stimuli module had its own battery supply to ensure a continuous operation during at least one day. The IMU module consisted of the so-called ETH Orientation Sensor (ETHOS) [4], in which a three-axis accelerometer and a three-axis gyroscope are integrated. The IMU module was used to recognize the subject’s gesture response. The response gesture was defined as an outward rotation of the forearm (see Figure 2.4). The accelerometer and gyroscope were sampled with a frequency of 128 Hz. The firmware version of the ETHOS was modified to control the vibro-tactile component.

Validation of the device

Before applying the device in real experiments, a preliminary study (see Section 5.3.1, page 99 and Section 6.3.1, page 118) was conducted to investigate whether the predefined response was detectable at different arm positions. Three subjects performed a simple reaction time test during three different conditions. In the first condition, the subject was sitting on a chair while the arms were heading towards the floor. In the second condition, the arms were placed on the table. In the third
condition, the subject was walking with a moderate speed (4 km/h) on a treadmill. In each condition, the haptic stimuli were generated randomly. As soon as the subject perceived the target vibration stimulus he had to rotate his forearm outwards. Based on a visual inspection of the recorded data, it was clearly visible that the wrist-turn axis of the gyroscope (x-axis) was the most sensitive axis for detecting the rotation of the forearm (see Figure 2.4). The reaction time was defined as the time difference between the haptic stimulus and the occurrence of the forearm rotation.

2.1.4. Feasibility evaluation of the wearable reaction time test

This work investigated the feasibility of the wearable reaction time test with two empirical studies. The first study investigated to what extent the changes in the duration and variability of user’s reaction time could be measured with the wearable device in comparison to traditional desktop-based reaction time tests. In the second study a long-term monitoring in a real working environment was conducted. Regarding the fourth objective (see Section 1.4.4, page 14) the following contributions were done.

Evaluation in laboratory - Study Design

The main goal was to evaluate the wearable user interface by comparing the reaction times obtained by the wearable reaction time tests with those collected by a desktop-based reaction time test. In order to compare changes in the duration and variability of reaction times between the two measurement techniques, additional cognitive load was applied to the subjects in both setups. The observed changes in reaction times occurred due to the cognitive load were then compared between desktop-based and wearable reaction time tests.

As the desktop-based reaction time test, a free version of the go/no-go TOVA test was used (see Section 6.3.3, page 121). Traditional TOVA test consists of one target and one non-target stimuli type. The participant must respond only when the target stimulus appears and must not respond if the non-target stimulus appears (see Figure 2.5).

In this experiment, two different wearable implementations were evaluated. In the first design, the target haptic stimulus was placed on the lower side of the dominant wrist whereas the non-target haptic stimulus was placed on the upper side (one-handed design). In the second two-handed design, target and non-target modules were placed
Figure 2.5. The above picture shows the target and non-target stimulus types of the TOVA test (from Section 6.3.3 page 122). In the picture below, two implementations of the wearable TOVA reaction time test are depicted. In the first one-handed design, target and non-target stimulus modules are both placed on the same wrist. In the second two-handed design, the target and non-target stimulus modules are placed on separate wrists (from Section 6.3.1 page 121).

separately on both wrists, i.e. the target stimulus module was placed on the lower side of the dominant wrist while the non-target stimulus was placed on the lower side of the non-dominant wrist (see Figure 2.5).

Twenty subjects (12 male, 8 female, average age 24.3 years) were recruited for the experiment. Each session lasted approximately 70 min. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two experimental groups, which differs in sensor placement, i.e. 10 subjects used the one-handed design and the remaining 10 subjects used the two-handed de-
Figure 2.6. Experimental procedure: subjects were randomly assigned in one of the two experimental groups i.e. one-handed vs. two-handed groups. Each subject performed idle and load conditions for desktop-based and wearable reaction time test separately (from Section 6.3.4 page 123).

sign. In the first part of the experiment, participants performed the desktop-based TOVA test both in idle and cognitive load conditions. During the idle condition, the subjects had to respond to each visual target stimulus by using the keyboard. In the cognitive load condition, the subjects had to solve two tasks simultaneously: in addition to the TOVA test, the so-called Audio 2-Back task, a variant of the N-Back task [1, 7] was presented to the subject (Section 6.3.4 page 122). In the Audio 2-Back task every 3 sec a letter was pronounced to the subject via an audio message. The subject had to respond by saying “match” if the currently pronounced letter was the same as the one that was pronounced two positions back. In the second part of the experiment, subjects performed the same idle and cognitive load conditions with the wearable RT test. In the idle condition, the subjects had to perform only the wearable RT test. In the cognitive load condition, the wearable RT test and the Audio 2-Back task were performed simultaneously. Each condition lasted about 10 min and a total of 640 reaction times were collected from each subject during the whole experiment (see Section 6.3.4 page 122 and for the experimental procedure see Figure 2.6).
2.1. Summary of Contributions

Evaluation in laboratory - Data analysis

The hand response of the subject to a stimulus was detected by a threshold approach (see Section 6.3.1, Figure 6.2, page 120). The reaction time was then computed as the time difference between the onset of the haptic stimulus and the onset of the forearm rotation.

For the statistical analysis, mean reaction time and reaction time variability measured as the coefficient of variation (CV) (standard deviation divided by the mean reaction time) were used as evaluation metrics. Both within subjects and between subjects comparisons were done using ANOVA test (see Section 6.3.6, page 124). Within subject analyses addressed the questions (1) whether the reaction time performance and variability differ between desktop and wearable settings, and (2) whether the induced cognitive load differs from the idle state by means of reaction time performance and variability. Between subject comparison examined whether wearable reaction times differ between different sensor placements (one-handed vs. two-handed).

Evaluation in laboratory - Results

- The results (see Section 6.4 page 125) showed that during load condition, mean reaction time and variability were significantly increased ($p<0.001$) for both settings (desktop vs. wearable) and both groups (one-handed vs. two-handed) (see Table 6.1, page 128). These first results provided evidence that the wearable reaction time test was suitable to measure changes in reaction times occurred due to the cognitive load. A similar cognitive load effect has also been demonstrated in a study of Brunken et al. [2]. The authors showed that the reaction times were significantly faster in a single-task condition (a visual reaction time test alone) when compared to a cognitive demanding dual-task condition (multimedia learning task in addition to the reaction time test).

- Compared to desktop test, the subjects demonstrated significant faster reaction times for both one-handed ($p<0.05$) and two-handed ($p<0.01$) wearable settings under the idle condition (see Table 6.1 page 128). This might be explained by the fact that the transduction of a visual stimulus takes generally longer than the perception of a haptic stimulus as known from literature [8]. However, in case of cognitive load, this effect tended to diminish and
a significant difference between both settings was not observed (see Section 6.4, see Figure 6.6 page 126).

- The comparison between one-handed and two-handed wearable designs showed that the only difference between both groups was a significant faster mean reaction time for the two-handed design under idle condition ($p<0.05$) (see Table 6.2 page 129). A reasonable explanation is that differentiating between target and non-target on the same hand is more difficult than differentiating of target and non-target on two hands.

- In conclusion, the results showed that both implementations of the wearable reaction time tests are suitable to measure factors that influence length and variability of reaction times.

Feasibility study in daily life - Study Design

This case study extended the monitoring of reaction times from a controlled laboratory setting to an unrestricted work environment (see Section 7.4 page 145). During the study, reaction time data and subjective ratings on mood were collected throughout 15 working days of a graphic designer. The first three working days were characterized by normal job demands as baseline measurement. During the remaining 12 days, the designer was confronted with four workload factors: stress, sleep deprivation, night shift, and moderate alcohol consumption (see Figure 2.7). Each factor was studied on three consecutive days (for a detailed description of each factor see Section 7.4.1 page 147).

Four aims were specified for this case study: (1) to continuously collect reaction times in a real-world working setting without interrupting the daily routine of a graphic designer, (2) to investigate the observed variations in length and variability of reaction times regarding the four workload factors, (3) to correlate the observed reaction time features with perceived workload ratings, and (4) to investigate the correlations between reaction time features and subjective ratings on mood.

Feasibility study in daily life - Data collection

The reaction time module was placed on the dominant wrist of the subject. A simple reaction time test was implemented which generated haptic stimuli at random intervals varying between 60 sec and 90 sec. Within 30 min periods a total of 20 reaction time measurements were collected.
Figure 2.7. Case study with a graphic designer throughout 15 working days. The first three working days were characterized by normal job demands as baseline measurement. During the remaining 12 days, the designer was confronted with four workload factors: stress, sleep deprivation, night shift, and moderate alcohol consumption (from Section 7.4, page 146).

In order to examine the relationship between reaction time data and self-reported ratings on mood and workload, an experience sampling method (ESM) (see Section 7.4.7, page 149) was used. The subject was randomly probed eight times per day to complete a set of questionnaires. The minimum and maximum time interval between successive questionnaires was set to 30 and 120 min, respectively. The subject was notified to fill out the questionnaires by a particular haptic stimuli pattern, i.e., 10 sequential haptic stimuli were generated at 1 sec intervals (see Figure 7.4, page 149).

In addition, the subject was asked to assess her perceived workload regarding the last working activities using the NASA-TLX rating [5]. To recognize subject’s hand response to a stimulus, the maximum peak occurring within a window of 2 sec after the stimulus was detected (see Figure 2.8). The relation between reaction times and self-rated mood and workload items was examined by creating data segments around each experience sampling events (see Section 7.5.1, page 151 and see Figure 7.6, page 152). The reaction time features were calculated for each segment and then correlated with the mood and perceived workload ratings.
Figure 2.8. After each stimulus event the maximum peak within a fixed time window is detected. Reaction time is calculated as the time difference between the haptic stimulus and the occurrence of the peak response (from Section 7.5, page 151).

Feasibility study in daily life - Results

- The results (see Section 7.6, page 152) showed that the subject showed a significant increased variability in reaction times during the stress condition compared to the baseline ($p < 0.05$). Sleep deprivation did not show a significant difference to baseline. Compared to baseline condition, a significant increased variability of reaction times ($p < 0.05$) and a significant higher number of omission errors ($p < 0.05$) were observed for the night shift and alcohol consumption conditions (see Section 7.6.1, Figure 7.7, page 154 and Figure 7.8, page 156).

- The correlation analysis of reaction time measures with perceived workload (see Section 7.6.2, page 157) showed that mean reaction time was significantly positive correlated with mental and temporal demand ($p < 0.01$). Total workload showed a significant positive correlation with reaction time variability ($p < 0.01$) and number of omission errors ($p < 0.05$).

- The correlation analysis of reaction time measures with subjective ratings on mood (see Section 7.6.3, page 159) showed that mean
reaction time was significantly positive correlated with the high arousal items concentrated ($p < 0.01$), alert ($p < 0.01$), active ($p < 0.01$) and stressed ($p < 0.01$). The reaction time variability was significantly positive correlated with alert ($p < 0.05$), active ($p < 0.05$), stressed ($p < 0.01$) and negative correlated with the low arousal mood items bored ($p < 0.01$) and tired ($p < 0.01$). In the valence-arousal plane (see Figure 7.10, page 159), it could be observed that a high level of arousal yielded to increased reaction times and higher variability whereas a low arousal yielded to lower variability of reaction times.

- In conclusion, this case study showed that a wearable watch-like reaction time test tool could be operated in a long-term measurement and enabled the interpretation of reaction times during work life activities. The results revealed that there was a correlation between workload factors and reaction time features. Besides, the ratings of the subject about her mood while performing working activities showed a correlation with the reaction time measures.

2.1.5. Effect of daily activities on reaction times

This work investigated how common daily activities affect the reaction times of young and elderly subjects. By knowing the effect of a particular daily activity on the reaction times, the variation in reaction times occurred due to the other factors can be extracted in a reasonable way. This can also enable a context-aware interpretation of the reaction times, i.e. the variations in reaction times can be analyzed within each activity class. Regarding the fifth objective (see Section 1.4.5, page 14) the following contributions were done.

**Study design**

The aim of the experiment was to investigate the effect of everyday activities on reaction times of young and elderly subjects. The experiment involved four common daily life activities: sitting, walking, reading and writing. In order to measure changes in reaction times as a result of an alteration in cognitive functionality, an additional cognitive load factor was added to each activity. Therefore, each activity was performed once under an “idle” condition in which subjects just performed the activity, and once under “load” condition in which subjects were confronted with additional cognitive load while performing the activity.
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Figure 2.9. Experiment design: the four common daily life activities sitting, walking, reading and writing were investigated in both age groups. Each activity was performed once under an idle condition and once under a load condition. Each subject started with the sitting activity while the remaining daily activities were randomly assigned (from Section 8.3.4, page 175).

Having idle and load conditions enabled to compare the changes in reaction times between both young and elderly age groups. Additionally, it was investigated how accurate the idle and load conditions could be discriminated from each other (see Section 8.3.1, page 173).

The experiment addressed the following questions; (1) Do daily life activities affect the reaction time measures? (2) Do reaction times differ between young and elderly subjects for the chosen activities? (3) Do reaction times differ between idle and cognitive load conditions whilst performing daily life activities? (4) How accurate can idle and load conditions be discriminated from each other?

The data from 12 healthy elderly subjects with an average age of 70.17 years and 14 healthy young subjects with an average age of 25.79 were investigated. During the cognitive load condition, the subjects had to solve the Audio-2 Back task [1, 7] in addition to the main activity. The Audio 2-Back task was configured in a way that every 5 sec a letter was presented to the subject via an audio message. The subject was asked to respond only if the currently pronounced letter was the same as the one that was pronounced two positions back. The subject
responded by saying “match” whenever a sound match was detected by the subject. Each subject started with the baseline activity which was defined as sitting on a chair at rest and just performing the wearable reaction time test. The remaining daily activities (walking, reading and writing) were randomly assigned to each subject. Each activity started with the idle condition and was followed by the cognitive load condition (see Section 8.3.4 page 175 and for the experimental procedure see Figure 2.9).

**Data collection and analysis**

The wearable reaction time module was placed on the non-dominant wrist of the subject. Simple reaction time test was implemented which generated haptic stimuli at random intervals varying between 5 sec and 25 sec. The subject was asked to respond as fast as possible to each haptic stimulus by performing the dedicated hand gesture, i.e. rotating his forearm outwards (see Section 8.3.2 Figure 8.1 page 173). Within each 10 min block an average of 40 reaction time measurements were collected. Directly after each block, each subject completed the NASA-TLX questionnaire [5] to indicate his perceived workload.

For the statistical analysis, mean reaction time and reaction time variability measured as the coefficient of variation (CV) (standard deviation divided by the mean reaction time) were used as evaluation metrics. In order to analyze the activity and cognitive load effects for both young and elderly subjects, a mixed 2x2x4 ANOVA was performed (see Section 8.3.7 page 178).

In order to investigate the discriminative power when distinguishing between idle and cognitive load conditions, logistic regression analysis was performed (see Section 8.3.8 page 178).

**Results**

- Mean reaction time and reaction time variability were significantly increased during cognitive load condition for both young and elderly subjects ($p < 0.001$) (see Section 8.4.1 page 179 and see Section 8.4.2 page 181). This confirmed that the cognitive load could be assessed during the daily activities under investigation.

- Mean reaction time and reaction time variability were significantly affected by the type of the performed activity ($p < 0.001$).
Figure 2.10. Mean reaction times of young and elderly subjects across four activities (from Section 8.4.1 page 179).

Figure 2.11. Reaction time variability of young and elderly subjects across four activities (from Section 8.4.2 page 181).

For both age groups, the highest mean reaction time and variability were observed for the writing activity (see Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11).

- The test of between-subjects effect showed a significant main effect of age ($p < 0.01$) for the reaction time variability, reflecting that elderly subjects showed an overall higher reaction time variability compared to the younger participants (see Section 8.4.2 page 181). This result is consistent with other studies which have shown increasing variability with increasing age [3, 6].

- There was not a significant difference between young and elderly regarding to overall mean reaction times (see Section 8.4.1 page 179) although other studies showed that older adults were slower
than younger ones [3]. On the contrary, older participants showed a slightly faster mean reaction time during the idle condition (see Figure 2.10). One possible explanation could be the underlying motivational processes, e.g. it was observed that the elderly subjects were more motivated than the younger subjects during the whole experiment. Elderly perceived the accomplishment of the experiment as a sense of achievement whereas the main motivation for the younger subjects was the compensation money. The positive affective state of the elderly might have induced an increased arousal level which is a known factor that enhances the reaction time performance [8, 17]. However, the underlying motivational processes need to be investigated further.

• The main difference between young and elderly was observed in the interaction effect between condition and age group for mean reaction time ($p < 0.05$) and variability ($p < 0.01$). The increase in mean reaction time and reaction time variability from idle to cognitive load condition was higher for the older participants compared to the younger ones. In other words, although older participants showed slightly faster reaction times during idle condition, when they were confronted with high cognitive load their reaction time performance and variability were deteriorated to a larger extent compared to younger subjects.

• The classification of idle and load conditions confirmed the effect of activity on reaction times (see Section 8.4.3, page 183). In a leave-one-subject-out cross validation, the classification accuracy increased from 75% to 80.77% after adding activity class features to the classification model as predictors (see Figure 8.6 page 182). When considering a context-aware wearable reaction time test which is able to detect when the hand is active or not, a classification accuracy of 87.5% was achieved (see Section 8.4.3 page 183).

• The perceived workload scores obtained from the NASA-TLX questionnaire (see Section 8.4.4 page 184) showed that the elderly subjects reported in average lower perceived workload than younger subjects. This might be explained by the fact that elderly often tend to be reluctant to admit their cognitive difficulties because of a fear of losing their independence [14].
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Figure 2.12. Usability questionnaire filled by the elderly subjects.

- The relationship between NASA-TLX workload scores and reaction time measures was modeled by applying a multiple linear regression analysis. Mean reaction time and reaction time variability served as predictors whereas the perceived workload score was used as the dependent variable. The results showed that the mean reaction time ($\beta = 0.085, p < 0.001$) and reaction time variability($\beta = 0.72, p < 0.05$) were significant predictors. The overall model fit was $R^2 = 0.282$ (see Section 8.4.4).

- Finally, the link between N-Back scores obtained from the Audio 2-Back task and reaction times was analyzed. Elderly subjects showed significantly lower performance than younger subjects in overall scores ($p < 0.01$). The lowest N-Back scores were observed during reading and writing activities since these activities were cognitively more demanding than sitting and walking activities.

- One of the main findings was that the increase in the length and variability of reaction times occurred due to the high cognitive load was higher for the elderly subjects compared to the younger age group. Besides, the type of daily activity affected the reaction times significantly. It was also shown how a simple activity recognition system integrated into the wearable reaction time test device would improve the detection of changes in reaction time performance and variability during common daily life activities.
2.1. Summary of Contributions

- It should be noted that the elderly participants in this experiment were recruited from a dedicated university for elderly people. Cognitive activities such as education or similar intellectual engagement in older ages may postpone average age-related changes in cognition [16]. Therefore investigating elderly group with cognitive impairments could yield more deterioration in reaction times.

- Lastly, the usability questionnaire filled by elderly showed that operating the wearable reaction time test was not disturbing. Besides, most of the elderly subjects would accept using a wearable reaction time test in daily life when the device looks very similar to a watch (see Figure 2.12). Therefore, minimizing the size of the wearable reaction time module would meet the comfort requirements.
2.2. Conclusion

This thesis has investigated wearable sensing techniques towards assessing cognitive load and cognitive performance in daily life scenarios. In the first part of the thesis, cognitive load was assessed by means of HRV features obtained from a mobile ECG logger. In the second part of the thesis, a wearable watch-like reaction time test was introduced which enables a continuous monitoring of cognitive performance during daily life. As summarized in Section 2.1, the following conclusions can be drawn from the achieved contributions:

- Variants of a continuous performance task (Dual N-Back task) which differ in their degree of difficulty allow inducing different levels of mental workload. Data from a mobile ECG logger allow discriminating different levels of mental workload induced by N-Back tasks. The investigated HRV features can be classified into two distinct groups with respect to their response: with increasing workload the features RMSSD, pNN50 and HF showed a decrease in their values while LF and LF/HF ratio showed an increase with increased workload.

- Mental workload levels in an everyday life office-work scenario can be discriminated with data from a mobile ECG logger by incorporating individual calibration measures. Employing a calibration procedure allows modeling the relationship between relevant HRV features and the subjective ratings of perceived mental workload during an office-work scenario. The best results were obtained with LDA followed by k-NN and SVM.

- A wearable watch-like reaction time test was designed and implemented in a way that enables a continuous operation during daily life. In comparison to state-of-the-art reaction time tests, the visual stimulus was replaced by a haptic stimulus and instead of a keyboard response the detection of a forearm rotation was implemented.

- The wearable reaction time test was evaluated within two empirical studies. The first experiment was conducted to investigate to what extent the changes in length and variability of user’s reaction time could be measured with the wearable interface in comparison to a well-accepted, traditional desktop-based test. The results showed that the variations in reaction times occurred due
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to an additional cognitive task were similar for both desktop and wearable settings which provides evidence that wearable reaction time tests are suitable to measure factors that influence length and variability of reaction times.

The second study investigated the feasibility of employing the wearable reaction time test in an unrestricted work environment. In a case study, reaction times of a graphic designer were collected continuously throughout 15 working days. The graphic designer was confronted with four workload factors that are common when a designer has to deliver creative outcomes: stress, sleep deprivation, night shift and moderate alcohol consumption. During each working day, an experience sampling method was employed to gather subjective data on mood and perceived workload. High level of arousal resulted in slowing of reaction times and higher variability whereas low arousal resulted in lower variability of reaction times. The results provide evidence that the wearable reaction time test is suited to perform long-term recordings and interpretations of reaction times during everyday work life.

- The effect of common daily activities on reaction times were investigated and compared between young and elderly subjects. The results showed that mean reaction times and reaction time variability were significantly affected by the type of activity. When comparing young and elderly subjects, it could be shown that the effect of activity on mean reaction times was significantly different between the young and elderly group. When elderly subjects were confronted with additional cognitive load, they showed slower reaction times and higher variability in comparison to younger subjects. The results of logistic regression analysis used for discriminating between idle and cognitive load conditions, confirmed the effect of activity on reaction times. A context-aware wearable reaction time test achieved the highest discrimination accuracy of 87.5%.
2.3. Limitations and Relevance

This work has investigated mobile and wearable techniques towards assessing cognitive load and cognitive performance in daily life. Cognitive load was assessed by means of HRV features obtained from a mobile ECG logger and by employing a wearable reaction time test. In the conducted laboratory experiments, variants of the Dual N-Back task were successfully employed to induce different levels of cognitive load in young and elderly test subjects.

It could be shown that HRV features obtained from a mobile ECG logger allows discriminating different levels of mental workload induced by the N-Back tasks in healthy subjects. The investigated HRV features showed a consistent response to increased workload. In an office-work scenario, it could be shown that the relationship between relevant HRV features and the subjective ratings of perceived mental workload could be modeled by employing a calibration procedure. Since the subjects under investigation were healthy and of young age, it remains open whether the results can be generalized to a broader population, e.g. regarding subject’s age. The investigated office work scenario was restricted to working in front of a computer. Thus, it remains an open issue to what extent the proposed calibration and modeling approach has to be adapted to other scenarios such as surgeons and nurses in health care working environments [11, 12].

A wearable watch-like reaction time test was designed and implemented in a way that enables a continuous operation during daily life. In a laboratory evaluation, it could be shown that both variants of the wearable reaction time tests are suitable to measure factors that influence length and variability of reaction times. In a case study it could be shown that a long-term measurement and interpretation of reaction times during normal work life is feasible. In particular, it could be shown that subjective assessment of work demand and arousal level is significantly correlated with the obtained reaction times measures. It remains an open question whether the observed correlations are valid for other persons and different working environments.

In an experimental setting it could be shown how four common daily activities affect reaction time measures in young and elderly subjects. Incorporating the activity information into a context-aware wearable reaction time test resulted in an accuracy of 87.5% when discriminating between idle and cognitive load. It was concluded that a wearable reaction time test combined with a simple hand activity recognition
system is feasible to detect changes in reaction time performance and variability during the investigated common daily life activities. Since in daily life many other activities occur, it remains an open issue whether the simple hand activity recognition is sufficient to achieve high accuracy when detecting cognitive load.

In the presented work, healthy subjects were investigated and the induced variations in cognitive functioning were induced by applying additional cognitive load. It remains an open issue to what extent the wearable reaction time test is suited for detecting variations in cognitive functioning in patients with cognitive impairments or other disabilities such as stroke.
2.4. Outlook

In this thesis mobile and wearable approaches were investigated in order to enable cognitive load and cognitive performance monitoring in daily life. Further research should address the following challenges:

- **Generalisability of the calibration procedure:** The relationship between relevant HRV features and the subjective ratings of perceived mental workload could be modeled by employing a calibration procedure. Future work should extend the investigated office-work scenario with a broader range of working activities. This will lead to new insights into the generalisability of the proposed calibration and modeling approach in other working scenarios.

- **Compatibility with daily life:** It was shown that the developed wearable reaction time test can be operated during common daily working activities. In order to meet comfort and user acceptance issues, both modules of the wearable reaction time test should be integrated into a normal watch. Depending on user’s preferences, alternative response gestures may facilitate daily life employment.

- **Context-aware wearable reaction time test:** It was shown that a wearable reaction time test combined with a simple hand activity recognition system allows detecting cognitive load during four common daily activities. In future work the context recognition should be an integral part of the wearable RT test in order to generate stimuli events only in cases when the hand is not active for a certain amount of time. More advanced, the wearable RT test could be combined with additional sensor networks in order to control the generation of stimuli events depending on the actual context of the user. Such an advanced context-aware reaction time test would facilitate long-term assessments in daily life.
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Abstract

Mobile healthcare applications offer new opportunities to prevent long-term health damage due to increased mental workload by continuously monitoring physiological signs related to prolonged high workload and providing just-in-time feedback. In order to achieve a day-by-day quantification of mental load, first different load levels which occur during a workday have to be discriminated. This work goes one step towards this goal: we present our experiment design and preliminary results in discriminating different levels of mental workload based on heart rate features obtained from a mobile ECG system. Based on the subjective ratings of the participants under study, we show that all participants perceived the induced load levels as intended from the experiment design. The heart rate variability (HRV) features under investigation could be classified into two distinct groups. Features in the first group, representing markers associated with parasympathetic nervous activity, show a decrease in their values with increased workload. Features in the second group, representing markers associated with sympathetic nervous activity, show an increase of their values with increased workload. These results provide evidence that a mobile ECG system is suited to discriminate different levels of mental workload. This would enable the development of mobile applications to monitor mental workload levels and to prevent long-term damage by giving early warning signs in case of prolonged high workload.

3.1. Introduction

Recently, the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions called the attention on the increasing level of mental disorders due to work-related stress. The workplace has changed due to globalization, use of new information and communication technology, resulting in an increased mental workload. Work-related stress was found to be the second most common work-related health problem across the EU15 [4]. Work-related stress occurs when there is a mismatch between job load and the capabilities, resources or needs of the worker. If the worker is not able to recover, long-term damage may
result in the development of mental disorders \cite{14}. Mobile healthcare offers new opportunities to prevent long-term damage by continuously monitoring mental workload and providing just-in-time feedback increasing workers awareness for improving self-management of mental workload.

Mobile monitoring of work-related stress or mental workload is still in an exploratory stage. One example is the exploratory research project “Mobile Heart Health”, which aims to detect early signs of stress triggered by physiological or contextual changes and provide just-in-time mobile coaching \cite{11}. Most of the existing studies often try to discriminate a state of mental load from a resting condition. In \cite{2, 10, 12} two stress factors relevant at the workplace were under investigation: high cognitive load under time pressure and social-evaluative threat. In all three studies mild cognitive load was discriminated from a constant high stress level but different stress intensities were not investigated. \cite{13} used a mental arithmetic task to induce mental workload and investigated the recovery patterns of physiological responses as indicators of stress. \cite{8} studied heart rate variability (HRV) features of subjects under chronic stress. Subjects were divided into a high and a low stress group based on their self-reporting stress scores. \cite{6} investigated the ability of short-term HRV metrics to discriminate between low and high level of mental workload.

In an office workplace scenario however, a worker is confronted with different levels of mental load during an office day. In order to achieve a day-by-day quantification of the mental load, first the different load levels have to be discriminated, and in a second step, the overall load can be estimated by accumulating these levels accordingly. This work goes one step towards this goal: we present our experimental results in discriminating different levels of mental workload. For an “everyday life application”, a minimal sensor setup is desired for comfort reasons. This work therefore focuses on a single sensor modality: a mobile ECG system to measure heart rate (HR). The analysis of the HRV was chosen, because it represents a sensitive stress and mental load measure. Increased stress leads to an activation of the sympathetic nervous system and withdrawal of the parasympathetic nervous system \cite{15}. In this work, we investigate HRV features in the time as well as in the frequency domain.
3.2. Methods

3.2.1. Experiments

Seven healthy subjects participated in this study (age between 25 and 34 years). Due to the effects of oral contraceptives and menstrual cycle phase on HRV, we decided to restrict the sample to male subjects. The experiment was designed to investigate different levels of mental workload. Three sessions with low, medium and high workload were chosen. Each session consisted of a baseline (10 minutes), workload (20 minutes) and recovery (15 minutes) period. Subjects performed each session on separate days in the afternoon, while the different sessions were randomly assigned for each subject in order to avoid sequence effects and, therefore, to counterbalance learning effects. To induce different levels of mental workload, we used the N-Back Test [7]. Three variants of this task were used to induce low, medium and high workload which are likely to be present during an office work day:

1. **Position 1 Back (Low Workload; very easy task with visual stimuli):** A square appears every 4.5 seconds in one of eight different positions on a regular grid on the screen. The subject has to respond by using the keyboard if the position of the currently shown square is the same as the one that was presented just before. This kind of workload is comparable to monotonous monitoring tasks where the subject has to sustain his attention at the same level.

2. **Arithmetic 1 Back (Medium workload; easy task with combined visual and auditory stimuli):** An integer number between 0 and 9 appears every 4.5 seconds on the screen. For each number a math operator (add, subtract, multiply or divide) is presented via an audio message. The subject has to apply the math operation on the currently shown number and the one that was presented just before. The result of the calculation has then to be entered on the keyboard. This task reflects medium cognitive load since the subject has to memorize one number and to perform a math task in the given time.

3. **Dual Arithmetic 2 Back (High Workload; demanding task with combined visual and auditory stimuli):** In this mode, the two former position and arithmetic tasks are combined. An integer number between 0 and 9 appears every 4.5 seconds in
one of eight different positions on a regular grid. For each number a math operator (add, subtract, multiply or divide) is presented via an audio message. The subject has to respond if the position of the currently shown number is the same as the one that was presented 2 positions back. In addition, the subject has to apply the math operation on the currently shown number and the one that appeared 2 positions back. The result of the calculation has then to be entered on the keyboard. This task represents a high cognitive load since the subject has to memorize the position and the value of two numbers and has to perform a math task in the given time.

Directly after the workload period, the subject was asked to assess his perceived workload. For this subjective rating we employed the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [5]. First, the subject has to rate 6 items on a scale from 1 to 20 that best indicate his experience in the task. The rating consists of the following items: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, own performance, effort and frustration. Next the subject is systematically asked which of the items represents the more important contributor to the workload. Based on these comparisons, the total workload is computed as a weighted average of the ratings. In addition, the individual performance for each workload task is recorded. The physiological responses were measured with the Zephyr BioHarness chest belt [1]. The monitoring belt consists of three smart fabric sensors to acquire cardiac activity, breathing rate and skin temperature. The ECG data was sampled with 250Hz. In this work, we focus on the analysis of heart rate variability features in the time and frequency domain.

3.2.2. Data analysis

We investigated the subjective ratings of the total workload obtained with the NASA Task Load Index by comparing the individual ratings for each workload period. Based on this data we performed an ANOVA test to investigate whether the perceived ratings differed significantly between the workload periods.

For the analysis of the heart rate data, we first removed RR intervals which differ more than 20% from their predecessors in order to remove artifacts. Next, we calculated a set of time and frequency HRV features following the guidelines of the European Task Force [9]: mean heartbeat intervals (Mean RR), standard deviation of RR intervals (SDNN), root
mean square of successive differences (RMSSD), and the percentage of intervals that vary more than 50ms from the previous interval (pNN50). In addition, the HRV index (bin width 1/128 sec.), and the triangular interpolation of the R peak interval histogram (TINN) were extracted as geometric parameters. All features were calculated on the overall workload periods (20min) for each session. The analysis of HRV features in the frequency domain was done using the Lomb periodogram since it does not require resampling of unevenly sampled signals such as RR data [3]. We used two frequency bands defined as follows: low frequency (LF): 0.04-0.15 Hz and high frequency (HF): 0.15-0.4 Hz [9]. Next we calculated the normalized values of LF, HF and LF/HF which represents the relative value of each power component in proportion to the total power minus the very low frequency component. We obtained all HRV features for each phase of the experiment (baseline, workload and recovery). We compared these features obtained for the three workload periods by using the ANOVA test. As significance level, $p < 0.05$ was considered.

3.3. Results

As shown in Figure 3.1 (left), all subjects perceived the induced load levels by the three variants of the N-Back as intended from the experiment design (ANOVA, $p < 0.01$). In Figure 3.1 (right) it is shown that also the individual performance reflects the three different workload levels. The mean values including standard errors of all HRV features

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 3.1.** Perceived workload obtained from the NASA task load index and performance scores for each task.
Table 3.1. Comparison of Mean HRV Features ± standard error during low, medium and high workload periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRV Features</th>
<th>Low Workload</th>
<th>Medium Workload</th>
<th>High Workload</th>
<th>F; p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean RR [ms]</td>
<td>875.3 ± 32.2</td>
<td>803.2 ± 36.5</td>
<td>769.1 ± 43.0</td>
<td>2.09; 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDNN [ms]</td>
<td>72.2 ± 8.4</td>
<td>58.7 ± 7.8</td>
<td>51.5 ± 6.4</td>
<td>1.89; 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD [ms]*</td>
<td>51.6 ± 5.2</td>
<td>38.7 ± 4.4</td>
<td>31.2 ± 4.6</td>
<td>4.65; 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pNN50 [%]*</td>
<td>30.7 ± 4.8</td>
<td>19.3 ± 3.6</td>
<td>12.4 ± 3.2</td>
<td>5.48; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV Index</td>
<td>19.5 ± 2.4</td>
<td>14.9 ± 1.8</td>
<td>13.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>2.86; 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TINN [ms]</td>
<td>462.8 ± 45.7</td>
<td>385.7 ± 53.1</td>
<td>385.1 ± 53.7</td>
<td>0.77; 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF [n.u.]*</td>
<td>64.3 ± 2.9</td>
<td>70.1 ± 2.7</td>
<td>77.8 ± 4.6</td>
<td>3.66; 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF [n.u.]*</td>
<td>35.6 ± 2.9</td>
<td>29.8 ± 2.7</td>
<td>22.2 ± 4.6</td>
<td>3.66; 0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/HF*</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.6 ± 1.0</td>
<td>4.59; 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mean ± standard error
*p < 0.05

are listed in Table 3.1. It can be observed that the HRV features can be classified into two distinct groups. Features in the first group show consistently a decrease in their values with increased workload. A statistically significant decrease can be observed for the features RMSSD, pNN50 and HF (p < 0.05) while Mean RR, SDNN, HRV Index and TINN show a consistent but non-significant decrease. In contrast, features in the second group show an increase of their values with increased workload. A statistically significant increase can be observed for the features LF and LF/HF ratio (p < 0.05).

3.4. Conclusion

We have presented an experiment design to induce three different levels of mental workload and to discriminate the workload levels based on heart rate features obtained from a mobile ECG system. According to the subjective ratings and the performance of the participants, we could show that all participants perceived the induced load levels as intended from the experiment design. In accordance, the performance decreased with increasing workload. The investigated HRV features could be classified into two distinct groups with respect to their response: with increasing workload, features in the first group showed a decrease in their values, while features in the second group showed an increase of their values. The features RMSSD, pNN50 and HF showed a sta-
tistically significant decrease while LF and LF/HF ratio showed a statistically significant increase with increased workload. The remaining features showed a consistent but non-significant increase or decrease, what might be explained by the limited number of subjects. Therefore, an increase in workload seems to be associated with a decrease in parasympathetic nervous activity and probably a concomitant increase in sympathetic activity. In conclusion, our experimental results show that a mobile heart rate sensor is suited to discriminate different levels of mental workload induced by cognitive tasks. In future work we are going to employ the mobile heart rate sensor in monitoring mental load during real office tasks.
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Abstract

Personal and ubiquitous healthcare applications offer new opportunities to prevent long-term health damage due to increased mental workload by continuously monitoring physiological signs related to prolonged high workload and providing just-in-time feedback. In order to achieve a quantification of mental load, different load levels that occur during a workday have to be discriminated. In this work, we present how mental workload levels in everyday life scenarios can be discriminated with data from a mobile ECG logger by incorporating individual calibration measures. We present an experiment design to induce three different levels of mental workload in calibration sessions and to monitor mental workload levels in everyday life scenarios of seven healthy male subjects. Besides the recording of ECG data, we collect subjective ratings of the perceived workload with the NASA Task Load Index (TLX), whereas objective measures are assessed by collecting salivary cortisol. According to the subjective ratings, we show that all participants perceived the induced load levels as intended from the experiment design. The heart rate variability (HRV) features under investigation can be classified into two distinct groups. Features in the first group, representing markers associated with parasympathetic nervous system activity, show a decrease in their values with increased workload. Features in the second group, representing markers associated with sympathetic nervous system activity or predominance, show an increase in their values with increased workload. We employ multiple regression analysis to model the relationship between relevant HRV features and the subjective ratings of NASA-TLX in order to predict the mental workload levels during office-work. The resulting predictions were correct for six out of the seven subjects. In addition, we compare the performance of three classification methods to identify the mental workload level during office-work. The best results were obtained with linear discriminant analysis (LDA) that yielded a correct classification for six out of the seven subjects. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN) and the support vector machine (SVM) resulted in a correct classi-
4.1. Introduction and motivation

Recently, the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions called the attention on work-related stress that was associated with an increasing number of mental disorders [9]. Work-related stress occurs when there is a mismatch between job load and the capabilities of the worker [24]. Since in the developed countries, the workplace has changed due to globalization, use of new information, and communication technology, mental workload is the dominant element in most jobs. If high level of mental workload cumulates and recovery fails, health problems such as chronic stress, depression, or burnout can occur.

Continuous monitoring of mental workload offers new opportunities to support preventing mental disorders and maintaining mental health. Most of the existing studies try to discriminate a state of mental load from a resting condition in a laboratory setting. In [3] and [22], two stress factors were investigated under laboratory conditions: high cognitive load under time pressure and social-evaluative threat. In both studies, mild cognitive load was discriminated from a constant high-stress level. In [23] a mental arithmetic task was used to induce mental workload and the recovery patterns of physiological responses as indicators of stress were investigated. Kim et al. [13, 14] studied heart rate variability (HRV) features of subjects under chronic stress. Subjects were divided into a high-stress group and a low-stress group based on their self-reporting stress scores. Henelius et al. [11] investigated the ability of short-term HRV metrics to discriminate between low and high level of mental workload.

In our previous work [5], we already presented our first steps toward monitoring of mental workload in daily life. In this work, we present how mental workload levels in everyday life scenarios can be discriminated by incorporating individual calibration measures. Since for an “everyday life application” a minimal sensor setup is desired for comfort reasons, we employ a single sensor modality: a mobile system to measure heart rate (HR). The analysis of the heart rate variability (HRV) was chosen, because it represents a sensitive stress and mental load measure by providing information about the activity of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system. In addition to the above-mentioned
works, numerous studies reported the reliability of psychophysiological responses induced by mental workload tasks [16, 20, 25, 26]. In this work, we investigate HRV features in the time as well as in the frequency domain.

4.1.1. Research contribution

The present study enhances the state of the art in two ways. First, compared to other studies that mostly tried to discriminate mental stress from a baseline condition, we are investigating different levels of mental workload occurring in everyday life. Second, we target the variation of individual’s response to stress by calibration measures. The reason behind is that recently the need to address individual differences was highlighted. Morris et al. [19] proposed to establish each subject’s baseline and stress threshold in a laboratory setting by evoking sympathetic and parasympathetic responses. In the presented study we have actually implemented this proposal by designing and performing a calibration procedure to measure each subject’s sympathetic and parasympathetic responses during three different levels of mental workload (low, medium, and high) in a laboratory experiment. By doing so, each subject’s baseline and workload heart rate features were established in a controlled laboratory setting. Afterward, we have investigated whether the data collected in our calibration session were appropriate to discriminate the low, medium and high mental workload levels occurred during a daily life scenario, i.e. office-work. For this, we used the individual HRV responses of each workload level to train our models and test the trained models on the data collected while the subjects performed normal office-work.

In the following we first give an overview about the measurement system. Then we describe our experiment design to induce three different levels of mental workload in calibration sessions and to monitor mental workload levels in everyday life scenarios. Afterward we introduce the data processing methods and finally we present and discuss our results.

4.2. Data collection

4.2.1. Mobile ECG measurement

The physiological responses were measured with the Zephyr BioHarness chest belt as depicted in Fig. 4.1. The monitoring belt consists of three
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Figure 4.1. Zephyr BioHarness monitoring system.

smart fabric sensors to acquire cardiac activity, breathing rate and skin temperature [1]. The ECG data was sampled with 250 Hz. In addition to ECG data, the chest belt provides RR intervals by measuring the duration between two consecutive R waves of the ECG.

4.2.2. Experiment

Seven healthy subjects participated in this study (age between 25 and 34 years). Due to the effects of oral contraceptives and menstrual cycle phase on HRV, we decided to restrict the sample to male subjects as it is common practice in many biomedical studies related to stress or cognitive load [15, 21].

In a first step, a calibration setting was designed to measure individual responses when confronted with three levels of mental workload in a laboratory setting. In a second step, mental workload levels in an everyday life scenario were investigated. The purpose of the overall experiment was to estimate each subject’s perceived mental workload level occurred during a daily office-work by employing the data obtained in the laboratory calibration setting. Therefore, the overall experiment consisted of four sessions: the first three sessions were designed to induce three levels of mental workload in order to conduct an individual calibration (the calibration conditions); in the fourth session, subjects were monitored during 1 h of normal office-work (the office-work condition) that contained working activities such as programming, and reading or writing research papers. Subjects performed each session in different days. The whole experiment ends up with 4.5 h of data for each and 31.5 h of data for all subjects (calibration condition lasts 1 h, and the office-work session takes one and half hour including ques-
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Figure 4.2. Experiment procedure for calibration and office-work sessions. A total of three calibration sessions were conducted which differed in the level of induced workload: low, medium, and high. The office-work condition consisted of 1 h of normal office working activities. The subjective rating of perceived workload was assessed with the NASA-TLX, whereas an objective measurement was assessed by collecting salivary cortisol at particular points in time.

Directly after each workload period in the calibration and the office-work conditions, each subject was asked to indicate his perceived workload by completing the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [10]. First, the subject had to rate each workload phase with 6 items on a scale from 1 to 20 that best indicate his experience in the task. The rating consists of the following items: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, own performance, effort, and frustration. Next, the subject was asked to indicate which of the items represents the most important contributor to the workload. Based on these ratings, the total workload was computed as a weighted average. In addition to subjective workload, saliva samples were repeatedly collected with salivettes (Sarstedt,
Sevelen, Switzerland), in order to measure cortisol, an important stress hormone indicating the activity of the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis [18]. Subjects had to chew the salivettes for 1 min, immediately before and after each workload period, during the office-work, and 15 min after the completion of each condition (Fig. 4.2). Saliva samples were stored at $-20^\circ$C, before biochemical analysis was conducted (Biochemical Laboratory, Dept. of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland). Saliva samples were centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 rpm and analyzed using an immuno-assay with time-resolved fluorescence detection [8].

**Calibration conditions: investigation of mental workload levels**

Since individual’s response to stress can vary to a huge extend, Morris et al. [19] proposed to establish each subject’s baseline and stress threshold in a controlled laboratory setting. In this section, we present our implementation of such a controlled calibration procedure. We have induced three levels of mental workload and measured the individual responses with a mobile ECG system, NASA-TLX, and saliva samples. Three sessions with low, medium, and high workload were defined, while each session consisted of a “baseline”, “workload”, and “recovery” period. Subjects performed each session on separate days in the afternoon, in order to control for circadian rhythms, while the different sessions were randomly assigned for each subject, in order to avoid sequence effects and, therefore, to counterbalance learning effects. Additionally, we recorded the individual performance during each task. The baseline and recovery periods were the same for the three sessions: the subjects watched a relaxing documentary film in order to calm down. The workload phases differed in the amount of induced mental workload. We used three variants of the Dual N-Back Task [2, 12] to induce low, medium, and high mental workload as outlined in the following:

1. **Position 1 Back (Low workload; very easy task with visual stimuli):** A square appears every 4.5 s in one of eight different positions on a regular grid on the screen. By using the keyboard, the subject has to indicate, if the position of the currently shown square is the same as the one that was presented just before (1-back task). This kind of workload is comparable to monotonous monitoring tasks, where the subject has to sustain his attention at the same level.
2. **Arithmetic 1 Back (Medium workload; easy task with combined visual and auditory stimuli):** An integer number between 0 and 9 appears every 4.5 s on the screen. For each number, a math operator (add, subtract, multiply, or divide) is presented via an audio message. The subject has to apply the math operation on the currently shown number and the one that was presented before (1-back task). The result of the calculation has then to be entered on the keyboard. This task reflects medium cognitive load, since the subject has to memorize one number and to perform a math task in the given time.

3. **Dual Arithmetic 2 Back (High workload; demanding task with combined visual and auditory stimuli):** In this mode, the two former position and arithmetic tasks are combined. An integer number between 0 and 9 appears every 4.5 s in one of eight different positions on a regular grid. For each number, a math operator (add, subtract, multiply, or divide) is presented via an audio message. The subject has to respond if the position of the currently shown number is the same as the one that was presented two positions back (2-back task). In addition, the subject has to apply the math operation on the currently shown number and the one that appeared 2 positions back. The result of the calculation has then to be entered on the keyboard. An example of this task is shown in Fig. 4.3. This task represents a high cognitive load, since the subject has to memorize the position of a prior value, compare it with a current value, and has to perform a math task under time pressure.

**Office-work condition: monitoring of mental workload during office-work**

During the office-work condition, the subjects performed their daily office tasks for 1 h. In the baseline and recovery periods, the subjects watched a relaxing documentary film in order to calm down. After 20 min of workload and directly after the completing the workload period, subjects were asked to indicate their perceived workload by completing the NASA Task Load Index.
Figure 4.3. Dual Arithmetic 2 Back Task was used to induce high mental workload on subjects. An integer number between 0 and 9 appears every 4.5 s in one of eight different positions on a regular grid. In each step, a math operator (add, subtract, multiply, or divide) is presented via an audio message. The subject has to respond if the position of the currently shown number is the same as the one that was presented two positions back. In addition, the subject has to apply the math operation on the currently shown number and the one that appeared 2 positions back.

4.3. Data analysis

This section describes the employed data analysis methods. In a first step, we preprocessed the ECG data and extracted relevant time and frequency features from the RR interval data. Afterward, we evaluated subjective and objective measurements of mental workload and applied statistical methods on the extracted features. Figure 4.4 illustrates the complete data processing chain comprising the steps of preprocessing, feature extraction, and application of methods.

4.3.1. Preprocessing and feature extraction

For the analysis of the cardiac data, we first removed RR intervals that differed more than 20% from their predecessors in order to remove artifacts. Due to the high data quality, for each subject less than 1% of the RR intervals were removed. In the next step, we extracted time and frequency domain features that were recommended by the Task Force of the European Society of Cardiology and North American Society.
of Pacing and Electrophysiology [17]. In the present work, we calculated the following time and frequency domain features following the guidelines of the European Task Force:

**Time Domain Features:** The following eight commonly used time domain features were calculated: mean value of the heart rate (Mean HR), standard deviation of the heart rate (STD HR), mean value of the RR intervals (Mean RR), standard deviation of the RR intervals (SDNN), root mean square of successive difference of the RR intervals (RMSSD), the percentage of the number of successive RR intervals varying more than 50 ms from the previous interval (pNN50), the total number of RR intervals divided by the height of the histogram of all RR intervals measured on a scale with bins of 1/128 s (HRV triangular index), and triangular interpolation of RR interval histogram (TINN).

**Frequency Domain Features:** The extraction of HRV features in the frequency domain was done using the Lomb periodogram since it does not require resampling of unevenly sampled signals such as RR data [6]. We used two frequency bands defined as follows: low frequency (LF): 0.04-0.15 Hz and high frequency (HF): 0.15-0.4 Hz. Next, we calculated the normalized values of LF, HF, and LF/HF, which represents the relative value of each power component in proportion to the total power minus the very low frequency (VLF) component. In this work, we used the ratio of LF and HF (LF/HF) as the frequency domain feature of the HRV signal. The LF/HF ratio is known to be an indicator for sympathovagal balance. High values indicate the dominance of sympathetic activity, whereas low values indicate a switch toward a dominance of parasympathetic activity.
4.3. Data analysis

4.3.2. Methods

In a first step, we investigated the subjective ratings of the total workload obtained with the NASA Task Load Index (subjective measure). We compared the individual ratings of each calibration period to see, if the participants perceived the induced workload levels as intended from the experiment design. Next, we examined the relation between each calibration period and the salivary cortisol measures (objective measure). In addition, we analyzed the individual task performance.

After evaluating the subjective and objective measures, we divided the recordings of each subject and each experiment condition (calibration and office-work) into the experiment phases “baseline”, “workload”, and “recovery”. Next, we calculated all HRV features for each phase of the experiment. In order to test whether different workload conditions (i.e. low, medium, and high) had any effects on the outcome of HRV parameters, we compared extracted features by using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. As significance level, \( p < 0.05 \) was considered.

After statistical analysis, we created data segments each containing 2 min of data with 50% overlapping for “baseline” and “workload” phases. In all segments, the above-mentioned HRV features were computed. Since each subject performed each experiment condition on four different days (i.e. 3 days for low-, medium-, and high- workload calibration, and 1 day for office-work), we divided the features obtained during the workload periods by the corresponding mean value of the baseline feature in order to control for daily variations. In the following, we denote these features as “relative features”.

Our next goal was to develop a model based on the calibration data that for a given 2-min RR signal (a) predicts the corresponding subjective workload score by using relevant HRV features and (b) identifies the mental workload class (low, medium, or high) to which the new observation belongs. For the first problem, we employed multiple regression analysis to model the relationship between HRV features and the subjective ratings of NASA-TLX. In this work, the predictor variables are non-correlated HRV features and the response variable is NASA-TLX score. For the second problem, we employed and compared the performance of three classification methods: linear discriminant analysis (LDA), k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN), and SVM (with linear kernel). LDA and k-NN algorithms were applied using MATLAB. The classification results of the support vector machines (SVM) were ob-
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Figure 4.5. Subjective workload scores obtained from the NASA Task Load Index for each session and each subject (left). Comparison of the workload sessions for all subjects using box plots (right)

tained using MATLAB Arsenal toolbox [27] that encapsulates various classification algorithms and machine learning packages such as WEKA or libSVM [4]. For the SVM classification, we used the libSVM implementation of the MATLAB Arsenal package with a linear kernel and the default cost factor 1. For the multiple regression and all three classification models, we used the entire “calibration” data as training set and “office-work” data as test set. This means, the model parameters were estimated using the “calibration” data as observed data, and the predictions of the “office-work” session has been done using these model parameters for each subject.

4.4. Results

In the following, we first present the results of subjective and objective measurement of mental workload. Then, we present the achieved results of analysis of variance, multiple linear regression, and classification methods.

4.4.1. Subjective measurement of mental workload

Figure 4.5 shows subjective workload scores for each subject. It can be seen that all subjects perceived the induced load levels by the three vari-
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of the NASA results from two particular points in time (after 20 min and at the end of the working session)

ants of the N-Back as intended from the experiment design (ANOVA, \( p < 0.001 \)). Compared to the calibration sessions, subjective workload scores of the office-work session were ranked either between low and medium (subjects 1, 3, 5, and 6) or between medium and high (subjects 2, 4, and 7). A multiple comparison test between each group of workload sessions revealed that subjective workload of the office-work session differ significantly from low and high workload (\( p < 0.001 \)) but not from the medium workload session (\( p = 0.88 \)). The visualization of differences between each group can be seen in Fig. 4.5 (right).

In order to see the variation of the perceived subjective workload over time, we actually have asked the subjects to fill out the self-assessment NASA questionnaire twice (after 20 min and at the end) during one-hour office-work. However, we applied the methods described in the previous section using the NASA results obtained at the end of the working session since the subjective assessments after 20 min were nearly the same like the ones obtained at the end of the working session. This can be seen in Fig. 4.6.

Afterward, in order to assign the workload score of the office-work into one of three classes (low, medium, and high), we first defined individual boundaries for low-, medium-, and high-workload levels according to the subjective workload scores collected during the N-Back calibration sessions. The workload score of the office-work session for each subject was assigned according to the following equations,
Figure 4.7. Individual boundaries for low-, medium-, and high-workload classes and subjective rating for the office-work session

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{low} &< (\text{low}_c + \text{medium}_c)/2 \\
(\text{low}_c + \text{medium}_c)/2 &\leq \text{medium} \leq (\text{medium}_c + \text{high}_c)/2 \\
\text{high} &> (\text{medium}_c + \text{high}_c)/2
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\text{low}_c, \text{medium}_c, \text{high}_c\) represent the subjective scores of low-, medium-, and high-workload periods of the calibration session for a particular subject. Individual boundaries for low-, medium-, and high-workload classes and the subjective rating for the office-work session are depicted in Fig. 4.7.

4.4.2. Objective measurement of mental workload

For the analysis of salivary cortisol measurement, we normalized the workload cortisol levels by dividing the last measured cortisol value obtained directly after the recovery phase with the cortisol value obtained after the baseline phase. This enabled us to compare cortisol measurements taken at different days, since we considered baseline differences. Figure 4.8 shows the normalized salivary cortisol levels of each subject for the different workload periods. It can be seen that with increasing workload levels, four subjects (2, 4, 5, and 7) show increasing
levels of cortisol, while two subjects (1 and 6) show decreasing levels of cortisol. In contrast, subject 3 shows the highest cortisol value for the office-work session. ANOVA revealed that no groups have means significantly differ from each other ($p = 0.47$). Varying effects of cortisol responses might be explained by the findings that both uncontrollable and social-evaluative stressors are associated with the largest cortisol changes [7]. In our case, the stressor was a continuous performance task that was controlled and not characterized by social-evaluative threat. By adding socialevaluative threat such as judging the subject about his performance by others during the experiment might increase cortisol levels.

### 4.4.3. Performance results

In each calibration session, the individual task performance was recorded. In Fig. 4.9, it is shown that the individual performance reflects the three different workload levels. As can be seen from the figure, there is a significant difference between workload sessions (ANOVA, $p < 0.001$).
4.4.4. Analysis of variance

We compared the HRV features obtained from the three workload periods in the calibration condition by applying ANOVA tests. The mean values including standard errors of all HRV features extracted for the workload phases are listed in Table 4.1. It can be observed that the HRV features can be classified into two distinct groups. Features in the first group show consistently a decrease in their values with increased workload. A statistically significant decrease can be observed for the features RMSSD and pNN50 \( (p < 0.05) \), while STD HR, Mean RR, SDNN, HRV Index, and TINN show a consistent but non-significant decrease. In contrast, features in the second group show an increase in their values with increased workload. A statistically significant increase can be observed for the LF/HF ratio \( (p < 0.05) \).

4.4.5. Correlation-based feature selection

Before applying regression and classification, we employed a feature selection using a filter approach: since some of the features are expected to be correlated, we investigated the correlation coefficients of the relative HRV features in the 2-min segments of all workload phases. Mean HR, STD HR, and TINN were excluded from the analysis, because of the high correlations between Mean HR with Mean RR, STD HR with
### Table 4.1. Comparison of mean HRV features ± standard error during low, medium, and high workload in the calibration condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HRV Features</th>
<th>Low Workload</th>
<th>Medium Workload</th>
<th>High Workload</th>
<th>F; p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean HR (1/min)</td>
<td>69.6 ± 2.5</td>
<td>76.1 ± 3.9</td>
<td>80.2 ± 5.5</td>
<td>1.62; 0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD HR (1/min)</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.7</td>
<td>5.4 ± 0.5</td>
<td>5.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>0.29; 0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean RR (ms)</td>
<td>875.3 ± 32.2</td>
<td>803.2 ± 36.5</td>
<td>769.1 ± 43.0</td>
<td>2.09; 0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDNN (ms)</td>
<td>72.2 ± 8.4</td>
<td>58.7 ± 7.8</td>
<td>51.5 ± 6.4</td>
<td>1.89; 0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD (ms)*</td>
<td>51.6 ± 5.2</td>
<td>38.7 ± 4.4</td>
<td>31.2 ± 4.6</td>
<td>4.65; 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pNN50 (%)*</td>
<td>30.7 ± 4.8</td>
<td>19.3 ± 3.6</td>
<td>12.4 ± 3.2</td>
<td>5.48; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV Index</td>
<td>19.5 ± 2.4</td>
<td>14.9 ± 1.8</td>
<td>13.0 ± 1.5</td>
<td>2.86; 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TINN (ms)</td>
<td>462.8 ± 45.7</td>
<td>385.7 ± 53.1</td>
<td>385.1 ± 53.7</td>
<td>0.77; 0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF/HF*</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.6 ± 1.0</td>
<td>4.59; 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean ± standard error

*p < 0.05

SDNN, and TINN with SDNN \( r > 0.9 \).

#### 4.4.6. Multiple linear regression

We examined the relationship between subjective workload scores and HRV features. Multiple linear regression analysis was performed with NASA-TLX as the response variable. For each subject, the multiple linear regression coefficients are shown in Table 4.2. Please note that the regression coefficients in the table were computed by fitting the linear regression using the calibration data. The NASA-TLX scores of the office-work session were then predicted based on this model. Figure 4.10 shows the predicted workload scores of the individual office-work sessions.

In order to evaluate the regression results, we considered the following evaluation metrics:

(a) **Predicted class:** The class to which the majority of predicted values falls into.

(b) **Accuracy:** The percentage of predicted values that falls into the correct class.

By using these metrics, we can transform the regression problem into a classification problem using the majority rule.
Table 4.3 shows the actual workload scores of the office-work session, their actual class, and the results of the proposed metric. As seen in the table, the assigned class of the office-work session was correct for all but the third subject.

4.4.7. Classification

Table 4.4 shows the classification results for each subject. As in multiple linear regression, the class to which the majority of predicted values fall into is considered as classification result. It can be observed that the maximum accuracy is achieved by LDA (correct classification for 6 subjects), whereas k-NN and SVM worked successfully for 5 subjects.

4.5. Conclusion and future work

In this work, we have presented how mental workload levels in everyday life scenarios can be discriminated with data from a mobile ECG logger by incorporating individual calibration measures. We have presented an experiment design to induce three different levels of mental workload in a calibration session and to monitor mental workload levels in everyday life scenarios. Seven healthy male subjects participated in this study. Besides the recording of ECG data, subjective rating of the perceived workload was collected with the NASA Task Load Index,
Table 4.2. Summary of multiple regression coefficients: NASA-TLX as dependent variable and HRV features as independent variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Subj1</th>
<th>Subj2</th>
<th>Subj3</th>
<th>Subj4</th>
<th>Subj5</th>
<th>Subj6</th>
<th>Subj7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean RR</td>
<td>11.57***</td>
<td>15.048***</td>
<td>5.983</td>
<td>52.794***</td>
<td>5.863*</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>3.893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDNN</td>
<td>-4.512</td>
<td>-3.758</td>
<td>3.064</td>
<td>18.052*</td>
<td>7.385***</td>
<td>-2.839</td>
<td>-12.15*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSSD</td>
<td>5.023</td>
<td>-2.957</td>
<td>5.131</td>
<td>-61.16***</td>
<td>-9.768*</td>
<td>-4.292</td>
<td>-3.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pNN50</td>
<td>6.067</td>
<td>-0.033</td>
<td>-2.964</td>
<td>-4.399</td>
<td>8.444**</td>
<td>12.731*</td>
<td>23.013***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV index</td>
<td>5.018*</td>
<td>15.285**</td>
<td>9.713**</td>
<td>1.544</td>
<td>6.062**</td>
<td>7.315</td>
<td>5.885</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001
whereas an objective measurement was assessed by collecting salivary cortisol. According to the subjective ratings and the performance of the participants in the calibration conditions, we could show that all participants perceived the induced load levels as intended from the experiment design. In accordance, the performance decreased with increasing workload. Compared to the calibration conditions, subjective workload scores of the office-work session were ranked either between low and medium or between medium and high. In order to assign the workload score of the office-work into one of three classes (low, medium, and high), individual boundaries according to the subjective workload scores collected during the calibration conditions were defined. By applying ANOVA tests, the HRV features from the calibration conditions could be classified into two distinct groups with respect to their response: with increasing workload, features in the first group showed a decrease in their values, while features in the second group showed an increase in their values. The features RMSSD and pNN50 showed a statistically significant decrease while LF/HF ratio showed a statistically significant increase with increased workload. The remaining features showed a consistent but non-significant increase or decrease, what might be explained by the limited number of subjects. We employed multiple regression analysis to model the relationship between relevant HRV features and the subjective ratings of NASA-TLX. Thereby the model parameters were estimated using the calibration data in order to predict the mental workload levels during office-work. The resulting predictions were correct for six out of the seven subjects. In only one subject, there was a confusion between low and medium workload. In

---

**Table 4.3.** Workload score, actual workload class, and estimated class with corresponding accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>NASA-office (%)</th>
<th>Actual class</th>
<th>Predicted class</th>
<th>Accuracy (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50.33</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>59.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>45.33</strong></td>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
<td><strong>34.9</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52.66</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>38.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>69.33</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>46.33</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>70.66</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>61.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

False identified classes are indicated in bold.
Table 4.4. Classification results for each subject

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Subj1</th>
<th>Subj2</th>
<th>Subj3</th>
<th>Subj4</th>
<th>Subj5</th>
<th>Subj6</th>
<th>Subj7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True class</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>M (55.55)</td>
<td>M (37.50)</td>
<td><strong>M</strong> (33.33)</td>
<td>M (49.20)</td>
<td>M (54.54)</td>
<td>M (50.79)</td>
<td>M (37.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>M (57.14)</td>
<td>M (46.87)</td>
<td><strong>M</strong> (30.15)</td>
<td><strong>L</strong> (23.80)</td>
<td>M (51.51)</td>
<td>M (44.44)</td>
<td>M (48.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>M (47.61)</td>
<td><strong>L</strong> (32.81)</td>
<td>L (41.26)</td>
<td><strong>M</strong> (19.04)</td>
<td>M (43.93)</td>
<td>M (53.96)</td>
<td>M (43.54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

False identified classes are indicated in bold

Predicted class (Accuracy %); L low, M medium, H high
addition, we employed and compared the performance of three classification methods to identify the mental workload class (low, medium, or high) to which a new observation belongs. As in multiple regression analysis, the classification models were trained using the calibration data in order to predict the mental workload levels during office-work. The best results were obtained with linear discriminant analysis (LDA) that yielded a correct classification for six out of the seven subjects. The only confusion between low and medium workload occurred for the same subject as in multiple regression analysis. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm and the support vector machine (SVM) resulted in a correct classification of the mental workload level during office-work for five out of the seven subjects. In conclusion, we were able to discriminate the perceived mental workload level during an office-work scenario by modeling the relationship between relevant HRV features and the subjective ratings in calibration settings.

In future work, we are going to extend the amount of monitoring periods in daily life to several days or weeks. In addition, we have to increase the number of subjects to obtain a more balanced collective, e.g. regarding subject’s age. In order to minimize the disturbance of the participants, we will restrict ourselves to mobile ECG logging and 3-5 questionnaires for self-assessment per day. Such a data basis would allow investigating daily variations of perceived and objectively measured mental workload. In addition, we are going to target a broader variety of everyday life scenarios. Up to now, we have investigated office-work in front of a computer. In future work, we will target other activities like giving lectures. In particular, we will investigate whether the presented calibrations method (3 levels of N-Back tasks) is appropriate or which modifications are necessary to model different kinds of real world workload.
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Abstract

Reaction time (RT) tests are known as simple and sensitive tests for detecting variation in cognitive efficiency. RT tests measure the elapsed time between a stimulus and the individual’s response to it. A drawback of existing RT tests is that they require the full attention of a test person which prohibits the measurement of cognitive efficiency during daily routine tasks. In this contribution we present the design and the evaluation of a wearable RT test user interface which can be operated throughout everyday life. We designed a wearable watch-like device which combines the generation of a haptic stimulus and the recognition of subject’s hand movement response. In order to show to what extent the wearable RT test is convenient to measure reaction times, we designed an experiment in which we measured the reaction times of ten subjects from two different setups. In the first half of the experiment, the participants performed a desktop-based RT test whereas in the second half of the experiment they performed the wearable RT test. In order to measure changes in the duration and variability of reaction times we induced additional cognitive load in both setups. We show that individual changes of reaction times occurred due to the cognitive load manipulation are similar for both desktop-based and wearable RT test. Additionally we investigate the subjective ratings of perceived workload. We conclude that the presented wearable RT test allows to measure changes in reaction times occurred due to additional cognitive load and hence would allow the assessment of changes in cognitive efficiency throughout everyday life.

5.1. Introduction and motivation

Reaction time (RT) tests measure how rapidly information can be processed and a response to it can be activated [14]. In other words, RT tests measure the elapsed time between a stimulus and the individual’s response to it. According to Jensen [10], RT tests are well suited for cognitive assessment tests since in comparison to conventional psychometric techniques, RT tests offer a high sensitivity for detecting variation in cognitive efficiency and they can be virtually unlimited repeated. Several desktop-based RT tests have been developed in which
users have to respond to visual stimuli by using keyboard, mouse or special buttons. An extensive review about computer-based cognitive tests can be found in [20]. There are several examples on applying RT tests to assess cognitive functioning: early detection of cognitive decline such as dementia or Alzheimer’s disease in elderly; determining the ability to manage complex activities such as driving, piloting or search and rescue; identifying of children with intellectual disabilities such as Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD).

The main drawback of existing desktop-based RT tests is the requirement of the full attention of the subject, i.e. the subject has to interrupt his daily routine for several minutes in order to perform the task on the computer. This restriction prohibits the measurement of cognitive efficiency during daily routine tasks, e.g. to determine the ability to manage complex activities such as piloting. Our goal is to develop reaction time tests which can be operated throughout everyday life by means of wearable devices. An important step in the development is to ensure that wearable reaction time tests are suitable to measure changes in reaction times similar to desktop-based approaches.

In this paper, we present the design and the evaluation of a wearable RT test user interface. We designed a wearable watch-like device which combines the generation of haptic stimuli and the recognition of subject’s responses. Haptic stimulus is generated by a vibration motor. The subject’s responses to a stimulus are performed by a hand movement which is recognized with an inertial measurement unit (IMU). For the evaluation of the wearable interface, we conducted an experiment to investigate to what extent we can measure the user’s reaction time with our interface compared to desktop-based tests.

5.2. Related work

Three kinds of RT tests are commonly employed in literature [11]: simple, recognition and choice RT tests. Simple RT tests consist of one stimulus and one response. For instance the subject has to press a button as soon as the letter “X” appears at a predefined position or as soon as a light or sound appears. In recognition RT tests, the subject has to respond to a stimulus (target) and ignore other stimuli (non-target). This is sometimes called as “go/no-go” RT task. Recognition of a particular sound or symbol belongs to this category. Lastly, choice RT tests include multiple stimuli and multiple responses. The subject has to respond to each stimulus with a corresponding response, e.g. by
pressing a certain key whenever a corresponding letter appears on the screen. A detailed series of recommendations on how to conduct experiments using reaction times and how to analyze the collected data can be found in [10, 14, 19].

Increasing age and age-related diseases like cognitive impairment are important factors which influence length and variability of reaction times [11]. It has been known that with increasing age, reaction times become more variable and longer. Gorus et al. showed that persons with cognitive deterioration demonstrated more intra-individual performance variability and more slowing in their reaction times than cognitively healthy elderly [5]. Braverman et al. showed in a clinical setting that the test of variables of attention (TOVA) is an accurate predictor of early attention complaints and memory impairments [2]. The effect of stress was investigated in an experiment which examines the cognitive performance under psychosocial stress [17]. The results showed that participants under stress were slower in their reaction times. Another application area of RT tests is the Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) patients. Children with ADHD have often difficulties in focusing on tasks and one of the most consistent findings is increased moment-to-moment variability in reaction time [18].

Most of the studies have in common that RT tests are operated with a computerized test which requires the full attention of the subject. Since the user has to interrupt his current activity to perform the test, most of these techniques are not feasible to be used during normal life activities. There exist only a few studies which measure one’s cognitive performance continuously during everyday activities. Lieberman et al. implemented visual stimuli (3 LEDs), auditory stimuli (a miniature speaker) and two push buttons on a wrist-worn device to assess vigilance [13]. Ivorra et al. implemented a haptic stimulus to interrogate the central nervous system in a minimally obtrusive way [8]. As the response, the detection of a wrist movement is defined. By doing so, they showed that a simple RT test can be continuously administered throughout the course of normal life activities. However, a comparison of the wearable implementation with desktop-based RT tests is missing.
5.3. Materials and methods

5.3.1. Design of the wearable reaction time test

The wearable user interface to measure reaction times consists of two main modules: the stimuli module to generate haptic stimuli and the inertial measurement unit (IMU) module for detecting wrist movements. According to the literature, the wrist is a recommended stimulus site for wearable tactile displays [3, 12, 15, 16]. Therefore we designed a wrist-mounted tactile display in order to deliver the stimulus information to the user. For generating vibro-tactile stimuli, we used a coreless mini DC vibration motor with a diameter of 6mm and a resonant frequency around 200 Hz (manufactured by Precision Microdrivers Ltd.). In order to maximize the vibration amplitude and to ensure a proper sense of the vibration, we placed the motor in a separate plastic enclosure resulted in WxLxH dimensions of 90x55x30 mm which can be attached to the wrist of the user by using a strap. The stimuli module has its own battery supply. The vibration motor needs a continuous current of 83 mA and a start current of 150 mA. In a conservative calculation (continuous current of 150 mA, single stimulus duration 500 ms, 160 stimuli in 12 minutes), a total of 400 mAh would be required to perform a continuous reaction time test over 24 hours. In order to guarantee a continuous operation during at least one day, we have selected a lithium ion battery with 650 mAh. In addition, we have integrated an audio driver (MAX4410 by Maxim Inc.) in order to allow the generation of auditory stimuli through headphones. The IMU module consists of the ETH Orientation Sensor (ETHOS) which was developed in our laboratory [6]. The ETHOS includes a 3D accelerometer and gyroscope which allows to recognize the subject’s gesture response.

The accelerometer and gyroscope were sampled with a frequency of 128 Hz. The detailed description of the ETHOS hardware platform can be found in [6]. We modified the firmware version of the ETHOS to control the vibro-tactile component. An implementation of a go/no-go task which is comprised of two wearable user interfaces to induce target and non-target stimuli can be seen in Fig. 5.1.

In order to automatically recognize a predefined hand gesture response to the haptic stimulus, we performed a preliminary experiment. Similar to the wearable RT test presented in [8], we have defined the response gesture as a fast rotation of the wrist. Three subjects performed a RT test on the wearable device during three different conditions. In the first condition, the subject was sitting on a chair while the arms
Figure 5.1. Wearable implementation of a go/no-go RT test. The left module generates the target stimuli as vibrations on the lower side of the wrist, whereas the right module generates non-target stimuli on the upper side of the wrist. For both modules, the IMU is placed on the opposite side of the vibration motor to recognize the user’s hand gesture response.

were heading towards the floor. In the second condition, the arms were placed on the table. In the third condition, the subject was walking with a moderate speed (4km/h) on a treadmill. In each condition we recorded 3D acceleration and gyroscope data. Based on a visual inspection of the recorded data, we manually labeled each wrist response. For all conditions, it was clearly visible that the wrist-turn axis of the gyroscope (x-axis) was the most sensitive axis for detecting the fast rotation of the hand. In order to define a threshold for automatically detecting this hand gesture, we computed the correctly identified responses for different thresholds. With a threshold of 0.5 rad/sec, we could correctly detect the occurrence of this hand gesture response in all conditions. The raw gyroscope data and the occurrence of haptic stimuli are exemplary shown in Fig. 5.2. According to the simple threshold approach mentioned above, we compute the time point when the user was assumed to have reacted.
5.3. Materials and methods

Figure 5.2. X-component (wrist-turn axis) of the gyroscope data while reacting to four stimuli with a fast rotation of the hand. Based on the threshold approach the time point when a subject has reacted was computed.

5.3.2. Experiment: Comparison of Wearable and Desktop RT Tests

Ten healthy subjects (6 male, 4 female, average age 26.15 years) participated in our experiment. All participants were paid 30 Swiss Francs for participating in one session of approximately 70 minutes. The goal of this experiment was to evaluate our wearable user interface by comparing the reaction times obtained by the wearable reaction time test with a desktop-based approach.

Experimental setup

For the desktop-based reaction time test we used a free version of the TOVA test which is implemented with the psychology experiment building language (PEBL) \(^1\). The implementation of the test is based on the description in \(^4\). A white square appears briefly on the screen, with a black square within it. Participant must respond only to targets (the black square on top) and ignore the non-targets (the black square on the bottom). Each stimulus is presented for 100 ms at 2000 ms intervals. For the wearable RT test, we placed two RT modules on the dominant wrist of the user as shown in Fig. 5.1. The left module generates the haptic target stimuli on the lower side of the wrist (volar side), whereas the right module generates haptic non-target stimuli on the upper side of the wrist (dorsal side). Similar to the desktop-based
Figure 5.3. Experimental procedure including two conditions (baseline as TOVA single task and cognitive load as TOVA + 2Back dual-task) for each setup (desktop based RT and wearable RT).

RT test, each stimulus is generated for 100 ms at 2000 ms intervals. For recognizing the user’s wrist turn response, we only use the data collected with the IMU placed opposite to the left module.

Experimental procedure

Each setup (wearable and desktop-based) consists of two experimental conditions: (i) single-task in which the subject has to respond to the target stimulus, and (ii) dual-task in which the subject has to solve a cognitive task in parallel to the single-task. Each condition lasts 10 minutes and contains 320 stimuli (160 targets and 160 non-targets). This leads to a total of 640 reaction times for each subject (160 targets x 2 setup x 2 conditions). As cognitive task we employed a variant of the N-Back test, the so-called “Audio 2-Back” [9] as explained in the following. The four phases used for each subject are:

- **Desktop-based RT (single-task):** The subject has to respond to each target stimulus by pressing the space bar on the keyboard and ignore non-target stimuli types. This is the typical variant of the test of variables of attention (TOVA).

- **Desktop-based RT with N-Back (dual-task):** In this condition a second task is added to the traditional desktop-based TOVA test.
The subject has to solve an Audio 2-Back task which is presented to the user simultaneously with the TOVA test. Thereby a letter is presented to the subject via an audio message and the subject has to respond if the currently pronounced letter is the same as the one that was pronounced 2 positions back. The response to the Audio 2-Back was done by saying “match” whenever a sound match occurs. The investigator controls if the subject answers correctly and gives feedback continuously to the user about correct and false answers to keep him concentrated on both of the tasks.

- **Wearable RT (single-task):** The subject has to respond to each target stimulus generated on the wrist by performing a wrist movement and ignore the non-target stimuli types.

- **Wearable RT with N-Back (dual-task):** The subject has to respond to target stimuli with hand movements, and solve Audio 2-Back task simultaneously.

In the following, we denote the single task of each setup as “baseline” and dual task as “cognitive load” condition. Directly after each condition for both settings, each subject was asked to indicate his perceived workload by completing the multidimensional assessment tool NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [7]. The rating consists of the following six scales: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, own performance, effort and frustration. Based on the ratings, the total workload was computed as a weighted average. The experimental procedure can be seen in Fig. 5.3.

## 5.4. Results

### 5.4.1. Reaction times

For the analysis, the mean reaction time and the standard deviation are considered as evaluation metrics. In Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.4 the means and standard deviations of the reaction times for all subjects in each condition are presented. First, it can be observed that for both desktop and wearable RT test, the mean reaction time is always increased during the cognitive load condition compared to the baseline condition. Mean reaction times of the desktop-based RT test are significantly correlated with the wearable RT test for the baseline condition \(r = 0.8336, p < 0.01\) as well as for the cognitive load condition.
Table 5.1. Comparison of mean reaction times including standard deviation for the four experimental conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Desktop-based reaction times (ms)</th>
<th>Wearable reaction times (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Baseline</td>
<td>Cognitive load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>455 (102)</td>
<td>560 (217)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>375 (93)</td>
<td>400 (173)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>339 (68)</td>
<td>455 (208)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>317 (62)</td>
<td>475 (192)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>336 (94)</td>
<td>401 (123)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>398 (70)</td>
<td>439 (135)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>350 (59)</td>
<td>513 (229)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>338 (91)</td>
<td>417 (132)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>311 (42)</td>
<td>367 (129)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>334 (59)</td>
<td>432 (181)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*mean (standard deviation)*

\( r = 0.7070, p < 0.05 \). Second, it can be observed that the increase in mean reaction times from baseline to cognitive load conditions is similar within subjects for both desktop and wearable setting. The relative difference (mean RT during cognitive load minus mean RT during baseline condition) between desktop and wearable setting are significantly correlated \( r = 0.7095, p < 0.05 \). Consistently, the variability of reaction times was always higher in the cognitive load condition compared to the baseline condition for both desktop and wearable setting. No significant correlations were observed for the standard deviation of reaction times. Besides, it can be observed that for most subjects the mean reaction time in the wearable setting is lower compared to the desktop-based approach during baseline (exception is subject 9). In the cognitive load condition the mean wearable reaction times are again lower for most subjects (exceptions are subjects 1, 2 and 9). This might be explained by the fact that the transduction of a visual stimulus takes generally longer than the perception of a haptic stimulus as known from literature [10].
Figure 5.4. Mean reaction times for each subject collected from two conditions in each setting. Error bars indicate standard deviation.

5.4.2. Subjective ratings

Fig. 5.5 shows the subjective NASA task load index for each subject. As intended from the experiment design, it can be observed that for both desktop and wearable RT test, the subjective ratings of the cognitive load condition are higher than the respective baseline condition. A comparison between both tests shows that 50% of the subjects perceived higher total workload during baseline condition when using the wearable device. This is due to the fact that 90% of all subjects rated the “physical demand” item of NASA-TLX with higher values for the wearable setting since additional physical demand was required for responding with the wrist movement. However, the comparison between both cognitive load conditions shows that 70% of the subjects perceived lower workload when using the wearable device. These results indicate that operating the wearable device results in lower perceived mental load when the user is engaged in a primary task which requires a certain amount of information processing.

5.5. Conclusion and outlook

In this paper, we presented our experimental design and initial results in measuring reaction times of a person using a wearable RT test. In order to show to what extent a wearable interface is convenient to measure reaction times, we designed an experiment in which we measured response times of ten subjects from two different setups. In the first half
of the experiment, the participants performed a desktop-based RT test whereas in the second half of the experiment they performed the wearable RT test. In order to measure changes in the duration and variability of reaction times we induced additional cognitive load in both setups. Besides the recording of reaction time data, subjective ratings of perceived workload were collected with the NASA-TLX. In a comparison of the obtained wearable reaction times with desktop-based reaction times, we showed that individual changes of reaction times due to the cognitive load are similar for both desktop-based and wearable RT test. According to the subjective ratings of the participants, we could show that all participants perceived the induced cognitive load as intended from the experiment design. Furthermore, subjective ratings showed that operating the wearable RT test interface under cognitive load results in lower perceived mental load compared to desktop-based reaction time test. These results suggest that the wearable RT test is more appropriate when the user is engaged in a second task which requires a certain amount of information processing. Based on the achieved results, we conclude that wrist-mounted reaction time tests seem feasible to measure factors which influence length and variability of reaction times and would allow the measurement of variation in cognitive efficiency throughout everyday life where the individuals are engaged in multiple tasks.

In our future work, we will perform statistical comparisons of different wearable RT setups, e.g. generation of the target/non-target stimulus on the dominant/non-dominant hand. In addition we are going
to conduct long-term measurements of reaction times throughout daily life as cognitive performance indicator. We are planning to measure reaction times in real time from employers which have to perform complex intellectual tasks like flight operators. The obtained reaction times would allow us to identify loss of cognitive efficiency and to reduce the risk of cognitive overload.

**Acknowledgments:** This research has been partly funded by the European FP7 project ProFiTex, grant agreement number CT-TP 228855-2.
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Abstract

Conducting cognitive assessment tests throughout normal daily life offers new opportunities to early detect changes in cognitive efficiency. Such tests would allow identification of early symptoms of cognitive impairment, monitor the progress of disease processes related to cognitive efficiency and reduce the risk of cognitive overload. Reaction time tests are known as simple and sensitive tests for detecting variation in cognitive efficiency. A drawback of existing reaction time tests is that they require the full attention of a test person, which prohibits the measurement of cognitive efficiency during daily routine tasks. In this contribution we present the design, implementation and empirical evaluation of two wearable reaction time tests that can be operated throughout everyday life. We designed and implemented wearable watch-like devices, which combine the generation of haptic stimuli and the recognition of hand gestures as the subject's response. For the evaluation of the wearable interface, we conducted a user study with 20 subjects to investigate to what extent we can measure changes in length and variability of user's reaction time with the wearable interfaces in comparison to well accepted, traditional desktop-based tests. Based on the achieved statistical results, we conclude that the presented wearable reaction time tests are suitable to measure factors that influence length and variability of reaction times.

6.1. Introduction

Conducting cognitive assessment tests throughout normal daily life offers new opportunities to early detect changes in cognitive efficiency. On the one hand, such tests would allow identification of early symptoms of cognitive impairment in risk-groups like the elderly or to monitor the progress of disease processes related to cognitive efficiency like Alzheimer’s disease. On the other hand, a continuous assessment of cognitive efficiency would allow reducing the risk of cognitive overload for employers who have to perform complex intellectual tasks like flight assistants. At present, cognitive assessment is usually done in hospital environments by clinical assessments such as Mental State Examination (MSE), neuropsychological tests or mental state questionnaires
Promising alternatives are computerized assessments of cognitive functioning. In comparison to traditional neuropsychological assessment methods, computerized tests offer benefits such as cost reduction and time savings. An extensive review about computer-based cognitive tests for detecting cognitive decline can be found in [26].

A simple and sensitive computerized cognitive assessment test is the reaction time (RT) test, which is defined as a measure of how rapidly information can be processed and a response to it can be activated [18]. In other words, it is the elapsed time between a stimulus and the individual’s response to it. According to Jensen [13], RT tests are well suited for cognitive assessment since they offer a high sensitivity for detecting variation in cognitive efficiency and in comparison to conventional psychometric tests they can be repeated virtually an unlimited amount of times. In recent years several desktop-based RT tests have been developed. Commonly, visual stimuli are generated at random time points and the subject has to respond by using a keyboard, mouse or special buttons. There are several examples of applying RT tests to assess cognitive functioning: early detection of cognitive decline such as mild cognitive impairment or Alzheimer’s disease; determining the ability to manage complex activities such as driving or piloting, and identifying children with intellectual disabilities such as Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD).

The main drawback of existing desktop-based RT tests is their incompatibility with daily life since the subject has to interrupt his daily routine for several minutes in order to perform the RT test. As a consequence the measurement of cognitive efficiency during daily routine tasks is not feasible so far. In order to overcome this limitation our goal is to develop wearable reaction time tests that can be operated throughout everyday life. An important step in the development is to validate whether wearable reaction time tests measure changes in reaction times similar to desktop-based approaches.

In this contribution we present the design, implementation and empirical evaluation of two wearable reaction time test variants. We have designed and implemented wearable watch-like devices, which generates haptic stimuli and recognizes the user’s hand gesture as a response. Haptic stimuli are generated from time to time by a vibration motor. The subject has to respond to a stimulus by performing a forearm rotation, which is recognized with an inertial measurement unit (IMU). For the evaluation of the wearable reaction time interfaces, we conducted an experimental comparison with traditional desktop-based tests. We
have compared duration and variation of reaction times between the wearable interfaces and desktop-based RT tests.

In the following we first provide an overview about related work. Next, we describe the implementation of wearable reaction time tests and the experimental evaluation procedure. In the result section we present the outcomes of the performed evaluation. Finally, we conclude our work, discuss the results and provide an outlook on future work.

6.2. Related work

There exist mainly three kinds of reaction time tests [15]: simple, recognition and choice reaction. In simple reaction time tests the subject has to respond to one stimulus with a dedicated response. For instance the subject has to press a certain button as soon as a particular symbol appears at the screen. In recognition reaction time tests, which are sometimes called “go/no-go” tasks, the subject has to respond to target stimuli and ignore non-target stimulus types. Lastly, in choice reaction time tests the subject has to respond to multiple stimuli with a corresponding response e.g. pressing a dedicated key whenever a corresponding letter appears on the screen. A detailed series of recommendations on how to conduct experiments using reaction times and how to analyze the obtained data can be found in [13, 18, 25].

Increasing age and age-related diseases like cognitive impairment are known to influence length and variability of reaction times [15]. For instance, Gorus et al. showed that reaction times and performance variability are potential markers for the early detection of Alzheimer’s disease. Persons with cognitive deterioration demonstrated more intra-individual performance variability and more slowing in their reaction times than cognitively healthy elderly. Thus, the authors suggest that intra-individual performance variability and RT are predictors for mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [9]. Braverman et al. showed that the test of variables of attention (TOVA) is an accurate predictor of early attention complaints and memory impairments in a clinical setting [3]. The effect of stress had been studied by investigating the cognitive performance under psychosocial stress [22]. Subjects were randomly assigned to the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST) versus a rest condition. After the stress test, a go/no-go task was performed by each participant. Participants in the stress condition were slower in their reaction time than in the rest condition. Another application area of reaction time tests is the investigation of Attention
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Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) patients. Children with ADHD have in general difficulty in focusing on tasks. In [24] the authors performed a study to examine the RT variability in ADHD using go/no-go tasks with differing levels of cognitive demand. A total of 140 children (57 with ADHD) completed both a simple go/no-go task and a more complex go/no-go task with increased working memory load. The resulting findings showed increased variability in both tasks for ADHD children.

Most of the studies have in common that the employed RT tests are operated with a computerized test, which requires the full attention of the subject for several minutes. Hence, most of these techniques are not feasible to be used without interrupting normal life activities. There exist only a few studies which investigate the feasibility of measuring reaction times continuously during everyday activities. Lieberman et al. implemented a wrist-worn device to assess vigilance. The device consists of visual stimuli (3 LEDs), auditory stimuli (a miniature speaker) and two push buttons [17]. Ivorra et al. [11] implemented a haptic stimulus to interrogate the central nervous system in a minimally obtrusive way. As the response the detection of a wrist movement is defined. In a first feasibility study they showed that a simple RT test can be continuously administered throughout the course of normal life activities. However, an evaluation of the wearable implementation in comparison with state of the art desktop-based RT tests is missing and the obtained reaction times were not further analyzed. In our recent work [6], we followed the approach of Ivorra et al. and designed a wearable reaction time device which combines the generation of haptic stimuli and the recognition of forearm rotation as subject’s response. In our preliminary results we presented the mean and standard deviation of reaction times obtained from ten subjects. In this contribution we present a user study with 20 subjects in order to evaluate two wearable reaction time tests. In particular, we investigate to what extent we can measure changes in length and variability of user’s reaction time in comparison to well accepted, traditional desktop-based tests. We analyze within subjects as well as between subjects effects.
6.3. Materials and methods

6.3.1. Design of the wearable reaction time test

As outlined in the related work section above, most of the desktop-based reaction time tests consist of visual stimuli and keyboard responses. In order to design a wearable reaction time test, we follow the approach of Ivorra et al. [11]: we replaced the visual stimulus by a haptic stimulus and instead of a keyboard response we employ a forearm rotation. Haptic stimulus was chosen since the visual and auditory channel is often already occupied for everyday life tasks. We apply the haptic stimuli on the wrist since from the literature it is known that the performance of perceiving vibro-tactile stimulus is considerable enhanced when the stimulation fall near natural anatomical anchor points such as wrist and elbow [5]. In addition, the placement on the wrist was recommended by several studies about wearable tactile displays [4, 16, 19, 21]. The forearm rotation as response to the haptic stimulus was selected to allow performing the test in a natural way without the need of pressing any extra button.

The wearable user interface consists of two main modules: the stimuli module to generate haptic stimuli and the inertial measurement unit (IMU) module for detecting forearm rotations. For generating haptic stimuli, we used a coreless mini DC vibration motor with a diameter of 6 mm and a resonant frequency around 200 Hz (manufactured by Precision Microdrivers Ltd.). In order to maximize the vibration amplitude and to ensure a proper sense of the vibration, we placed the motor in a separate enclosure with a dimension of 90x55x30 mm. The module is attached to the wrist of the user by using a strap. The complete housing was constructed using the 3D CAD software Autodesk Inventor and fabricated with the rapid prototyping equipment available at the department of mechanical and process engineering at ETH Zurich. The stimuli module has its own battery supply in order to guarantee a continuous operation during at least one day. In a conservative calculation (current of 150 mA, single stimulus duration 500 ms, 160 stimuli in 12 min), a total of 400 mA h would be required to perform a continuous reaction time test over 24 h. Hence, we have selected a lithium ion battery with 650 mA h. In a feasibility study we have investigated the turn-on-delay of 10 Vibration motors. Each of the motors showed a turn-on time derivation of at most ±5 ms for repeatedly applied stimuli. All tested motors were within 20 ms uncertainty with respect to their turn-on delay.
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Figure 6.1. Wearable implementation of a go/no-go RT test. The left module generates the haptic target stimuli as a vibration on the lower side of the wrist, whereas the right module generates non-target haptic stimuli on the upper side of the wrist. For both modules, the IMU is placed on the opposite side of the vibration motor to control the generation of haptic stimuli and to recognize the user’s gesture responses.

The IMU module consists of the so-called ETH Orientation Sensor (ETHOS), which was developed in our laboratory [10]. The ETHOS includes a three-axis accelerometer and a gyroscope, which is used to recognize the subject’s gesture response. The accelerometer and gyroscope were sampled with a frequency of 128 Hz. The detailed description of the ETHOS hardware platform can be found in [10]. We modified the firmware version of the ETHOS to control the vibro-tactile component. An implementation of a wearable go/no-go task can be seen in Fig. 6.1.

In order to develop a procedure for automatically recognizing a predefined hand gesture response, we performed a preliminary experiment. As a response gesture we have defined an outward rotation of the forearm (see right side of Fig. 6.3) similar to the wearable RT test presented in [11]. Three subjects performed a simple RT test during three different conditions. In the first condition, the subject was sitting on a chair while the arms were heading towards the floor. In the second condition, the arms were placed on the table. In the third condition, the subject was walking with a moderate speed (4 km/h) on a treadmill. In each condition we randomly applied haptic stimuli. As soon as the subject perceived the target vibration stimulus he had to
Figure 6.2. X-component (wrist-turn axis) of the gyroscope data while reacting to four stimuli with a fast rotation of the hand. Based on the threshold approach the time point when a subject has reacted was computed.

rotate his forearm outwards. 3D acceleration and gyroscope data were sampled with a frequency of 128 Hz. Based on a visual inspection of the recorded data, it was clearly visible that the wrist-turn axis of the gyroscope (x-axis) was the most sensitive axis for detecting the rotation of the forearm. Each of the axes of the IMU module and the hand gesture are illustrated in Fig. 6.3. In order to define a threshold for automatically detecting the forearm rotation, we computed the correctly identified responses for different thresholds. With a threshold of 0.5 rad/s, we could correctly detect the onset of the forearm rotation in all conditions for all subjects. The raw gyroscope data and the time points when haptic stimuli were applied are exemplary shown in Fig. 6.2. The reaction time is defined as the time difference between the onset of the haptic stimulus and the onset of the forearm rotation.

We have implemented the wearable go/no-go task in two variants. In the first design, we placed the target stimulus on the lower side and the non-target stimulus on the upper side of the dominant wrist. In the second two-handed design, the target stimulus module is placed on the lower side of the dominant wrist while the non-target stimulus is placed on the lower side of the non-dominant wrist. The two sensor placements are depicted in Fig. 6.3. In the following, we denote the first setup as “one-handed” and the second setup as “two-handed”.

6.3. Materials and methods

Figure 6.3. (Left) Two implementations of wearable go/no-go reaction time tests. In the first one-handed design, target and non-target stimulus modules are both placed on the dominant wrist. In the second two-handed design, the target stimulus module is placed on the dominant wrist while the non-target stimulus is placed on the non-dominant wrist. (Right) Illustration of the outward rotation of the forearm including x-axis of the gyroscope.

6.3.2. Participants

Twenty subjects (12 male, 8 female, average age 24.3 years) were recruited for the experiment. All participants were compensated with 30 Swiss Francs for participating in one session of approximately 70 min. Before starting the experiment, participants were briefly informed about the experimental procedure and they were offered a detailed report of their reaction time results after completing the analysis of their reaction times. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two experimental groups, which differ in sensor placement (one-handed vs. two-handed). Each group consists of 4 female and 6 male participants.

6.3.3. Experimental overview

This experiment addresses two main goals: (i) to evaluate our wearable user interface by comparing the reaction times obtained by the wearable reaction time tests with those collected by a desktop-based reaction time test and (ii) to compare reaction times collected by the one-handed with those collected by two-handed wearable setup. As a desktop-based reaction time test we used a free version of the go/no-go TOVA test [2]. The test procedure follows the description provided in
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Figure 6.4. Target and non-target stimulus types of the TOVA test.

A white box appears for 100 ms on the screen. In the white box, a black square is shown on the top or on the bottom. The participant must respond only when the black square appears on the top (target stimulus) and must not respond if the black square appears on the bottom (non-target stimulus). Fig. 6.4 depicts the two target and non-target stimuli types of the TOVA test. Each stimulus is presented at 2000 ms intervals. Similar to the desktop-based RT test, in the wearable variant each haptic stimulus is generated for 100 ms at 2000 ms intervals. The IMU, used for recognizing the user’s forearm rotation, is placed on the opposite to the stimuli module.

6.3.4. Experimental procedure

For both desktop-based and wearable setting two experimental conditions are investigated: (i) idle condition in which the subject is only performing the reaction time test, and (ii) cognitive load condition in which the subject is performing a continuous performance task in parallel to the reaction time test. Each condition lasts about 10 min and contains 320 stimuli (160 targets and 160 non-targets). In total 640 reaction times (160 targets x 2 setups x 2 conditions) were collected from each subject. For inducing cognitive load we have employed the so-called “Audio 2-Back” test, which is a variant of N-Back tests [1] [12]. In the following the two setups and the two conditions are described in more detail.

1. Desktop-based RT (idle): The subject has to respond as fast as possible to each visual target stimulus by pressing the space bar
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Figure 6.5. Experimental procedure: Subjects are randomly assigned in one of the two experimental groups i.e. one-handed and two-handed. Each subject performed idle and load conditions for desktop-based and wearable reaction time test separately.

on the keyboard and ignore non-target stimuli. This is the typical variant of the test of variables of attention (TOVA).

2. Desktop-based RT with N-Back (cognitive load): In this condition a second task is added to the traditional desktop-based TOVA test. The subject has to solve an Audio 2-Back task, which is presented to the user in addition to the TOVA test. In the Audio 2-Back task every 3 s a letter is presented to the subject via an audio message. The subject must only respond if the currently pronounced letter is the same as the one that was pronounced two positions back. Since the subject has to memorize the two prior letters and has to perform a comparison with the current letter in time, this task induces additional cognitive load. In order to respond the subject has to say “match” whenever a sound match occurs. In order to keep the subject engaged in the second task, the experiment leader continuously controls the performance of the subject and provides direct feedback to the user about correct and false answers.

3. Wearable RT (idle): The subject has to respond as fast as possible to each haptic target stimulus by performing a forearm rotation
and ignore the non-target stimuli.

4. Wearable RT with N-Back (cognitive load): Like in (3) the subject has to respond as fast as possible to each haptic target stimulus by performing a forearm rotation. Like in (2) the subject has to solve the Audio 2-Back task simultaneously.

The experimental procedure can be seen in Fig. 6.5. Each experimental group performed the same procedure. The only difference was the sensor placement during the wearable reaction time tests.

6.3.5. Measures

For the analysis, mean reaction time, intra-individual variability measured as the coefficient of variation (CV) \[ \text{CV} \] and accuracy (number of commission errors defined as the number of responses to non-targets) are used as evaluation metrics. For each individual, the coefficient of variation is computed as the standard deviation divided by the mean reaction time.

6.3.6. Statistical analysis

We performed separate statistical analyses to analyze within subjects and between subjects effects. For within subjects comparison, we performed two-way repeated measures ANOVA for each experimental group (one-handed vs. two-handed) using the three measures as dependent variables, while setting (desktop vs. wearable) and condition (idle vs. load) serve as independent variables. Data were tested for normal distribution using Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Within subject comparisons address the following research questions: Do the mean reaction time, variability and accuracy differ between desktop and wearable settings? Do mean reaction time, variability and accuracy differ between idle and load conditions?

In order to analyze the effects in detail, we performed a pairwise comparison (with Bonferroni correction) using repeated measures one-way ANOVA. In this manner, we compared pairs of independent variables with each other. In order to analyze the setting effect, we did a pairwise comparison of desktop-idle vs. wearable-idle and desktop-load vs. wearable-load. In order to analyze the condition effect, we did a pairwise comparison of desktop-idle vs. desktop-load and wearable-idle vs. wearable load. For one-way repeated measures ANOVA, data were
tested for homogeneity of variance using Mauchly’s sphericity test and if necessary Greenhouse-Geisser correction was performed.

In order to compare different sensor placements for the wearable setting, we performed between subjects comparison. For each measure, we performed a mixed 2x2 ANOVA with group (one-handed vs. two-handed) as between-subject variable and condition (idle vs. load) as within-subject variable. Between subjects comparison addresses the following question: Do wearable reaction times differ between different sensor placements (one-handed vs. two-handed)? Data were tested for normal distribution and homogeneity of variance using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Levene’s test. In order to investigate the differences between each condition of each group we performed an independent samples t-test. Greenhouse-Geisser correction was performed if necessary in the repeated measures data.

6.4 Results

We first present the boxplots of mean reaction time, coefficient of variation, and commission error for both groups and both settings in Fig. 6.6. First, it can be observed that in each group the mean reaction time of the subjects is always increased during the load condition compared to the idle condition. Second, it is visible that the mean reaction times of the wearable setting are faster than those of the desktop-based setting during the idle condition. Third, we can observe that the variability is increased during the load condition for both settings and groups. The number of commission errors does not show a clear visible difference between settings and groups. In the following we provide detailed statistical analysis for within subjects comparison and for between subject comparison.

6.4.1 Within subjects comparison

Mean reaction times

Two-way repeated measures ANOVA of mean reaction time showed a significant main effect for condition for one-handed as well as two-handed group ($p < 0.001$). Subjects were thus always slower during the cognitive load condition compared to the idle condition. There was not a significant main effect of the setting for the one-handed group. Mean reaction times of the subjects were not significantly affected by whether subjects performed desktop or wearable reaction time tests.
Figure 6.6. Boxplots of mean reaction time (above), coefficient of variation (middle), and commission error (below) for both groups and both settings. (DI = desktop-idle, WI = wearable-idle, DL = desktop-load, WL = wearable-load)
On the contrary, the setting showed a significant main effect for the two-handed group ($p < 0.01$).

As shown in Table 6.1 pairwise comparison revealed that mean reaction times of the desktop-based reaction time test were significantly slower than the wearable reaction time test during the idle condition (desktop-idle vs. wearable-idle) for both one-handed ($p < 0.05$) and two-handed group ($p < 0.01$). However for both of the groups a significant difference between both settings was not observed during the load condition (desktop-load vs. wearable-load).

**Variability**

Two-way repeated measures ANOVA of CV indicated a significant main effect for condition (idle vs. load) for both of groups showing that subjects demonstrated higher variability under load condition compared to idle condition ($p < 0.001$). There was not a significant main effect for setting for both groups.

As shown in Table 6.1 pairwise comparison confirms the significant increase of variability under cognitive load for both groups and settings.

**Accuracy**

Two-way repeated measures ANOVA of commission errors showed a significant main effect for condition only for two-handed group ($p < 0.01$). However, pairwise comparison between idle and load conditions for each setting (desktop-idle vs. desktop-load and wearable-idle vs. wearable-load) revealed that there was not a significant increase in commission errors during load condition compared to idle condition.

### 6.4.2. Between subjects comparison

**Mean reaction times**

Mixed 2x2 ANOVA showed a significant condition ($p < 0.001$) and group effect ($p < 0.05$) on mean reaction times. As shown in Table 6.2 post-hoc group by group comparison revealed that during the idle condition subjects in the two-handed group were significantly faster than the subjects in the one-handed group ($p < 0.05$).
Table 6.1. The results of one-way repeated measures ANOVA and Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparison on each reaction time task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Desktop setting</th>
<th>Wearable setting</th>
<th>Comparisons (p-values)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDLE(1)</td>
<td>LOAD(2)</td>
<td>IDLE(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One handed</td>
<td>355.2 (43.5)</td>
<td>445.9 (57.8)</td>
<td>321.4 (44.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>20.7 (4.7)</td>
<td>38.3 (5.8)</td>
<td>25.7 (8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors</td>
<td>5.7 (4.5)</td>
<td>8.4 (7.2)</td>
<td>6.0 (5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean RT</td>
<td>343.5 (25.1)</td>
<td>434.9 (50.8)</td>
<td>274.0 (46.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two handed</td>
<td>23.5 (5.2)</td>
<td>45.3 (10.6)</td>
<td>27.6 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>8.8 (4.8)</td>
<td>11.6 (4.6)</td>
<td>8.0 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean (standard deviation); NS: not significant.

* $p < 0.05$.
** $p < 0.01$.
*** $p < 0.001$. 
Table 6.2. Between group pairwise comparison (independent samples t-test).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Group:one handed</th>
<th>Group:two handed</th>
<th>Comparisons (p-values)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDLE(1)</td>
<td>LOAD(2)</td>
<td>IDLE(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean RT</td>
<td>321.4 (44.8)</td>
<td>437.1 (66.1)</td>
<td>274.0 (46.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>25.7 (8.5)</td>
<td>37.5 (5.6)</td>
<td>27.6 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors</td>
<td>6.0 (5.5)</td>
<td>8.4 (5.4)</td>
<td>8.0 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean (standard deviation); NS: not significant.

* $p < 0.05$. 
Variability

Mixed 2x2 ANOVA indicated a significant effect for condition ($p < 0.001$) but not a significant effect for group on variability. Subjects overall demonstrated higher CV during load condition compared to the idle condition. There was not a significant difference between groups.

Accuracy

Mixed 2x2 ANOVA showed a significant effect for condition on commission error ($p < 0.05$). Subjects overall showed more errors under load condition compared to idle condition. There was not a significant main effect for group.

6.5. Conclusion and discussion

In this contribution we have presented the implementation and empirical evaluation of two wearable reaction time test designs. We have implemented wearable watch-like devices, which combine the generation of haptic stimuli with the recognition of hand gestures as subject’s response. For the evaluation of the wearable interfaces, we have conducted an experiment to investigate to what extent we can measure changes in length and variability of user’s reaction time with the wearable interfaces in comparison to a well accepted, traditional desktop-based test.

In total we have investigated three research questions. First, we have analyzed whether mean reaction times, variability and accuracy differ between the induced idle and load conditions. Since we were interested in whether our wearable user interface is sensitive to measure changes in reaction times occurred due to altered cognition, we induced cognitive load on subjects to alter their cognitive state. The cognitive load is one of the factors that influences the duration and variability of reaction times. As mentioned in related work, altered cognition could also be mild cognitive impairment, dementia or Alzheimer’s disease. Since in our experiment healthy subjects participated, an additional cognitive task was used to simulate an alteration in subject’s cognitive efficiency. The results show that during load condition mean reaction time and variability are significantly increased for both settings (desktop vs. wearable) and both groups (one-handed vs. two-handed). This first result shows us that our wearable user interface is suitable to measure changes in reaction times occurred due to one of the factors affecting
human reaction time. Second, we have investigated whether there are
differences between desktop and wearable setting. We observed signifi-
cant faster reaction times for both wearable settings under the idle con-
dition. A possible explanation is the faster perception of haptic stimuli
in comparison to visual stimuli. Third, we have investigated differences
between the two wearable reaction time variants. The only difference
between both experimental groups was a significant faster mean reac-
tion time for the two-handed design under idle condition. A possible
explanation is that differentiating between target and non-target on the
same hand is more difficult than differentiation of target and non-target
on two hands. This result shows us that both variants were appropriate
to measure changes in reaction times but the one-handed variant was
more complex. Thus, depending on the experiment design, one could
use the one-handed design to perform more complex reaction time test
such as go/no-go task, which needs more concentration to differenti-
ate between two similar stimuli. Two-handed design is less complex
because the discrimination of the two stimuli is easier. Based on the
achieved results, we finally conclude that both presented implementa-
tions of wearable reaction time tests are suitable to measure factors
that influence length and variability of reaction times.

6.6. Future work

In our future work, we will investigate long-term measurements of re-
action times throughout daily life as cognitive performance indicators.
We will collect reaction time data from several subjects during daily
life activities. Since an interrogation every two seconds would not be
acceptable during normal life activities, the time interval between two
stimuli has to be increased. Up to now we collected reaction times from
one subject during 8 h with random intervals varying between 60 and
90 s which results in 384 reaction times. Based on the collected re-
action times the minimum number of reaction times will be defined
by analyzing the correlations between reaction times and self-reported
items.

Since different activities can also affect the reaction times, we will
investigate the variations in reaction times occurred due to differ-
ent daily life activities. In addition to reaction times, we will collect
self-assessments such as concentration level, alertness, tiredness, etc.
throughout the day and we will investigate the relation between reac-
tion times and self-reported items on cognitive efficiency.
In a second study, we want to employ our wearable reaction time test on the elderly with cognitive impairment. The main goal is to use the reaction time test continuously as a secondary task while performing activities of daily living. Cognitive impairment or attentional deficit is reflected in the performance of daily activities among elderly people. A decrement on reaction time performance could provide us a measure of attentional resources needed to perform that particular daily activity. Another possible employment could be for patients after a stroke. Reaction times can be collected while the patients perform different motor skills during a rehabilitation program. An increase in reaction time performance (more attentional resources are allocated for the cognitive performance task) could indicate that the patient needs to allocate fewer attentional resources to maintain the motor skills and that the rehabilitation has made progress.

In addition, we are planning to extend the implementation of wearable reaction times by adding context-awareness in order to provide a context-aware generation of stimuli events.
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Chapter 7: Collecting Reaction Times in Daily Life

Abstract

Reaction time tests are known as sensitive tests for measuring cognitive efficiency, cognitive decline, early attention complaints, and memory impairments. A main drawback of existing computer-based reaction time tests is their incompatibility with daily life. As a consequence, it is not feasible so far to assess variations in cognitive efficiency which are caused by influencing factors occurring in daily life. In order to overcome this limitation, in recent work, we have designed and implemented a wearable watch-like reaction time test tool. In this contribution, we present a case study when employing the wearable reaction time test in the work environment of a graphic designer. We show that our tool allows to continuously collect reaction times throughout 15 working days. Besides collecting reaction times, we employed an experience sampling method to gather subjective data on mood and perceived workload. The correlation analysis showed that mean reaction time is significantly positive correlated with mental and temporal demand. High level of arousal results in slowing of reaction times and higher variability whereas a low arousal results in lower variability of reaction times.

7.1. Introduction

Reaction time tests measure how rapidly stimuli information can be processed and a response to it can be activated [18]. In other words, reaction time tests measure the elapsed time between the occurrence of a stimulus and the individual’s response to it. Since the middle of the 19th century, reaction time has been extensively investigated by experimental psychologists. In the last decades, several computer-based reaction time tests have been developed in which a subject has to respond to visual stimuli by using keyboard, mouse or special buttons. According to Jensen [13], reaction time tests are well suited for cognitive assessment tests since reaction time tests offer a high sensitivity for detecting variation in cognitive efficiency and they can be repeated virtually an unlimited amount of times. An extensive review about computer-based cognitive tests can be found in Wild et al. [27]. There are several examples on how reaction time tests are applied to assess variations in
cognitive functioning, such as detection of cognitive decline or determination of the ability to manage complex activities like driving, piloting, search and rescue. For example, Kosinski [14] reported that cognitive impairment influences length and variability of reaction times. In Gorus et al. [8], it was shown that persons with cognitive deterioration demonstrated more intra-individual performance variability and more slowing in their reaction time than cognitively healthy elderly. Further, Braverman et al. [3] showed that a reaction time test is an accurate predictor of early attention complaints and memory impairments.

The main drawback of existing computer-based reaction time tests is their incompatibility with daily life since subjects have to interrupt their daily routine for several minutes and provide their full attention in order to perform the reaction time test. This restriction prohibits the measurement of cognitive efficiency during daily routine tasks. As a consequence, it is not feasible so far to assess variations in cognitive efficiency which are caused by influencing factors occurring in daily life like variations in cognitive load during work or activities of daily life. In order to overcome this limitation, in previous work, we have designed and implemented a wearable watch-like reaction time test tool which allows to collect reaction times throughout daily life. Instead of a visual stimulus a haptic stimulus is employed from time to time and instead of a keyboard response the user is able to react with a simple hand movement. Haptic stimulus was chosen since the visual and auditory channel is often already occupied for everyday life tasks. User’s hand movement response is automatically recognized with an integrated inertial measurement unit (IMU) and thus the reaction time to the haptic stimulus can be measured.

In order to show to what extent the wearable reaction time test is an accurate new tool to measure reaction times, in recent work we have conducted an experiment in which we analyzed the reaction times of 20 subjects in an idle condition and under cognitive load [6]. During the idle condition, subjects had to perform the wearable reaction time test followed by operating a state of the art desktop-based reaction time test. In order to influence length and variability of reaction times, we applied cognitive load to all subjects in a separate load condition. Here, the subjects had to solve mental tasks in addition to performing the reaction time test. Like in the first idle condition, subjects had to perform the wearable reaction time test followed by operating a state of the art desktop-based reaction time test. The results showed that the mean reaction times of the subjects were always increased during the
load condition compared to the idle condition in wearable and desktop settings. Second, it could be observed that the variability of reaction times was increased during the load condition in both wearable and desktop settings. Based on the achieved results, we could show that the wearable reaction time test is an accurate tool to measure variations in length and variability of reaction times.

In this contribution, we extend our work by transferring our approach from controlled laboratory settings to an unrestricted daily life environment. In a case study, we present our methods and findings when employing the wearable reaction time test tool in the daily work life of a graphic designer. We continuously collected reaction time data and self-experience ratings on mood and workload throughout 15 working days. The first three working days were characterized by normal job demands, which we denote as “baseline” measurement. During the remaining 12 days, the designer was confronted with four workload factors that are common when a designer has to deliver a creative outcome in a limited time: stress, sleep deprivation, night shift, and moderate alcohol consumption.

In this case study, we target four main topics:

1. continuously monitoring of reaction times in a real world working setting without interrupting the daily routine of a graphic designer
2. investigating the observed variations in length and variability of reaction times regarding the four workload factors
3. investigating the correlations between reaction time features and perceived workload
4. investigating the correlations between reaction time features and subjective ratings on mood.

In the following, we first present related work. Next, we describe our wearable reaction time test implementation. Afterwards, we explain the real life employment followed by data analysis methods. Finally, we present and discuss the achieved results and provide a conclusion and an outlook.

7.2. Related work

There exist mainly three kinds of reaction time tests: simple, recognition and choice reaction time tests [14]. Simple reaction time tests
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consist of one stimulus and one response. In desktop-based simple reaction time tests, a dedicated stimulus is temporary shown at random time intervals on the screen. The subject has to concentrate on the appearance of the stimulus and every time the subject recognizes the stimulus he has to press a dedicated key as fast as possible. Differently, in recognition reaction time tests, the subject has to differentiate between a dedicated stimulus (target) and other stimuli (non-target). This is sometimes called “go/no-go” reaction time task. In desktop-based go/no-go tests the target stimulus and the non-target stimuli are temporarily shown in a random sequence on the screen. The subject has to be attentive to the appearance of the target stimulus and ignore the non-target stimuli. As soon as the subject recognizes the target, he has to respond as fast as possible by pressing a dedicated key. Lastly, choice reaction time tests include multiple stimuli and multiple responses. The subject has to respond to each stimulus with a corresponding response, e.g. by pressing a certain key whenever a corresponding letter appears on the screen. A detailed series of recommendations on how to conduct laboratory experiments using reaction time tests and how to analyze the collected data can be found in [13, 18, 26].

Since reaction time has been extensively investigated for many years, there exists a broad variety of clinical studies which have been summarized in a literature review by Kosinski [14]. For example, it is known that age-related diseases like cognitive impairment are important factors which influence length and variability of reaction time. Gorus et al. [8] showed that persons with cognitive deterioration demonstrated more intra-individual performance variability and more slowing in their reaction time than cognitively healthy elderly. Braverman et al. [3] showed in a clinical setting that a go/no-go reaction time test is an accurate predictor of early attention complaints and memory impairments. In [24], it was shown that children diagnosed with attention deficit hyperactive disorder (ADHD) are characterized by an increased variability in reaction time. In [22], the effect of psychosocial stress on reaction time was investigated in a controlled experimental setting. The authors were able to show that participants under stress revealed slower reaction time.

Most of the studies have in common that desktop-based reaction time tests were employed in laboratory settings which require the full attention of the subject for several minutes. Hence, it is not feasible so far to measure reaction times during everyday-life in order to assess variations in cognitive efficiency which are caused by influencing fac-
tors occurring in daily life like variations in cognitive load during work or activities of daily life. Only a few studies exist which investigated the feasibility of measuring reaction times during everyday activities. Lieberman et al. \cite{17} implemented a wrist-worn reaction time device to assess vigilance. Visual and auditory stimuli were generated with three LEDs and a miniature speaker. The user had to react by pressing one of the two push buttons on the device. Ivorra et al. \cite{11} implemented a haptic stimulus to interrogate the central nervous system in a minimally obtrusive way. As the response the detection of a wrist movement is defined. In a first feasibility study, they showed that a simple reaction time test can be continuously administered throughout the course of normal life activities. However, an evaluation of the wearable implementation in comparison with state of the art desktop-based reaction time tests is missing and the obtained reaction times were not further analyzed. In our recent work \cite{5}, we followed the approach of Ivorra et al. \cite{11} and designed a wearable reaction time device which combines the generation of haptic stimuli and the recognition of forearm rotation as subject’s response.

7.3. Wearable reaction time test

7.3.1. System design

In our previous work, we have designed and implemented a watch-like wearable user interface to measure reaction time \cite{5}. The main design goal was to enable a mobile measurement of reaction time throughout daily life. In order to achieve this goal, we replaced the state of the art visual stimuli by haptic stimuli which can be recognized without paying continuous attention to it. Second, we replaced the state of the art push buttons by detecting a dedicated rotation of the forearm as response to the stimuli. As a result the wearable reaction time test consists of two main modules: a stimulus module generating haptic stimuli and an IMU module detecting forearm rotations. We applied the haptic stimuli on the wrist since according to the literature the wrist is a recommended stimulus site for wearable tactile displays \cite{4,16,19,20}. For generating vibro-tactile stimuli, we used a coreless mini DC vibration motor. In order to maximize the vibration amplitude and to ensure a proper sense of the vibration, we placed the motor in a separate plastic enclosure. In order to guarantee a continuous operation during at least one day, the stimuli module has its own battery supply. In addition, we
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Figure 7.1. Wearable implementation of a simple reaction time test. The haptic stimuli are generated as vibrations on the lower side of the wrist. The IMU is placed on the opposite side to recognize the user’s hand gesture responses.

We integrated an audio driver in order to allow the generation of auditory stimuli through headphones. The IMU module consists of the so-called ETHOS which includes a three-axis accelerometer and gyroscope to recognize the subject’s gesture response [9]. The accelerometer and gyroscope is sampled with a frequency of 128 Hz. An implementation of a wearable simple reaction time test can be seen in Figure 7.1. The detailed description of the hardware platform can be found in Cinaz et al. [5] and Harms et al. [9].

We modified the firmware version of the ETHOS to control the haptic stimuli module. Similar to the wearable reaction time test presented in Ivorra et al. [11], we have defined the response gesture as a fast rotation of the forearm.

In our recent work, we have implemented a wearable go/no-go task [6]. In order to evaluate the wearable interface, we have conducted an experiment to compare the reaction times obtained by the wearable interface with those collected by a desktop-based reaction time test. For the desktop-based reaction time test, we used a free version of the go/no-go TOVA test [2, 7]. As exemplary shown in Figure 7.2, a white square appears for 100 ms on the screen, with a black square within it. Participant must respond only to targets (the black square on top)
and ignore the non-targets (the black square on the bottom). Each stimulus is presented at 2000 ms intervals. A wearable implementation of the TOVA test is shown in the lower part of Figure 7.2. Participant must respond only if they perceive a haptic stimulus on the lower side of the forearm (target) and ignore the haptic stimulus on the upper side of the forearm (non-target). Similar to the desktop-based reaction time test, each haptic stimulus of the wearable device is generated for 100 ms at 2000 ms intervals.

Each setting (desktop-based vs. wearable) consisted of two experimental conditions:

1. idle condition in which the subject is just performing the reaction time test
2. cognitive load condition in which the subject is performing a cognitive performance task in parallel to the reaction time test.

Figure 7.2. (a) Target and non-target stimulus types of the TOVA test (b) implementation of a wearable TOVA test
As cognitive task, we employed a variant of the N-Back test, the so-called “Audio 2-Back” [1][12]. In the Audio 2-Back task, a letter is presented to the subject via an audio message in regular time intervals. The subject must only respond if the currently pronounced letter is the same as the one that was pronounced two positions back. Since the subject has to memorize the two prior letters and has to perform a comparison with the current letter in time, this task induces additional cognitive load. Whenever a sound match occurs, the subject has to say “match”. In order to keep the subject engaged in the second task, the experiment leader continuously controls the answer of the subject and provides direct feedback to the subject about correct and false answers. A total of 20 subjects participated in our experiment. Each subject performed four different reaction time tests in the following order:

1. desktop-based in idle condition
2. desktop-based under cognitive load
3. wearable in idle condition
4. wearable under cognitive load.

Each condition lasts 10 minutes and contains 320 stimuli (160 targets and 160 non-targets).

The results showed that subjects were always significantly slower during the cognitive load condition compared to the idle condition for both desktop and wearable settings \( (p < 0.001) \). Second, we could observe that the variability is increased during the load condition for both settings. Subjects demonstrated higher variability under load condition compared to idle condition \( (p < 0.001) \). Based on the achieved results, we concluded that our wearable reaction time test is suitable to measure factors which influence length and variability of reaction times.

7.4. Case study

In this case study, we employed the wearable reaction time test tool in the daily work life of a graphic designer. Since this case study was the first attempt to collect reaction times in real life, we opted for collecting reaction times with a moderate high sampling rate. We decided to
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Figure 7.3. (a) Subject in her workplace, the reaction time module is placed on her dominant wrist (b) experiment procedure and screenshots taken during different factors

Our test subject was a 25-year-old female master student of graphic design. We conducted the case study while our subject was working on her master thesis. The topic of her master thesis was to investigate the influence of typical work-related stress factors on the design process. In total, we monitored our subject throughout 15 working days. The first three working days were characterized by normal job demands, which we denote as “baseline” measurement. During the remaining 12 days, the designer was confronted with four workload factors that are common when a designer has to deliver a creative outcome in a lim-
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ited time: stress, sleep deprivation, night shift, and moderate alcohol consumption. The case study pursues four main aims:

1. to continuously collect reaction times in a real-world working setting without interrupting the daily routine of a graphic designer
2. to investigate the observed variations in length and variability of reaction times regarding the four workload factors
3. to correlate the observed reaction time features with perceived workload ratings
4. to investigate the correlations between reaction time features and subjective ratings on mood.

In the following, we first explain the induced workload factors in more detail. Next, we describe the employed experience sampling method to collect subjective ratings on perceived workload and mood.

7.4.1. Workload factors

The subject was monitored over 15 working days during 6 weeks resulting in 120 hours of data (8 h x 15 days). The first three working days consisted of normal job demands, which we denote as “baseline” measurement. During the remaining 12 days, the designer was confronted with four workload factors that are common when a designer has to deliver a creative outcome in a limited time: stress, sleep deprivation, night shift, and moderate alcohol consumption. Each factor was studied on three consecutive days. The experimental procedure can be seen in Figure 7.3.

7.4.2. Baseline

The first three days were carried out as a baseline session with a typical job assignment. At the beginning of the first working day, the subject was instructed from a client to design a logo for the new established Pirate Party within three days. According to the subject’s working experience, such an assignment represents a common job demand which can be easily solved within three working days. The subject was allowed to work only during the monitoring period. At the end of the third working day, she had to provide the resulting logo to her client.
7.4.3. Stress

After a break of two days, the next three working day session was carried out. At the beginning of the first working day, the subject received from the public relation manager of the Department of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering at ETH Zurich the instruction to design a new marketing booklet to attract new students. The subject was allowed to work on this task for three days. Every evening she had to provide a draft design for revision. The subject was not aware that the public relation manager was instructed by psychologists on how to create high working pressure and stress within the three days. In particular, the public relation manager was instructed to induce stress as follows:

- **Negative feedback:** The feedback on every draft design should illustrate that the client was not satisfied and that there were many open issues to be solved in the remaining time.

- **Information hiding:** Important background information like design guidelines were not given at the beginning but at the second day.

- **Work overload:** The concrete task description was slightly modified every day, e.g. the subject was told that she should especially focus on female students. In addition, the subject was asked to prepare additional material like a presentation in parallel to the normal work.

- **Social-evaluative pressure:** The subject was told that all professors of the department will evaluate her design.

- **Ego-involvement:** The subject was told that if her suggested design was satisfying to the professors, it would be selected as the new official marketing booklet of the department.

7.4.4. Partial sleep deprivation

After a break of one week, the subject was monitored during partial sleep deprivation. On the first day, the subject started to work after a night of seven hour normal sleep duration. The subject was instructed from a client to design T-shirt for the internet portal “evernote”. In the remaining two nights, the sleep duration was reduced to four hours.
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Figure 7.4. We programmed an experience sampling event in the reaction time module to signal the subject when to complete the questionnaire. Every time ten consecutive haptic stimuli (at 1 second intervals) occurred, the subject had to fill out the questionnaire items.

7.4.5. Night shift

After a break of three days, the night shift session was carried out. The subject worked between midnight and 8 AM and was sleeping during daytime. At the beginning of the first working day, the subject was instructed from a client to design a new concept for the German internet blog “Sichtweise Fotografie”.

7.4.6. Alcohol

After a break of two weeks, the next three working day session was carried out. During this condition, the subject worked between normal office hours (~ 10 AM to ~ 6 PM). In the afternoon she drank 2-3 glass of wine. At the beginning of the first working day, the subject was instructed from a client to design a new logo for the Institute Human Computer Interaction of Konstanz University.

7.4.7. Experience sampling

In order to examine the relationship between reaction time data and self-reported ratings on mood and workload, we used an experience sampling methodology (ESM) known from [15, 23]. The subject was randomly probed eight times per day to complete a set of questionnaires. The minimum and maximum time interval between successive
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questionnaires was set to 30 and 120 minutes, respectively. The subject was prompted to fill out the questionnaires by applying ten consecutive haptic stimuli at 1 second intervals. It took approximately 2-3 minutes to complete all questionnaire items. The experience sampling approach is depicted in Figure 7.4. At each probe, we assessed subject’s current mood with the presentation of 15 adjectives on a visual analogue scale (from 0 = not at all to 10 = a great deal) using a short version of the positive and negative affect schedule [25]. The 15 items consisted of seven negative (“bored”, “tired”, “stressed”, “anxious”, “angry”, “depressed”, and “nervous”), seven positive (“relaxed”, “happy”, “concentrated”, “alert”, “interested”, “active”, and “excited“) and one sleepiness item (“sleepy”).

In addition, the subject was asked to assess her perceived workload regarding the last working activities. For this subjective rating, we employed the NASA task load index (TLX) from [10]. First, the subject has to rate 6 items on a scale from 1 to 20 that best indicate her experience in the task. The rating consists of the following items: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, own performance, effort and frustration. Next, the subject is systematically asked which of the items represents the more important contributor to the workload. Based on these comparisons, the total workload is computed as a weighted average of the ratings.

All questionnaire items were completed on the subject’s computer. Beside the randomly generated probes, the subject filled the questionnaire also at the beginning of each day before starting to work.

7.5. Data analysis

In the following, we first provide a description of our methods to automatically detect user’s hand movement as response to the applied haptic stimuli. Next, we describe how the reaction time measures were computed. Finally, we explain how we correlated the reaction time features with the self-experience data on mood ratings and NASA workload items.

In order to detect subject’s hand response to a stimulus, we analyzed the gyroscope data obtained by the IMU module. First, the gyroscope data is normalized to values between -1 and 1. Second, the raw gyroscope data is smoothed using a simple moving average filtering. Then, a window of 2 seconds length is aligned on each stimulus event and the local maximum point is located within this window. If the maximum
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Figure 7.5. X-component (wrist-turn axis) of the normalized gyroscope data while responding to a haptic stimulus with a fast rotation of the hand. After each stimulus event the maximum peak within a fixed time window is searched. Reaction time is calculated as the time difference between the haptic stimulus and the occurrence of the peak response.

peak is larger than a decision threshold, it is classified as a correct reaction gesture; otherwise it is classified as a non-reaction, i.e. it is assumed that the user has not responded to the stimulus. The normalized gyroscope data while responding to a haptic stimulus is exemplary shown in Figure 7.5.

The decision threshold was estimated by applying a Naive Bayes classifier. In a first step, we selected a total of 120 responses and 120 non-responses by a visual inspection of the gyroscope data. This data was then used to define a decision threshold using the Naive Bayes classifier. After applying Naive Bayes, a visual inspection of 2304 reaction hand gestures revealed an accuracy of 99%.

7.5.1. Windowing for experience sampling

In order to investigate the relation between reaction times and self-rated mood and workload items, we used data segments with varying window sizes. The window size is calculated by taking the midpoint of
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Figure 7.6. Data segments used for the correlation analysis. The reaction time features are calculated for each segment around the experience sampling events (blue segments). The calculated features are then correlated with the corresponding self-report of this segment. The red segments are ignored because of insufficient number of reaction times.

the time between the last and the preceding questionnaire. Figure [7.6] exemplary depicts the segments used for the correlation analysis. The reaction time features are calculated for each segment around the experience sampling events (blue segments in Figure [7.6]). The calculated features are then correlated with the mood and perceived workload ratings of this segment. The first and the last segment of every four hour session (red segments in Figure [7.6]) are not used in the correlation analysis since the amount of data here is only half as much as in the other segments. For each segment, the following features are calculated: mean reaction time, standard deviation of reaction time and number of omission errors defined as the number of missing responses to the stimuli.

7.6. Results and discussion

Our first goal was to show that a continuous collection of reaction times in a real-world working setting is feasible without interrupting the daily routine. In the presented case study, we were able to show that even when employing a moderate high sampling frequency (60-
90 s stimuli interval) our wearable reaction time test tool allows to continuously collect reaction times throughout 15 working days of a graphic designer. Our test subject was able to successfully complete all job demands over the complete monitoring period while performing the wearable reaction time test in parallel without interrupting her daily working routine. Hence, we were able to present a successful example showing that our wearable reaction time test tool is appropriate to continuously collect reaction times in real world working settings.

In the following, we present the results of our remaining three goals: variations in length and variability of reaction times regarding the four workload factors, correlations of reaction time features with perceived workload ratings, and correlations between reaction time features and subjective ratings on mood.

7.6.1. Reaction time measures under workload

Figure 7.7 shows mean, standard deviations and omission errors of the reaction times for all five working conditions under investigation. The measures were computed in time windows around the questionnaire probe as described in Section 7.5.1. In Figure 7.7, it can be observed that the variability of reaction times tends to be higher in the “stress” condition compared to the “baseline” condition. During the “baseline” condition mean reaction times on the first two days do not vary to a great extent. In the third day, mean reaction times are higher in the afternoon. A sudden increase of mean reaction times in the afternoon can be observed for the first two days of the “stress” condition. This might be explained by the fact that our subject received the negative feedback and additional tasks from the client at the end of the morning session. In the last day of the “stress” condition, the mean reaction times and the variability are decreased during the course of the day. A possible explanation is the fact that our subject was quite confident on the 3rd day to deliver all requested designs to the client. The number of omission errors during the “stress” condition is almost 3 times higher than during “baseline” ($N_{\text{baseline}} = 35, N_{\text{stress}} = 113$ where $N$ indicates the total number of omission errors). The trend of mean reaction times during “sleep deprivation” is similar to “baseline”. A possible explanation is the fact that our subject was used to work with reduced amount of sleep during her study time. The mean reaction times during “night shift” and “alcohol” are also comparable to the one obtained during “baseline”. However, the standard deviation of reaction times
Figure 7.7. Mean, standard deviations and omission errors (missing responses) of reaction times over 15 working days

for all three conditions is always increased in comparison to “baseline”. Especially during “night shift” we can observe a steady increase on both mean reaction times and variability during the course of three days. The highest omission errors can be observed for the “night shift”
and “alcohol” conditions ($N_{\text{nightshift}} = 156$, $N_{\text{alcohol}} = 146$).

These highest omission errors during night shift are caused by falling asleep from time to time. This was visible in the continuous video recording obtained from our subject’s working place. In general, an increase in the errors can be observed especially during the second half of each working day which is in line with a reduction of the concentration level and with an increase of sleepiness.

Figure 7.8 shows the boxplots of mean, standard deviation and omission errors of reaction times for each workload factor. ANOVA with pairwise comparison revealed that mean reaction times of the “stress” condition were significantly higher than those collected during “sleep deprivation” and “alcohol” conditions ($p < 0.05$). Besides, “sleep deprivation” condition showed a significant lower mean reaction time compared to “night shift” ($p < 0.05$). The mean reaction times of the “baseline” condition did not show a significant difference from other conditions. There were significant group differences in variability of reaction times for each of the conditions. Pairwise comparison showed a significant increase in variability during “stress”, “night shift” and “alcohol” compared to “baseline” ($p < 0.05$). A significant difference between “baseline” and “sleep deprivation” as well as between “stress”, “night shift” and “alcohol” was not observed. According to the pairwise comparison of omission errors, the subject showed significantly higher number of omission errors during “night shift” and “alcohol” conditions compared to “baseline” condition ($p < 0.05$). However, a significant difference was not observed for the “stress” and “sleep deprivation” conditions.

In summary, we can conclude that our test subject showed a significant increased variability of reaction times during stress in comparison to baseline. Sleep deprivation did not show a significant difference to baseline. This might originate from the fact that our subject was used to work under reduced amount of sleep during her study time. Hence, we could not observe significant differences of any reaction time measure for the “sleep deprivation” condition in comparison to the baseline session. Compared to “baseline” condition, our subject showed a significant increased variability of reaction times and a significantly higher number of omission errors during “night shift”. The high number of omission errors during night shift are caused by falling asleep from time to time as evident from the video recording obtained from our subject’s working place. Similar to “night shift”, our subject showed under moderate alcohol consumption a significant increased variability
Figure 7.8. Boxplots of mean, STD reaction times and omission errors for each workload factor.

of reaction times and a significantly higher number of omission errors in comparison to “baseline”.
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Figure 7.9. Boxplot of total subjective workload score for each workload factor

7.6.2. Correlation of reaction time measures with perceived workload

In order to perform the correlation analysis, for each day we analyzed the data from six questionnaire probes (except three days where only five questionnaires were available) as described in Section 7.5.1. With a total amount of 87 observations, the correlation for each questionnaire item was computed.

Figure 7.9 shows the box plot of perceived total workload scores for each working factor. The lowest total workload was perceived during the “baseline” condition as intended from the experiment design. ANOVA with pairwise comparison revealed that the mean total workload score of “stress”, “sleep deprivation”, “night shift” and “alcohol” conditions were significantly higher than those perceived during “baseline” ($p < 0.05$). However, there is not a significant difference between “stress”, “sleep deprivation”, “night shift” and “alcohol” conditions.

Table 7.1 shows the significant correlations between reaction time features and NASA workload items. Mean reaction time is significantly positive correlated with mental and temporal demand. Total workload showed a significant positive correlation with reaction time variability and number of omission errors. This finding is in line with the previous conducted laboratory evaluation: high cognitive load, i.e. mental demand and time pressure, resulted in slower reaction times and higher variability.
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**Table 7.1.** The correlation between reaction time features and NASA workload items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NASA Items</th>
<th>Mean RT</th>
<th>STD RT</th>
<th>Omissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mental demand</td>
<td>0.313**</td>
<td>−0.044</td>
<td>−0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal demand</td>
<td>0.414**</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>−0.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total workload</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.359**</td>
<td>0.235*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation coefficient **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05

**Table 7.2.** The correlation between reaction time features and self-reported mood items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mood items</th>
<th>Mean RT</th>
<th>STD RT</th>
<th>Omissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High arousal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentrated</td>
<td>0.317**</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>−0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert</td>
<td>0.413**</td>
<td>0.237*</td>
<td>−0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>0.343**</td>
<td>0.231*</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stressed</td>
<td>0.418**</td>
<td>0.323**</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low arousal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bored</td>
<td>−0.047</td>
<td>−0.373**</td>
<td>−0.274*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tired</td>
<td>−0.197</td>
<td>−0.289**</td>
<td>−0.157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correlation coefficient **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05
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Figure 7.10. We placed the mood items which are significantly correlated with reaction time features on the valence-arousal plane. It can be observed that the most significant correlations can be found in the high-arousal plane.

7.6.3. Correlation of reaction time measures with subjective ratings on mood

Table 7.2 shows the correlation coefficients of mean reaction time, standard deviation and the number of omission error with questionnaire items on mood. As shown in Table 7.2, mean reaction time is significantly positive correlated with the high arousal items concentrated, alert, active and stressed. The reaction time variability is significantly positive correlated with alert, active, stressed and negative correlated with the low arousal mood items bored and tired. Number of omission errors show significant correlation only with the item bored. Figure 7.10 shows the significant correlated mood items on the well-known valence-arousal plane (see for example, [21]). It can be observed that a high level of arousal results in increasing of reaction times and higher variability whereas a low arousal results in lower variability of reaction times. The reason behind might be that during stress or high mental demand one is highly concentrated/alert/active on the primary task and less concentrated on the secondary task (in this case, the wearable reaction time test). Thus, it takes longer to perceive the stimulus and to react to it.
7.7. Conclusion and outlook

In this contribution, we have presented for the first time a long-term measurement and interpretation of reaction times during normal work life. We have employed a new wearable watch-like reaction time test tool which generates haptic stimuli and recognizes user’s hand movements as response. In our recent work, we could show that our wearable reaction time test is suitable to measure factors which influence length and variability of reaction times in controlled laboratory settings. In this contribution, we have extended our work by transferring our approach from controlled laboratory settings to an unrestricted work environment of a graphic designer. We continuously collected reaction time data and subjective ratings on mood and workload throughout 15 working days. The first three working days consisted of normal job demands, which we denote as “baseline” measurement. In the remaining 12 days, the designer was confronted with four workload factors that are common when a designer has to deliver a creative outcome in a limited time: stress, sleep deprivation, night shift, and moderate alcohol consumption. In order to examine the relationship between reaction time data and self-reported ratings on mood and workload, we used an ESM where the subject was randomly probed eight times per day to complete a set of questionnaires. We have presented our methods to automatically detect user’s hand movement as response to the applied haptic stimuli. First, a Naive Bayes classifier was used to accurately detect the response gesture from the smoothed gyroscope data obtained by the IMU module. Next, the elapsed time between a haptic stimulus and the individual’s response was computed as reaction time. In order to investigate the relation between reaction times and self-reported mood items, we used data segments with varying window sizes. From the reaction time features calculated for each segment around the experience sampling events, we have computed the correlations with the corresponding self-report items.

We could observe that our test subject showed a significant increased variability of reaction times during stress in comparison to baseline. Sleep deprivation did not show a significant difference to baseline since our subject was used to work under reduced amount of sleep. Compared to baseline condition, our subject showed a significant increased variability of reaction times and a significant higher number of omission errors during night shift. The high number of omission errors during night shift were caused by the fact that our subject felled
asleep from time to time. Similar to night shift, our subject showed under moderate alcohol consumption a significant increased variability of reaction times and a significant higher number of omission errors in comparison to baseline.

The correlation analysis of reaction time measures with perceived workload showed that mean reaction time is significantly positive correlated with mental and temporal demand. Total workload showed a significant positive correlation with reaction time variability and number of omission errors. This finding is in line with the previous conducted laboratory evaluation: high cognitive load, i.e. mental demand and time pressure, resulted in slower reaction times and higher variability.

The correlation analysis of reaction time measures with subjective ratings on mood showed that mean reaction time is significantly positive correlated with the high arousal items concentrated, alert, active and stressed while reaction time variability is significantly positive correlated with alert, active, stressed and negative correlated with the low arousal mood items bored and tired. The number of omission errors is significant negative correlated with the item bored. In the valence-arousal plane, it is obvious that a high level of arousal results in increasing reaction times and higher variability whereas a low arousal results in lower variability of reaction times.

Finally, we conclude that the presented case study shows for the first time that a wearable watch-like reaction time test tool enables a long-term measurement and interpretation of reaction times during normal work life activities. Thus, it becomes feasible to measure reaction times during everyday-life in order to assess variations in cognitive efficiency which are caused by influencing factors occurring in daily life like variations in cognitive load during work or activities of daily life.

In future work, we will investigate elderly people. We already started with monitoring reaction times of healthy elderly during daily life activities like reading, writing and walking. Next, in cooperation with psychologists we are planning to monitor reaction times of elderly with mild cognitive impairment during daily life activities. We will compare the achieved results with the ones obtained from healthy elderly in order enable a detection of mild cognitive impairment during daily life monitoring.
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Abstract

In order to enable a continuous monitoring of variations in cognitive functioning we aim for transferring reaction time (RT) tests from clinical settings into daily life. In previous work we have designed and implemented a watch-like wearable RT test which can be operated by a simple hand gesture. The aim of this work was to measure the impact of common daily activities on reaction times of younger and older adults. We have conducted an experiment in which subjects had to perform daily activities once under an idle condition and once under additional cognitive load. During performing the activities we have measured reaction times at random intervals. As evaluation metrics we considered mean RT and RT variability. We addressed the research questions how daily life activities affect the reaction time measures, whether reaction time measures differ between young and elderly subjects and whether reaction time measures differ between idle and cognitive load conditions. We could show that mean RT and RT variability were significantly affected by the type of activity for both age-groups. The increase in mean RT and RT variability from idle to cognitive load condition was significantly higher for the elderly. We performed logistic regression to investigate the discriminative power when distinguishing between idle and cognitive load conditions. The classification results confirmed the effect of activity on reaction times. In a leave-one-person-out cross validation the discrimination accuracy increased from 75% to 80.77% after adding activity class features to the classification model. When applying a context-aware RT test we achieved a discrimination accuracy of 87.5%. We conclude that a wearable RT test combined with a simple activity recognition system is feasible to detect changes in RT performance and variability during common daily life activities.

8.1. Introduction

Different studies could demonstrate that speed of information processing, measured by reaction time, is related to cognition in younger
and older adults. Especially slowing in reaction time is often attended by cognitive disorders or deficits. While children and younger adults mainly suffer from cognitive disorders such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) older adults tend to have cognitive deficits because of neurological diseases such as brain injury, dementia, stroke or cerebral tumor. Assessing cognitive functioning is commonly used for screening of cognitive impairment, distinguishing causes of impairment, rating of disease severity or monitoring disease progression.

Most commonly used methods for the diagnosis of cognitive deficits are neuropsychological screening tests. One simple and often used test is the Mini Mental State Examination which include questions to evaluate memory, attention, language or orientation skills [8, 31]. In general, neuropsychological screening tests are administered usually in later stages when observable changes in patient’s cognitive state arise [24]. Other methods used for cognitive assessment are neuroimaging techniques or laboratory testings which measures specific hormones or proteins [2]. In recent years computerized assessments of cognitive functioning were developed which usually provide more sensitive information compared to paper-based screening alternatives. In the literature there exists several computer-based cognitive tests for detecting cognitive decline [30]. In [24] several shortcomings of the established clinical assessment tools were identified. In particular, it was highlighted that these tests are time consuming, expensive and are performed only infrequently since a trained psychologist needs to administer these tests. In order to overcome these limitations it was suggested to develop unobtrusive measurement techniques which have the potential to continuously assess cognitive functioning in daily life. One approach to obtain a continuous assessment of cognitive functioning is to use wireless sensor networks in home environment. This enables the observation of the individuals during their activities of daily living (ADL) such as physical activities, sleep quality, gait velocity, location changes or interaction with objects in the house [7, 13, 23, 25, 28]. Usually ambient sensors such as motion detectors or RFID tags are integrated into the living environment of the individual or body-worn accelerometers are used to monitor the daily activities. The main goal of these applications is to detect deviations from normal patterns i.e. to detect abnormal changes in behavioral patterns. These markers are then correlated with the cognitive performance of the subjects. However, while these approaches enable a full unobtrusive monitoring, they do not provide a direct measurement of cognitive functioning as the well-defined screening methods do.
In our approach we aimed for transferring a well-defined cognitive test into daily life in order to obtain a continuous measurement of cognitive performance. We decided to transfer a reaction time (RT) test into daily life since it is well known that RT tests offer a high sensitivity for detecting variation in cognitive functioning [17, 18]. Furthermore, they can be repeated virtually an unlimited amount of times [18]. In general, a reaction time test measures how rapidly a person can initiate a response to a designated stimulus which is also a measure of speed of information processing [18, 22]. Reaction time tests have been extensively investigated by experimental psychologists since the middle of the 19th century. Commonly, visual stimuli are generated at random time points and the subject has to respond by using a keyboard, mouse or special buttons. There are several examples of applying RT tests to assess cognitive functioning: characterization of age-associated changes in reaction times; early detection of cognitive decline such as mild cognitive impairment or Alzheimer’s disease; determining the ability to manage complex activities such as piloting, or identifying children with intellectual disabilities such as Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD). However, most of these tests are administered in a laboratory environment by a clinician. More importantly, RT tests are incompatible with daily life since the subject has to interrupt his daily routine for several minutes in order to perform the RT test. In order to overcome this limitation, in former work we have designed, implemented and evaluated a wearable watch-like reaction time test that can be operated throughout everyday life [6]. The wearable RT test generates haptic stimuli and recognizes the user’s hand gesture as a response (see Figure 8.1). Haptic stimuli are generated from time to time by a vibration motor. The subject has to respond to a stimulus by performing a slight forearm rotation, which is recognized with an inertial measurement unit (IMU).

For the evaluation of the wearable reaction time interfaces, we conducted an experimental comparison with traditional desktop-based tests in a laboratory setting. The results showed that individual changes of reaction times occurred due to additional cognitive load were similar for both desktop-based and wearable RT test. In a case study, we monitored reaction times continuously in a real-world working setting to investigate the effects of different workload factors such as stress, sleep deprivation, night shift and alcohol on reaction times [4]. According to the results, the mean reaction time and variability were increased during high arousal conditions such as stressed, concentrated or alerted.
However, so far it remains unclear to what extent a working activity itself such as writing or reading affects the reaction times independent of arousal or cognitive load conditions.

In this contribution, we investigate how certain daily activities affect the reaction times. In order to examine both the effects of activity and cognitive condition on reaction times, each daily activity is investigated once under a control condition in which subjects just performed the activity and once under an experimental condition in which subjects were confronted with additional cognitive load while performing the activity. Since one of the potential application fields is to enable an early detection of age-related cognitive impairments in daily life, in this work we investigate an elderly collective in addition to young subjects. In addition we investigate to what extent it is possible to discriminate the cognitive load condition from the control condition when employing reaction time features as predictors.

In the following we first provide an overview about related work on reaction times. Next, we describe our methods on the experimental procedure and data analysis. In the results section we present the outcomes of the experiment. Finally we conclude our work, discuss the results and provide an outlook on future work.

8.2. Related Work

There exist mainly three kinds of reaction time tests [20]: simple, recognition and choice reaction. In simple reaction time tests the subject has to respond to one stimulus with a dedicated response. For instance the subject has to press a certain button as soon as a particular symbol appears at the screen. In recognition reaction time tests, which are sometimes called ”go/no-go” tasks, the subject has to respond to target stimuli and ignore non-target stimulus types. Lastly, in choice reaction time tests the subject has to respond to multiple stimuli with a corresponding response e.g. pressing a dedicated key whenever a corresponding letter appears on the screen. A detailed series of recommendations on how to conduct experiments using reaction times and how to analyze the obtained data can be found in [18, 22, 29].

Reaction time tests have been extensively investigated for many years. There exist several studies where psychologists have identified different factors that influence reaction time. Increasing age and age-related diseases like cognitive impairment are known to influence length and variability of reaction times significantly [20]. For instance, Gorus
et al. showed that reaction times and performance variability are potential markers for the early detection of Alzheimer’s disease [9]. Persons with cognitive deterioration demonstrated more intra-individual performance variability and more slowing in their reaction times than cognitively healthy elderly. Braverman et al. showed that a particular recognition reaction time tests, i.e. the test of variables of attention (TOVA), is an accurate predictor of early attention complaints and memory impairments [3]. Another application area of reaction time tests is the investigation of Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD) patients. In [27] the authors performed a study to examine the RT variability in ADHD using go/no-go tasks with differing levels of cognitive demand. The resulting findings showed that children diagnosed with ADHD exhibited an increased variability in both simple and more complex go/no-go task in comparison to healthy children.

Most of the studies have in common that the employed RT tests are operated with a computerized test, which requires the full attention of the subject for several minutes. Hence, most of these techniques are not feasible to be used without interrupting normal life activities. There exist only a few studies, which investigate the feasibility of measuring reaction times continuously during everyday activities. Lieberman et al. implemented a wrist-worn device to assess vigilance. The device consists of visual stimuli (3 LEDs), auditory stimuli (a miniature speaker) and two push buttons [21]. Ivorra et al. implemented a haptic stimulus to interrogate the central nervous system in a minimally obtrusive way [15]. As the response the detection of a wrist movement is defined. In our recent work [5, 6], we followed the approach of Ivorra et al. and designed a wearable reaction time device which combines the generation of haptic stimuli and the recognition of forearm rotation as subject’s response. We could show that the wearable reaction time test is suited to measure changes in reaction times caused by cognitive load. In this contribution, we present an empirical study with 26 subjects in order to analyze the effects of different daily activities on reaction times. In particular, we compare the changes in reaction times between young and elderly subjects.
8.3 Methods

8.3.1. Objectives

The experimental procedure was designed to investigate the effect of everyday activities on reaction times of young and elderly subjects. Four common daily life activities were chosen: sitting, walking, reading and writing. As a second factor the influence of cognitive load on reaction times was investigated in a way that each activity was performed once under a control condition in which subjects just performed the activity (idle condition) and once under an experimental condition in which subjects were confronted with additional cognitive load while performing the activity (load condition). Having idle and cognitive load conditions during daily life activities allowed us to compare the changes in reaction times between idle and load condition in both age groups. In addition we investigated to what extent we can discriminate between idle and cognitive load when employing reaction time features as predictors. Consequently the experiment addresses the following research questions: (1) Do daily life activities affect the reaction time measures? (2) Do reaction times differ between young and elderly subjects for chosen activities? (3) Do reaction times differ between idle and cognitive load conditions whilst performing daily life activities? (4) How accurate can we discriminate between idle and cognitive load conditions during daily life activities?

**Figure 8.1.** Implementation of a wearable simple reaction time test consisting of a haptic stimuli module and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to detect subject’s forearm rotation to a stimulus.
8.3.2. Wearable reaction time test

In our previous work we have designed and implemented a watch-like wearable user interface to measure reaction time throughout daily life [5, 6]. In comparison to state of the art desktop-based reaction time tests, we replaced the visual stimuli by a haptic stimuli which can be recognized without paying continuous attention to it. In addition, we replaced the response button by detecting a dedicated rotation of the forearm as response to the stimuli. Thus, the wearable reaction time test consists of two main modules: a stimulus module generating haptic stimuli and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) module for detecting forearm rotations. For generating vibro-tactile stimuli, we used a coreless mini DC vibration motor with a resonant frequency of around 200 Hz and a vibration amplitude of 3.2 g. The IMU module consists of the so-called ETHOS which includes a three-axis accelerometer and three-axis gyroscope to recognize the subject’s gesture response [11]. The accelerometer and gyroscope is sampled with a frequency of 128 Hz. An implementation of a wearable simple reaction time test can be seen in Figure 8.1. In order to react to a haptic stimulus the subject has to rotate his forearm along the x-axis. The detailed description of the hardware platform can be found in [5].

8.3.3. Participants

Overall, 16 elderly and 15 young subjects participated in our study. The young subjects were recruited through public advertising at the university. The elderly participants were recruited from a dedicated university course which offers university-level education for elderly people. One young and two elderly subjects had to be excluded from the analyses due to their insufficient number of reaction times, i.e. they omitted at least 30 of 40 stimuli during one of the four activities. In addition, the data from two other elderly subjects had to be excluded since their data violated the normality assumption required by the statistical analysis. As a result, in our data analyses we used the data from 12 elderly subjects (7 female, 5 male) with an average age of 70.17 years (±5.52) and the data from 14 young subjects (6 female and 8 male) with an average age of 25.79 years (±5.31).
8.3. Methods

8.3.4. Experimental design

All participants were briefly informed about the experimental procedure and a written informed consent was signed by each subject. All elderly participants were screened for dementia using the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) \[8\]. No participant was at risk for dementia since all elderly had a score higher than or equal to 28. The experiment was designed in a way that each activity was performed under idle and cognitive load conditions. During all activities and both conditions (idle vs. load) the subject had to perform the wearable reaction time test, i.e. the subject was asked to respond as fast as possible to each haptic stimulus by performing a dedicated hand gesture. During the cognitive load condition, in addition to the main activity, the subject was asked to solve an Audio 2-Back task which is a variant of the N-Back test \[1, 16\]. In the Audio 2-Back task every 5 seconds a letter was presented to the subject via an audio message. The subject was asked to respond only if the currently pronounced letter was the same as the one that was pronounced two positions back. The subject responded by saying “match” whenever a sound match was detected by the subject.
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In advance of the experiment, a training stage was provided to the participants that enabled them to become familiar with the wearable reaction time test and the Audio 2-Back task. Afterwards, each subject started with the baseline activity which was defined as sitting on a chair at rest and just performing the wearable reaction time test. The remaining activities walking, reading and writing were randomly assigned to each subject. Each activity started with the idle condition and was followed by the cognitive load condition. During walking activity the subject walked on a treadmill with a comfortable speed chosen by the subject himself. To obtain the right speed, each subject had a practice session to try different speeds before starting the walking session. Reading activity consists of reading a text on the table. In order to keep the subjects concentrated on the reading task, we told them that they have to answer a few questions about the text at the end of the experiment. During writing activity the subjects were asked to transcribe as much words as possible from a given text on a paper into a word document on the computer.

During all activities participants were requested to feel free in their mobility. The reaction time test device was mounted on the non-dominant wrist of the subjects. Each condition (idle vs. load) of each activity lasted about 10 minutes and we decided to collect overall 40 reaction time measurements within each condition of each activity. As a consequence, we generated haptic stimuli at random intervals varying between 5 sec and 25 sec. After each 10 minutes block, a pause was offered, if requested. Directly after each block, the subject was asked to indicate his perceived workload by completing the multidimensional assessment tool NASA Task Load Index (TLX) [12]. The rating consists of the following six scales: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, own performance, effort and frustration. Based on the ratings, the total workload was computed as a weighted average. The overall experiment lasted between 90 and 120 minutes. The experimental procedure can be seen in Figure 8.2.

8.3.5. Preprocessing and reaction time calculation

In order to calculate reaction time by means of subject’s hand response to a stimulus, we analysed the gyroscope data obtained by the IMU module. We used the same method described in our previous work [4]. First, we normalized the gyroscope data to values between -1 and 1. Second, the raw gyroscope data was smoothed using a simple moving
Figure 8.3. Normalized gyroscope data while responding to a haptic stimulus.

average filtering. Then, we aligned a window of 2 seconds length on each stimulus event and we located the local maximum point within this window. If the maximum peak was larger than a decision threshold, it was classified as a correct reaction gesture; otherwise it was classified as a non-reaction, i.e. it was assumed that the user did not respond to the stimulus. The normalized gyroscope data while responding to a haptic stimulus is exemplary shown in Figure 8.3.

The decision threshold was estimated by applying a Naive Bayes classifier. In our previous work [4] we selected a total of 120 responses and 120 non-responses by a visual inspection of the gyroscope data from one subject which performed daily life activities. This data was then used to define a decision threshold using the Naive Bayes classifier. After applying Naive Bayes on our data collected from 14 young and 12 elderly subjects, a visual inspection of altogether 8295 reaction hand gestures revealed an accuracy of 98%.

8.3.6. Measures

For the statistical analysis, mean reaction time and intra-individual variability measured as the coefficient of variation (CV) [19][27] are used as evaluation metrics. For each individual, the coefficient of variation
is computed as the standard deviation divided by the mean reaction time.

8.3.7. Statistical analysis

In order to analyze the effect of daily activity and cognitive load condition on reaction times for young and elderly participants, we performed a mixed 2x2x4 ANOVA. We utilized age group (young vs. elderly) as between-subjects variable while cognitive load condition (idle vs. load) and activity (sitting, walking, reading, writing) served as within-group factors. Mean reaction time and coefficient of variation were used as the dependent measures. Greenhouse-Geisser correction was performed if sphericity was violated in the repeated measures data. Benferroni corrected post-hoc group analysis was conducted to compare age group effects within each activity performed during idle and load condition. Data were tested for normal distribution and homogeneity of variance using the Shapiro-Wilk and Levene’s test.

8.3.8. Classification

In order to analyze how accurate we can discriminate between idle and load condition, we performed logistic regression analysis. In all regression models under investigation, the dependent variable consisted of the cognitive load condition (1 for cognitive load, 0 for idle). In the set of independent variables the two features mean reaction time and reaction time variability were always present. The regression models under investigation differed in the amount of additional independent variables and the amount of data used for building the models. All models were built and evaluated in a leave-one-subject-out cross validation scheme, i.e. data from all subjects except one were used for building the model while the data from the omitted subject were used to compare the model prediction with the ground truth. This process was repeated until all subjects served once as test case.

In the first model, only mean reaction time and reaction time variability were used as independent variables. In the second model we considered a context aware reaction time test i.e. we assumed that we have an activity recognition system which is able to discriminate between sitting, walking, reading and writing. Therefore, we used additional activity class information as predictors together with mean reaction time and variability in the regression model.
8.4 Results

8.4.1. Reaction time performance

The mean reaction times of the young and elderly subjects collected during four different activities are shown in Figure 8.4. First, we can observe that for both young and elderly participants, the mean reaction time is increased during cognitive load condition compared to idle condition. Second, it can be observed that mean reaction time is highest in both age groups during writing activity. When performing the writing activity the elderly subjects showed the slowest reaction times both during idle and load conditions. However, during the idle condition of sitting, walking and reading activities the elderly showed slightly faster
reaction times than young subjects. On the other hand, when elderly subjects experienced cognitive load, they were slower than the younger subjects during sitting, walking and writing activities. Thus, the drop in reaction time performance from idle to load condition was higher for the elderly compared to the young age group. In general, we can observe that reaction time performance varies with the type of the activity and the presence of cognitive load condition for both age groups. In the following we provide the results of the detailed statistical analysis in order to show the effect of activity and condition in more detail.

ANOVA results revealed a significant main effect of condition \( (F(1, 24) = 120.03, p < 0.001) \) showing that the subjects were on average slower during the cognitive load condition compared to the idle condition. There was a significant main effect of activity \( (F(2.22, 53.34) = 37.97, p < 0.001) \) indicating that mean reaction times of the subjects were significantly affected by the type of the performed activity. The interaction effect between activity and age-group \( (F(2.22, 53.34) = 5.18, p < 0.01) \) was significant i.e. the effect of the activity on mean reaction times was different for the young and elderly group. There was also a significant interaction effect between condition and age-group \( (F(1, 24) = 7.46, p < 0.05) \) revealing that the increase in mean reaction times from idle to cognitive load condition was higher for the older participants compared to the younger ones. Besides, there was a significant interaction effect between activity and condition \( (F(2.12, 50.97) = 5.18, p < 0.01) \), i.e. the difference on mean reaction times between idle and cognitive load condition varied depending on the type of the activity. The test of between-subjects effects did not show a significant main effect for age-group, reflecting the fact that there was not a significant difference between young and elderly participants in terms of the overall mean reaction time across the four activities and two levels of conditions.

In order to explore the effects further, we performed post-hoc group by group comparisons for each activity. There was a main effect of condition for all activities \( (p < 0.001) \) indicating that for each activity the mean reaction times were generally larger in the load condition independent of age group. There was a significant interaction effect between condition and age group for sitting \( (p < 0.05) \) and reading \( (p < 0.05) \) activities indicating that the increase in mean reaction time from idle to load condition was significantly higher for the elderly participants during sitting and reading activities. There was not a significant interaction effect between condition and group for walking \( (p = 0.248) \).
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Figure 8.5. Reaction time variability of young and elderly subjects across four activities.

and writing ($p = 0.067$) activities. The test of between-subjects effects showed a significant difference of the overall mean reaction time between the young and elderly groups only for the writing activity ($F(1, 24) = 4.91, p < 0.05$).

8.4.2. Reaction time variability

Figure 8.5 depicts the reaction time variability of young and elderly subjects computed across the four activities. As observed in the mean reaction time analysis above, the group mean variability was increased during load condition compared to idle condition for both young and elderly subjects. Second, compared to the younger age group the elderly group showed higher variability under load condition during all activities. Besides, for both age groups the highest variability was observed during the writing activity. We can also observe that the amount of change in variability from idle to load condition was higher for the elderly group compared to young subjects. In order to investigate the effect of activity and condition in more detail, in the following we provide the results of the detailed statistical analysis.

The ANOVA test of within subjects effects showed that there was a significant main effect of condition ($F(1, 24) = 110.06, p < 0.001$) and activity ($F(3, 72) = 8.88, p < 0.001$) reflecting that group mean variability under load condition was higher compared to idle condition and the type of the activity significantly influenced the reaction time variability. There was not a significant interaction effect between activity and age-group indicating that the effect of the activity on the reaction time variability did not differ between young and elderly age group.
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Figure 8.6. Scatter plots showing all 208 observations from all 4 activities during idle and load condition. Misclassified observations from a leave-one-subject-out cross validation are marked with crosses. Left: Logistic regression model which contains only mean reaction time and reaction time variability as predictors. Accuracy 75%. Right: Logistic regression model with additional activity class features as predictors. Accuracy 80.77%.

On the other hand, there was a significant interaction effect between condition and age-group ($F(1, 24) = 9.72, p < 0.01$) showing that the increase in reaction time variability from idle to cognitive load condition was higher for the older participants compared to the younger ones. This effect can also be seen in Figure 8.5. The interaction effect between activity and condition was also significant ($F(3, 72) = 3.24, p < 0.05$), showing that the increase of reaction time variability from idle to cognitive load condition was depended on the type of the activity. The test of between-subjects effects showed a significant main effect of the age-group ($F(1, 24) = 8.97, p < 0.01$), reflecting the fact that elderly participants showed an overall higher reaction time variability across the four activities and two levels of conditions compared to the young age-group.

Post-hoc comparisons showed a significant main effect of condition for all activities ($p < 0.001$) indicating that for each activity the reaction time variability was generally larger in the load condition independent of the age group. Significant interaction effects between condition and group were found for the sitting ($p < 0.05$) and reading ($p < 0.05$) activities indicating that older subjects showed higher increase in their reaction time variability from idle to load condition compared to younger subjects. There was not a significant interaction effect between condition and group for walking ($p = 0.596$) and writing
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Figure 8.7. Scatter plots showing 104 observations from 2 sets of activities respectively. Misclassified observations from a leave-one-subject-out cross validation are marked with crosses. Left: Logistic regression model obtained from data when subject’s hands are active, i.e. writing and walking. Accuracy 68.27%. Right: Logistic regression model obtained from data when subject’s hands are not active, i.e. sitting and reading. Accuracy 87.5%.

\( p = 0.054 \) activities. The test of between-subjects effects showed a significant group difference in the overall reaction time variability only for the reading activity \( F(1,24) = 10.51, p < 0.01 \).

8.4.3. Classification: Idle vs. Load Condition

Figure 8.6 shows the scatter plots and the misclassified observations from the first two logistic regression models. In the leave-one-subject-out cross validation scheme the accuracy of the first model which contained only mean reaction time and reaction time variability as predictors was 75% (Figure 8.6 left). Adding the activity class features to the set of independent variables yielded an increase of the discrimination accuracy from 75% to 80.77% (Figure 8.6 right). Figure 8.7 depicts the scatter plot and the missclassifications when considering the availability of a simplified context-aware wearable reaction time test. The left figure shows the scatter plot for the regression model obtained from the data when subject’s hands are active, i.e. data from the activities writing and walking. In this case, the lowest classification accuracy of 68.27% was achieved. In contrast, the right figure shows the scatter plot for the regression model obtained from the data when subject’s hands are not active, i.e. data from the activities sitting and reading. In this case, the highest classification accuracy of 87.5% was achieved.
8.4.4. Subjective workload scores

Figure 8.8 shows the perceived NASA-TLX workload scores of the young and elderly subjects. First of all, as intended from the experiment design, it can be observed that for both young and elderly, the subjective workload ratings of the cognitive load condition were higher than the respective idle condition for each activity. The elderly subjects showed in average lower perceived workload than younger subjects during idle condition of all activities and during the load conditions of sitting and writing activities. On the other hand, the increase in perceived workload from idle to load condition was higher during sitting, walking, and reading activities for the elderly which confirms the similar trend in mean reaction time and variability outlined above. In order to model the relationship between NASA workload scores and reaction time measures we performed a multiple linear regression analysis combining all the data from young and elderly subjects. Mean reaction time and reaction time variability served as predictors whereas the perceived workload score was used as the dependent variable. We found that mean reaction time ($\beta = 0.085, p < 0.001$) and reaction time variability ($\beta = 0.72, p < 0.05$) were significant predictors. The overall model fit was $R^2 = 0.282$.

8.4.5. N-Back scores

The N-Back scores from the Audio 2-Back task of the young and elderly subjects collected during the cognitive load conditions of all activities are shown in Figure 8.9. As seen in the figure, young subjects provided better performance in N-Back tasks than elderly subjects during all the
activities. Compared to sitting and walking activities, the performance in N-Back was decreased during reading and writing activities to a great extent for both age groups. Young and elderly subjects showed the lowest performance during the writing activity which confirms the reaction time measures, i.e. the lowest reaction time performance and the highest reaction time variability was observed during the writing activity.

We performed a 2x4 ANOVA test where activity served as within-group factor while age-group was used as between-subjects variable. The results revealed a significant main effect of activity \((F(3,72) = 26.86, p < 0.001)\) on the N-Back score. There was no significant interaction between activity and age-group indicating that the effect of the activity on the N-Back score were similar for young and elderly. The test of between-subjects effects showed a significant main effect for age-group, showing that elderly participants showed an overall lower N-Back performance than younger subjects \((F(1,24) = 9.08, p < 0.01)\). The post-hoc group by group comparison for each activity revealed that there was a significant difference between young and elderly for sitting \((p < 0.05)\), walking \((p < 0.01)\) and writing \((p < 0.01)\) activities.

**Figure 8.9.** NBack scores of the young and elderly subjects collected during the cognitive load conditions.
8.5. Conclusion and discussion

In this contribution, we have investigated how the four common daily activities sitting, walking, reading and writing affect the reaction times of young and elderly subjects. When investigating the differences between idle and cognitive load conditions we could show that mean RT and RT variability were significantly increased during load as intended from the experiment design. This confirms that cognitive load could be assessed in all daily activities under investigation.

We could show that mean reaction times and reaction time variability were significantly affected by the type of activity. For both age-groups, the highest mean reaction time and variability were observed for the writing activity. On the one side, this might be explained by the fact that typing on the keyboard is a motor-driven activity which may also cause additional delay on response times because of hand movements. On the other side, a possible explanation might be that the writing activity was a highly demanding task since it requires reading, memorizing and typing. As a consequence this finding provides evidence that a wearable RT test would allow to assess whether a certain task requires more or less cognitive capacity than another one. This would be especially important for the elderly since they may have less cognitive resources and a deviation in reaction times could indicate that a particular task is highly cognitive demanding for them. We performed logistic regression analysis in order to investigate the discriminative power when distinguishing between idle and cognitive load conditions. The classification results confirmed the effect of activity on reaction times. In a leave-one-person-out cross validation the discrimination accuracy increased from 75% to 80.77% after adding activity class features to the classification model. When considering a simple context-aware wearable reaction time test which is able to detect when the hand is not active, we achieved a discrimination accuracy of 87.5%.

When comparing young and elderly subjects, the elderly showed an overall higher RT variability across all activities. This result is consistent with other studies which have shown an increasing RT variability in the elderly [10,14]. The increase in mean RT and RT variability from idle to cognitive load condition was higher for the elderly participants compared to the younger ones. There was not a significant difference between young and elderly regarding to overall mean reaction times although other studies showed that older adults were slower than younger ones [10]. On the contrary, older participants showed a slightly faster
mean RT during the idle condition. One possible explanation could be the underlying motivational processes, e.g. it was observed that the elderly subjects were more motivated then the younger subjects during the whole experiment. Elderly perceived the accomplishment of the experiment as a sense of achievement whereas the main motivation for the younger subjects was the compensation money. The positive affective state of the elderly might have induced an increased arousal level which is a known factor that enhances the reaction time performance [18, 26]. However, the underlying motivational processes need to be investigated further.

We performed logistic regression analysis in order to investigate the discriminative power when distinguishing between idle and cognitive load conditions. The classification results confirmed the effect of activity on reaction times. In a leave-one-person-out cross validation the discrimination accuracy increased from 75% to 80.77% after adding activity class features to the classification model. When considering a context-aware wearable reaction time test which is able to detect when the hand is not active, we achieved a discrimination accuracy of 87.5%. As a consequence, this finding provides evidence that RT tests in daily life need to consider activity classes.

Furthermore, we investigated the perceived subjective workload of young and elderly subjects. Interestingly, the older participants reported in average a lower perceived workload than younger subjects. A possible explanation might be that the elderly often tend to be reluctant to admit cognitive problem because of a fear of losing their independence [24]. Finally, we analyzed the N-Back scores of the subjects. Elderly subjects showed significantly lower performance than younger subjects. In both age groups, the performance during reading and writing was lower compared to sitting and walking. This might be the result of the fact that reading and writing were cognitively more demanding.

Based on the achieved results, we finally conclude that a wearable reaction time test combined with an activity recognition system is feasible to detect changes in reaction time performance and variability during common daily life activities.

8.6. Limitations and Future work

In this contribution we have shown that a simple context-aware RT test would increase the classification accuracy when discriminating between cognitive load and idle states. In future work the context recognition
should be an integral part of the wearable RT test. Thus, it would be possible to generate stimuli events only in cases when the hand is not active for a certain amount of time. More advanced, the wearable RT test could be combined with ambient sensor networks. This would allow involving more powerful context recognition systems in order to overcome the limitations of the single IMU approach we have considered so far. Thus, it would be possible to control the generation of stimuli events in a more advanced way. For example, it would be possible to activate the wearable RT test only in cases when the user is at home. Regarding design and implementation of the wearable RT test, in future work the device itself could be actually integrated into a normal watch. In addition, the device should be able to provide a feedback on the measurement results to the user. In this way, a user could be warned about an increased cognitive load.

So far, we have investigated healthy subjects and we have induced variations in cognitive functioning by applying cognitive load. In future work, wearable RT tests should be investigated for screening of cognitive impairment, rating of disease severity or monitoring of disease progression.
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## Glossary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>Alzheimer’s Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>Activities of Daily Living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>Analysis of Variance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANS</td>
<td>Autonomic Nervous System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>Coefficient of Variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Direct Current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>Electrocardiography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEG</td>
<td>Electroencephalogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG</td>
<td>Electromyography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESM</td>
<td>Experience Sampling Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHOS</td>
<td>ETH Orientation Sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSR</td>
<td>Galvanic Skin Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>High Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPA</td>
<td>Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Adrenal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>Heart Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRV</td>
<td>Heart Rate Variability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMU</td>
<td>Inertial Measurement Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-NN</td>
<td>k-Nearest Neighbor Algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>Linear Discriminant Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light Emitting Diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Low Frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI</td>
<td>Mild Cognitive Impairment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td>Mini Mental State Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA-TLX</td>
<td>NASA Task Load Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEBL</td>
<td>Psychology Experiment Building Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>Power Spectral Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>Radio-Frequency Identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Reaction Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWAT</td>
<td>Subjective Workload Assessment Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOVA</td>
<td>Test of Variables of Attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSST</td>
<td>Trier Social Stress Test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLF</td>
<td>Very Low Frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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